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Synopsis

Community broadcasting in South Africa has been identified as an ideal medium for the

facilitation of participatory communiry development. The objectives of community ownership

and participation in community broadcasting are perceived as the basis for the empowerment

of people who were oppressed by apartheid. The establishment of the Independent

Broadcasting Authority (lBA) in 1994 has provided the framework for the development of

a community broadcasting sector. However, the interpretation of the IRA Act, and the

general policy which is adopted towards community broadcasting will determine the long-

term sustainabilitv of the sector in South Africa. It will also determine the extent to which

community broadcasting achieves the ideals of local development and empowerment. This

dissertation addresses both the objectives for the use of community broadcasting in

development, and the policies which are required for the development of the community

broadcasting sector.
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Introsfuctton

;)

With the advent of democracy in South Africa in 1994, the focus on broadcasting has shifted

from a concern with the propagandist role played by the South African Broadcasting

Corporation (SABC) during apartheid years, to the potential for the utilisation of broadcasting

in the service of national development and reconciliation. The establishment of the

Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA)- the independent broadcasting regulator - provides

for: the restructuring of the SABC into a representative pub..c service broadcaster, while

simultaneously opening the airwaves to other broadcasters, in order to promote a diversity

of voices in South Africa. Broadcasting will be recognised as a three-tier system, comprising

public, commerc.ar and community broadcasting.

I

~

Community broadcasting will be the focus of this dissertation. As a small, local, non-profit

medium, engaged in community service and facilitating community participation in

programming, community broadcasting is an entirely new phenomenon in South Africa. In

the past, South Africa has been dominated by national or regional broadcasting monopolies,

providing little opportunity for public participation, and unable to meet the specific needs and

interests of local communities. Community radio and television stations will provide

alternatives from the mainstream media, while offering the potential fer people to express

their opinions within their communities.

r
I

The emphasis on the role of broadcasting in development has shifted from the public

broadcaster to community broadcasting. While it is recognised that the SABe will play a

central role in. promoting national unity, as well providing development programmes, it is

clear that the public service broadcaster will be unable to cater to the vast diversity of

cultures and languages in South Africa; 110rwill it be in a position to fulfill the vastly

differing development needs of the population.

In addition to this, however, there is a growing recognition of development as all

empowering process. Instead of being the objects of development, current development

theory (and practice by community-based organisations) stresses that people should be

participants in and determinants of their own development. In this context the media's role
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in developme ..:lt is no longer perceived as the dissemination of development information from

a national broadcaster to a passive public; instead, development and empowerment are

achieved by a decentralisation of media to a local Ievel ln which. people can receive, as well

as participate in creating their {)W~1media messages.

Participation in devezopment is regarded as a cornerstone of empowering people to take

control of their own lives. Communication - through the medium of community broadcasters

- is seen as the practice of participation. Community broadcasters provide the forum for

discussion of issues of concern to the community while simultaneously providing the

community with the means to express itself to the outside world.

The capacity for self-expression has become a crucial component in development and self-

empowerment. Under apartheid, people were treated as objects of separate development, and

were deprived of their rights to political, economic and cultural expression. Under a

democratic government, development programmes which stress only the material aspects of

development, i.e. housing. formal education, health, etc., will overlook the salience of the

restoration of dignity, self-expression and the capacity for social and political participation

by previously oppressed communities.

Community broadcasting is thus perceived to have a dual role in development. One is the

provision of local development information via the community broadcaster. The second is

the process of establishing, managing and programming a community broadcaster withia a

community. It is the latter which forms the basis for community empowerment, the

restoration of dignity and the enhancement of the right to self-expression and political

participation.

These ideals of the role of community broadcasting in development are, however, subject to

the reality of the socio-political context of South Africa. Political and racial conflict, and

socio-economic deprivation play a dominant role in determining the extent to which

community broadcasting can fulfill development objectives. Cultural expression, for example,

is not only desired by previously oppressed communities. The institution of a democratic

government in South Africa has given rise to a consolidation of conservative Afrikaans
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nationalism, which also demands expression through community broadcasting. Moreover.

because of superior access to broadcasting resources and skills, the "Boer-Afrikaans" radio

stations which represent this renewed nationalism have greater capacity to broadcast than

t'ieir counterparts in histc- ..:ally oppressed communities. People in oppressed communities

lack the funding, skills and training which are prerequisite to establishing and sustaining a

community broadcaster.

The ideals of participatory community development, therefore, are constrained by the socio-

economic realities of the apartheid legacy. While the IBA Act allows for preference to be

given to clisadvantaged communities in the allocation of licences, there is no mechanism to

facilitate the establishment of community broadcasters in disadvantaged COlI'.t!l1Ulines. This

"affirmative action" legislaticn is not sufficient to cater for the development of the

community broadcasting sector~in the absence of a development policy toward- broadcasting

which makes provision for financial and other assistance to aspirant broadcasters.

Thus, development and empowerment through community broadcasting is inconceivable in

the absence of the development of the community broadcasting sector. This dissertation is

concerned with the realisation of the ideals of participatory community development by

means of the active developmeet of the community broadcasting sector.

(
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Chapter 1 is a review of development theory from modernization, through dependency

theory, to the ideals of participatory development. It is important to note that modernization,

as a development philosophy, remains an important factor in the design and implementation

of most development programmes, particularly those which are designed and coordinated at

a central government level. While the substance of modernization development projects may

differ to that advocated by earlier theorists, the strategy of "top-down" implementation of

development decisions remains a COIIl1-nondevelopment practice. In reviewing participatory

development theory, the centrality of cultural expression, empowerment and dignity is

stressed within the context of participatory communication and community media. This

chapter provides the theoretical context for the understanding of participatory development

in the rest of the dissertation. It also raises some of the contradictions of participatory

development which will have to be confronted by community broadcasters.
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Chapter 2 provides a historical overview of broadcasting and development in South Africa.

This chapter places the development ideals of' community broadcasting within the historiacl

context of apartheid. Under apartheid, people were subjected to the ideology of separate

development. This resulted in severe oppression of blacks by the state, and a complete denial

of human rights and dignity for the majority of the population. The state-controlled SABC

was used by the government to propagate Pantu education, designed to promote the

subjugation of blacks under apartheid rule. Simulu eously, the SABC W(tS used as a

propaganda instrument for the state, distributing false or misleadir J infonnation to protect

and advance the interests of the National Party government. In this context, the introduction

of community broadcasting potentially provided two areas of opportunity to oppressed

people. Firstly, they would be able to control their own broadcaster and ensure that it met

their needs and served their interests as a community. This would facilitate the restoration

of dignity which had been destroyed under apartheid broadcast programming. Secondly, they

would be able to participate in the programming of the community broadcaster, thus

accessing an outlet for the expression of their opinions and their participation in community

affarirs.

However, while these were thje express ideals of community broadcasting, the achievement

of these objectives in practice proved to be difficult. Chapter 2 discusses the problems which

faced community broadcasters, particularly with regarrd to the ideals of ownership and

participation by communities.

( Chapter 3 provides a brief overview of community broadcasting systems in other countries.

While it does not directly deal wira community broadcasting in development, it does assess

the development of the community broadcasting sector, with reference to Western Europe

and Latin America. While Western European models represent a similar regulatory and legal

frameowrk to that in South Africa, Latin American community broadcasters are based on a

similar form of community organisation to that which arose in South Africa in response to

apartheid. The socio-political context of community development in Latin America is also

similar to that of South Africa. As community broadcasting is an entirely new phenomenon

in South Africa, this chapter is important in providing an indication of the difficulties and

challenges facing established community broadcasters in other countries.
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Chapter 4 provides a overview of the leg.{ .regulatory framework of community

broadcasting in Souih Africa. It reviews the functions of the iliA with regard to community

broadcasting, and analyses the submissions made to the lBA's public inquiry into conditions

for the issuance of temporary community broadcasting licences. It raises some of the

dilemmas and contradictions in the interpretation of the IBA Act and the rnA's Regulations

for Temporary Community Broadcasting Licencees.

Chapter 5 present: proposals for a development policy towards community broadacsting.

Based on the understanding that the rnA Act provides no more than a framework tor the

development of communay broadcast! ,'lg within disadvantaged communities, it advocates the

provision of 'government subsidies and other financial assistance to Jl~pirant broadcasters.

This chapter also discusses community broadcasting policy in relation to national objectives

of development and reconciliation. It raises the question of the extent to which community

broadcasters can act in the interest of their community, not taking into aceouar the need for

national unity and development.

'f)::
-,
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The objective of this dissertation is to review community broadcasting: in South Africa within

the broad national lind intematlonal context, to raise debate about the manner in which

community broadcasting is being regulated, and W make broad proposals for the development

of the medium. It is based on the philosophy that community broadcasting can playa

significant role in participatory community development, and thus contribute to national

development objectives, This development philosophy holds that self-expression and

community empowerment are essential components of sustainable development. As

community broadcasters in South Africa have yet to be granted licences, the arguments

discussed and proposals made in this dissertation are based on information which is

continnally changing. However, it is believed ~,hatthe issues which this dissertation raises >

at the beginning of the one-year experimental period for community broadcasters - may be

of assistance in defining a long-term policy towards community broadcasting in South Africa.
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Chapter 1. Broadcasting and Development

In order to provide a comprehensive overview of the use of broadcasting in development, it is

necessary to discuss the historical trends in development theory. While the shifts in development

theory, as outlined below, are presented historically, many of the theories still form the basis

of current thinking. Modernization, for example, still underlies much development assistance to

Third World countries, and is also the main development philosophy pursued by Third World

government'), particularly in relation to the use of media in development, Similarly, the concern

with the growing globalisation of mass media which are controlled by multinational corporati ms

means that dependency theory remains a valid tool with which to analyse the global media

system.

I

Itt

The history of development theory is generally regarded as comprising three stages: 1.

modernization; 2. dependency; 3. participation. Analysis of the role of broadcasting in

development has followed a similar historical pattern. The interest in broadcasting and

development can be attributed to the "massness II of the medium. In modernization theory, the

mass media, particularly radio and television, were regarded as agents of mass development :...

able to diffuse education and Westernisation to the large ru ,(1 populations of countries of the

Third World. In dependency theory, the trans-border flows of mass media products monopolised

by Western multinational. corporations, were blamed for the increase in poverty in the Third

World and the homogenisation of national cultures.

The emphasis on broadcasting, therefore, has been on its utilisation as a mass medium,

transmitting mass messages to a mass (uncritical) audience. The evolution of a participatory form

of development which acknowledges the heterogeneity of societies in countries of the Third

World and which regards them as more than mere consumers of Western economic aid and

culture, has opened the way for a reevaluation of the role of broadcas ing in development. In

the new development, there is a new emphasis on small localised media which, by enhancing

community communication, ~1aspotential as a tool in participatory development. This potential



role in development is the chief concern of this dissertation.

The idea of national socio-economic development came abou; inWestern Europe and the United

States during th" 1950s through what was claimed to be a growing concern with the poverty in

countries of the Hurd World. Another major, though less publicised concern of the Western

World, was the strategic importance of Third World countries in the Cold War.l

International agencies were set up by the West, whose goal it was to provide development

projects to Third World countries and thus assist in alleviating poverty and promoting self-

reliance. TIle projects were usually conceptualised in the West, and then transposed to the Third

World countries where they were aimed exciasively at material development. This dev~.tcJpment

was measured by means of indices such as per capita income and gross domestic product (GDP).

I

~

The philosophy behind the development projects was to employ a linear development process

which would accelerate Third World countries towards a Western system of free market

economy and political democracy. This was regarded as the inevitable end to any development

process. Development theorists and practitioners measured the countries of the world against the

social evolution scale ~ the Western countries, as the most developed and "sophisticated" being

at the top of the hierarchy, and the Third World countries near the bottom, epresenting the

"lower order" of society. Development discourse accordingly characterised countries as "under-

developed", "developing" or "developed".

r
, i
I I «

The "traditional II systems of Third World countries were broadly regarded a~ equivalent to pre-

Industrial Revolution Europe. The goal of development practice, therefore, was to expedite the

inevitable process of industrialisation in the Third World countries, and assist them in "catching

up" with the countries of the West. This approach to development was widely known as

modernization.

Lerner (1958)2 and Schramm (1964)3 regarded the media as crucial elements in this "catching

up" process. While their attitudes towards' the people of Third World countries and their
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approaches to the use of the media differed, they both regarded the modem industrial economy

as the inevitable end of the development process.

Writing about modernization in the Middle East, Lerner referred to what he called "traditional

society" in rather contemptuous terms. Arguing in favour of Westernisation, he declared that

those who Jived in this "more primitive, less comfortable" society, would, if given the

opportunity, recognise that internationally, "the modernizing individuals are considerably less

unhappy ~and tee more rapidly the society around them modernized the happier they [were]. "4

Lerner maintained that exposure to images of Western society would accelerate the

modernization of individuals in traditional ~}(ings. Images of wealth and opportunity would

create the necessary desire for modernization .,. otimulate response. He argued that the reason

people in trdditional societies failed to improve their conditions was tha', unlike Westerners, they

were unable to see themselves in the shoes of oClers more successful man themselves, and thus

aspire to greater success. The ability to empathise with images of Western society was an

important psychological predisposition to modernization.

The media was critical in generating this "empathy", or "psychic mobility" by bringing images

of Western society to the traditional societies. In providing images of Western. developed

society, the media would encourage urbanisation, as people pursued the models presented in the

media. This was the first step in the evolution of the modem individual.

"The media teach new desires and new satisfactions. They depict situations in which the "good

things of life II - of which most Middle Easterners never dreamed of before - are taken for

granted, They portray roles in which these richer lives are lived, and provide clues as to how

these roles can be enacted by others. 115

,,/
r :

After urbanisation, the phases of development progressed through literacy, media participation

(with the individual being both a receiver and producer of media), and political participation.

Lerner insisted that political democracy was t:~e last phase in development and was critical of
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those societies in which poIidcaI":pa.ltidpation WR3 instituted before the completion of the

urbanisation, literacy and media participation stages. Third World societies, he argued, were

incapable of engaging in mechanisms of political democracy until they had successfully passed

through the first three stages of development.

In Lerner's modernization model, the media were both an agent and an index of development.

Because of their "massness" they were regarded as a "mobility multiplier II - a means by which

to spread the message of modernization £'Jrand wide and thereby multiply the number of people

who strived towards the Western mode of living. "Massive exports of Western media would help

create the conditions for economic growth -s

It was the "massness" of the medium which resulted inbroadcasting generally being regarded

as a new and promising tool of development by :tevelopment theorists and practitioners. In 1958,

the General Assembly of the United Nations noted that the mass media had a role to play in the

development of un\1erdeveloped countries and called for a coordinated programme of action to

develop mass media as an agent of d~,veloV~1f\.ent.Development theorist, Wilbur Schramm was

commissioned by UNESCO to undertake research into, and propose a way forward in the use

of, mass media for development purposes. 7

Clearly influenced by prevailing development trends, Schramm adopted a modernization

approach in hin study. He regarded the use of the mass media in o'welopment as the only means

by which Third World countries could "catch up" with the free market system and political

democracy of the West He envisaged the primary role of the media an a facilitatory mechanism

which would unite the developing nation in its development goals and spread Information about

development programmes to the entire population. Because of the poor transport infrastructure J

the vast rural populations, and the high levels of illiteracy in most Third World countries. the

broadcast media would take the place of development agents in many areas. Like Lerner, he

assumed that development would result through increasing the quantity of information available

to Third World populations via the mass media.
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Schramm stressed the importance of the governments of Third World countries making decisions

about their own development. He maintained that development initiatives necessarily required

a process of dialogue between the government as initiator and coordinator of development

programmes and those for whom such programmes were targeted. Therefore, the decentralisation

of the media was to be encouraged in order to give the people who were targets of developruent

direct access to the broadcast medium. By establishing media in smaller geographically defined

areas, a two-way dialogue between government and the people of a country would be facilitated.

-;;>
-"I

While Schramm repeatedly emphasised the need for active local participation in development

initiatives, his approach remained a top-down one. The focus of his work was on how

governments could use the media to propagate support for development programmes which were

designed and implemented by central government. Moreover, he regarded me mass media as a

means of overcoming traditional values and norms which were viewed as obstacles to the process

of modernisation. Implicitly, the mass media was to be used to change the values and attitudes

of the targets of development programmes so that they adopted a world view which was

conducive to the prosperity of Western economic models. The decentralised media which he was

advocating would remain under the control ()f the government and were viewed more as a means

by which the government would engage in effective communication than as an instrument for

self-expression by local communities.

"If local media could supplement regional and national media, they could play the part of

middlemen, interpreting the information and fitting it to local conriiti(1)nsand needs. 118

Justifying the ethics of utilising the mass media in opposing resistance to development objectives,

he argued that development programmes were implemented by "responsible leadership" of

developing countries. The approval of these local elites was regarded as Sufficient legitimation

for the implementation of modernising programmes, regardless of the socio-economic gulf

between the educated, urbanised leadership of a Third World country, and its illiterate, largely

rural, peasant population. Resistance to development programmes from peasants would be

regarded as unjustified or reactionary in the face of government support. The media's role in
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this context was one of controlling people's attinrdes towards government development

progrearaes,

"... the mobilizing of human resources requires a great deal of attention to what the population

knows and thinks of national development, and especially to the encouragement of attitudes

and social customs, add the provision of knowledge, which will be favourable to

development (own emphasis). "9

Ironically, while modernization stressed the development of traditional societies according to the

values and norms of the economic systems of the West, this was clearly not mirrored in the

attitudes towards freedom speech. Western society's conventional principles of the

independence of the media, minimal government interference and impartiality in content were

not applied to the media indeveloping countries, either by governments or Western development

agencies. The role which Schramm advocated f( " the media in developing countries as an
instrument of development propaganda was entirely contrary to the role of the media in Western

society.

A major study undertaken by Katz and Wedp,111ocomparing the "promise and performance" of

broadcasting at~ddevelopment in Third World countries cited centralised governmers control

over the broadcasting media as one of the reasons for the failure of media to contribute to

development. Governments were more interesred in the utilisation of media to promote national

unit", than in its potential to promote development. The concern with national unity was

understood as promoting nationalism and identification with the government's development

goals, but in practice became a means by which incumbent governments consolidated their power

and hegemony. Most Third World countries lacked coordinated policies for the utilisation of

media in development.

.\

l
Broadcasting systems in most Third World countries were inherited from former colonial

powers, and reflected the Western metropolitan models of the colonists. Countries which had

previously been under British J111ewere served by broadcasting systems which were based 011
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the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). However, after liberation from colonialism had

been achieved, rewly-incumbent governments adapted these broadcasters to the service of state

development goals. The media was carefully controlled in order to protect the interests of the

political party in power, and to downplay any opposition to the status quo.

Katz and Wedell identified three roles which the broadcast media were expected to play in Third

World countries. These were: national integration, modernization and the rediscovery of

traditional cultures which had been repressed by colonialism. They questioned whether the mass

media could cope with the demands of all three of these objectives and whether, in fact, the

objectives were contradictory. As an example they postulated that national integration required

uniformity while rediscovery of traditional cultures lent itself more to diversity.

i
~.

"When the media are used for the communication I~ftechnical information to promote behaviour

change, certain new problems arise. It becomes apparent. for example, that the policies of

introducing a national language and of covering the entire country, which serve the goal of

national integration are not well suited to the more local, familiar, and personal approach
required for programs of modernization, "11

Another question raised in the study was the appropriateness of mass development strategies,

imported "wholesale" from the West, which were centrally implemented and coordinated by

Third World governments, Katz and Wedell argued that the importation of Western technology

inevitably resulted in the simultaneous importation of broadcasting values and software (i.e.

programming) which reflected Western values. Television technology and software were the

most prone to HUs importation of values because of the technical complexity of the medium and

the high costs of producing programmes locally. Radio, it was argued, was more adaptable to

the values and culture of local people because it was relatively inexpensive and simple to

operate.

"Radio, it seems, IS not as closely bound to the image of the urban, nuclear f".uily relaxing

together after a hard day's work. Radio is altogether more flexible, and although its program
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schedule may be no less standardized than that of television, its contents are more familiar: radio

programmes are more often homemade., , The announcer is local; the names in the news are

more familiar; the people of the radionovella are old friends; the chanting is authentic; the tunes
ate singable. 1112

Many development programmes had failed because of inefficient implementation, the use of

Western educational and development methods which were unsuitable in local conditions, and

a lack of communication between the targets of the development and the governments. This

raised the question of whether the mass media would be more effectively utilised if decentralised

and controlled on a local level.

il

Successful us'! of broadcasting in. development was evident in community listening groups where

villagers listened to development-oriented radio programmes together and discussed among

themselves the issues raised in the context of the development needs of their local community.

hi some countries there was an opportunity to record responses ~o these programmes and send

them back to 'the government. This was seen as a means to promote two-way communication

between governments and their people.

,..

Katz and Wedell called for an "anthropocentric" approach to broadcasting which would reflect

indigenous needs and cultural values, rather than the culture and values of the West. This

required a coordinated effort on the part of Third World governments, as well as a

decentralisatton of me media to a local community level. On the local level, the role of the

media w01dd/not be to deliver development propaganda, but to provide the opportunity ft!'

communities to determine their own development needs.

"The integration of broadcasting into development has therefore to be seen not merely in

instrumental terms. Broadcasting needs to contribute to the formation of development policy as
well as its implementation. 1113

During the seventies there was a growing recognition that modernization had failed in uplifting
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Dependency ihyoris~s argued that development aid from the West was a new form of

coloaialism, designed to create new markets for Western goods by co-opting Third World

counuies into the international economy which wa .ontrolled by the West and thus maintain the

superiority of tile Western powers. Third World countries were forced, through economic

development programmes, to focus their local economy on the export of primary products and

raw materials to the capitalist countries of the West. They were consequently compelled to

import manufactured goods and technology into their countries in order to provide for domestic

food consumption and industrialisation which was imposed on them through medernising

projects. In terms of the world economy, Western capitalist powers occupied the centre of the

system, with 'ThirdWorld economies forced to remain on the periphery. The underdevelopment

of the periphery countries persisted through the extraction of surplus value and direct oppression

by the capitalist core. 14. In effect, Western development aid, in the form of projects of

modernisation, was designed to create greater dependency by Third World countries on the

international economic system, reducing their ability to detach themselves from the system or

to develop beyond their peripheral status. IS

the socio-economic conditions of the developing countnes. The onus of the cause for

underdevelopment shifted from the assumed "backwardness" of the people of the developing

countries, to the role of the Western aid agencies in increasing the economic dependence of the

Third World on the West. This view criticised modernization on the basis that it failed to

consider the world as a global economic system which operated on the terms and conditions, and

t(',?,refore to the advantage of, the capitalist industrialised countries. The relative wealth or

. v: erty of a nation was dependent on its relationship with the industrialised countries within this

system.

"The word [development] always implies a favourable change, step from the simple to the

complex, from the inferior to the superior, from worse to better. The word indicates that one

is doing well because one is advancing in the sense of a necessary, eluctable, universal law and

toward a desirable goal. ,. But for two thirds of the people on earth, this positive meaning of the

word "development" ... is a reminder of what they are not. It is a reminder of an undesirable,
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undignified condition. T0 escape from it, they need to be enslaved to others' experiences and

dreams. 1116

Development theorists submitted that the centre/periphery relations were reproduced within each

Third 'World country with the national elite representing and protecting the local interests of the

Western capitalist powers. In: this way. the national elites were able to ensure their own

hegemony and privilege. The periphery, in this case, was the majority of the population which

suffered the consequences of dependency: poverty, hunger and disease. In order to maintain their

hegemony! and consequently the power of the Western countries over the periphery, the local

elite used repressive measures to force their populations into accepting modernisation

programmes.

The mass media along with all other mass communications technologies was regarded a'Syet

another tool controlled by the multinational corpoi Js to promote cultural as well as economic

dependency of Third World countries. Along with Western technology, Third World countries

had imported a media content which was ideologically disposed towards the maintenance of

Western hegemony.

"The extremely assymmetrical flow of communications materials and cultural commodities

between the advanced capitalist countries and those of the "Third World" is not simply a

commercial exchange, but rather part of the process whereby the latter are dominated by the

communications ideologies of the major capitalist countries" Also integral to this process is the

incorporation of these countries into the market-oriented, consumer-capitalist economies through

apparently neutral or harmless media products. "17

Central to the understanding of the role of media in the cultural dependency model was the

subordination of local cultures and values to cultural values and products which were primarily

determined by Western consumer capitalism. Nations were seen to be losing their individual

cultural ihntities to the consumerist homogeneity created by Western, particularly American

media. The growth of transnational media, satellite communications and increasing
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monopolisation of the media by powerful corporations exacerbated this threat. Global

communications inequality served to entrench the hegemony of the capitalist core and enhance

the socio-economic dependency of the periphery.

"The international information flow, left to itself and regulated only by the requirements of t:le
market needs of its present powerful transmitters and generators, will stifle whatever chance yet

remains for the sovereign determination of alternative growth paths in the many weaker nations

of the world. II 18

Dependency h...orists advocated a delinking or dissociation by Third World countries from the

Westem determined international economic system and a forging of economic and cultural

relations with other Third World countries. This would involve redirecting development in order

to make the peripheral economies more self-sufficient, and refocusing attention on indigenous

cultures and values.

/r
I <

The recognition of the imbalance in the communications flow resulted in the commissioning of

a report by UNESCO in 1980. The International Commission for the Study of Communication

Problems, led by Sean McBride made several recommendations regarding international

information flOW19• The recommendations, termed the New World Information and

Communication Order (NWICO), proposed: the "elimination of imbalances and inequities" in

the global information system, including the "elimination of the negative 'effects of certain

monopolies II ; the strengthening of the "capacity of developing countries to achieve improvement

of their own situations ... and making their information and communication media suitable to

their needs and aspirations" 20. UNESCO's attempts to facilitate a more equitable flow of global

communications prompted much controversy, particularly from the United States; which argued

that proposals referring to the elimination of monopolies were a threat to the free flow of

information. However, NWICO was important in drawing international recognition to the

concerns of cultural and media dependency.

Dependency theorists were criticised on the basis that their approach focused primarily on
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relations between the Western economic powers and Third World countries and failed to take

imo account the particular circumstances of each country, as well as the contradictions in the

relationships between multinational corporations, national elites and the peoples of each country.

While in many cases national elites and multinational corporations had similar interests, local

ruling classes had their own interest in oppressing their populations outside of the needs, and

sometimes contradictory to the interests of foreign capital. Mattelart and others "realized the

principal problem with this formulation was that it assumed an ideological superstructure could

be created and reproduced elsewhere and somehow imposed on or implanted in a society without

being, or becoming, a part of the internal dialectic or processes of change and social and cultural

reproduction. tl21

I

~

Moreover, the assumption behind dependency theory was that the Third World constituted an

homogenous block of passive consumers helplessly subject to the onslaught of cultural and

economic imperialist forces. It was based on "a model of cultural influence which is static,

mechanical and deterministic. "7.2 Dependency theory failed to take into account the initiatives by

people in the Third World - through local media and community development initiatives - to

resist the homogenisation and SUbjugation of their histories and traditions, in response to

oppression by both imperialist forces and the local elites.

The dependency perspective, like modernization, viewed people as objects of economic and

cultural imperialism of the West, disregarding their role as subjects in the interpretation and

creation of meaning. The existence of local knowledge and processes of traditional

communication were overlooked.

The writings of Brazilian educationist, Paulo Freire constituted a rejection of the determinism

of both the dependency and modernization perspectives and provided a new shift in development

thinking. Freire" emphasised a development or pedagogy which was initiated and controlled by

those who had been oppressed by colonial or imperialist forces. This education for liberation

rejected the conventional form of education as information transfer from a (learned) teacher to

an (ignorant) student. Freire argued that this type of education was used to oppress people - to
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tum them into uncritical, passive beings ~ inorder ~o legitimise their subjugation to the interests

of the oppressors who controlled the access to and means of education. This "banking education"

was not a genuine development of the; people, but consisted of "deposits" of so-called knowledge

transferred between teacher and student. Revolutionary movements, in their eagerness to win

people over to their way of thinking by means of propaganda and demagoguery, were also guilty

of using "banking education". Freire maintained that, in order for true education to take place,

knowledge could not be regarded as the exclusive preserve of the teacher. Education for

liberation was a process of sharing of knowledge, which would enable individuals to understand

and recognise their oppression through the use of their own knowledge and their own

comprehension of their lives.

Freire proposed a "problem-solving" approach to education in which people would develop the

capacity to critically analyse their situation, in order to enable them to take action to improve

their lives. This combination of analysis (reflection) and action was referred to as "praxis".

Freire stressed that praxis required that there be no distinction between teacher and student. In

the "pedagogy of the oppressed", teachers and students became equals in the learning process.

Any distinction which elevated the knowledge of the teacher above that of the student would be

regarded as "banking education",

Freire's writings gave rise to a significant change of direction in development theory. The shift

in development practice has been slower - development programmes, both those instituted by

foreign aid agencies (particularly the World Bank and International Monetary Fund), and those

adopted by governments, still reflect a primary concern with modernization practices. The

interpretations and adaptations of Freire's theory have taken place on a more limited basis with

some projects being more faithful than others to the concepts of praxis and problem-solving.

The new model of development rejected the philosophy of development which treated the so-

called beneficiaries of development as passive objects in modernising programmes. The new

development regarded people as active subjects in their own development. Instead of a "top-

down" development, imposed by government and aid agencies on development beneficiaries, the
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new method stressed a "bottom-up" approach, Needs were to be defined at a local1evel by the

people themselves, instead of by development benefactors; the processes through which those

needs were satisfied would also be decided upon, implemented and coordinated by local

communities at a pace congruent with the capacity of the community, In the process,

communities would use their own skills and resources to achieve their development goals.

Moreover, this self-reliance was not merely concerned with material need - it was aimed at

enabling people to become fnll citizens in society. A central goal in the- impleraentation of

participatory development programmes was "empowerment", i.e. self-reliance and dignity - the

converse of the dependency and inferiority perpetuated by modernisation theory. Therefore,

social, cultural and political needs became an integral part of a development which emphasised

human right'; values such as freedom, equality, dignity, political and social participation and the

right to inform and be informed.
'\',

"A development policy aimed at the satisfaction of rundamental human needs goes beyond the

conventional economic rationale because it applies to the human being as a whole. The relations

which are established between needs and their satisfiers make it possible to develop a philosophy

and a policy for development which are genuinely humanistic. "24

Because people invarious communities and societies in different parts of the world had different

needs, and different cultural values and norms, the new development could not be defined in
universal terms". Unlike modernisation in which development was seen in universal terms as

a process of industrialisation and Westemisation, whereafter countries would achieve the status

of "developed" countries, the new development was non-determinant. The processes and goals

of development would be determined by those who were to benefit from development. This was

not a fixed programme with an ultimate goal, but an ongoing process of reflection and action

which people were to follow ill order to adapt themseives to their environment, on their own

terms. Any assistance from outside organisations was to be limited to a facilitatory role and all

external input would rye evaluated in terms of the people's own priorities and development
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intentions.

"Another Development" adopted by the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation in 197526, proposed the

following pillars of the new development;

~ It is geared to meeting human needs, both material and non-material.

- It is endogenous and self-reliant, that is, relying on the strength of the societies which

undertake it.

- It is in harmony with the environment.

- Finally, it is based on the premise that Another Development requires structural

transformations, since domination based on, for instance, class, gender or ethnicity expresses

itself within the total social system.

Enabling people to participate fully in their development required recognition of and respect for

"indigenous knowledge"." Instead of the community occupying the space of the ignorant and

"receiving" knowledge which was being imparted to them by the "educated", the process would

stress the indigenous knowledge inherent in the community, and would give rise to "knowledge

empowerment". Indigenous knowledge was referred to as the ""accumulated knowledge and

traditional skills and technology" of a people, culture or sub-culture". It encompasses both

technical and non-technical knowledge, including worldview, social and religious customs and

taboos, vegetation, climate, ecology, communication patterns and music. nZ9

l \
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Local communities would use their indigenous knowledge to engage in participatory research"

as a process of analysing their situation and determining their needs. This endogenous research,

which disregarded the traditional researcher/research-objects dichotomy was based on the

reflection and action (praxis) espoused by Freire. Only by being an integral part of the research

(reflection) process, could the community take action on the basis of recognition of their needs.
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Participatory research could be facilitated by a professional researcher from outside the

community, but the control of the research process and structure, remained in the hands of the

community.

All forms of outside assistance would be determined and controlled by the local community.

While external agents would provide assistance and act as catalysts for the development process,

all decisions about how and whether to utilise that assistance would be left to the community.

The par.'icipatory development agent's role would be to make herself and her skills redundant

after a period of time, having facilitated the development of self-reliance.

The defining factor in the new development approach was participation - thus the use of the term

"participatory development", At a local level this implied the ability of people to participate in

determining their own needs D~dplanning and implementing their own development. At a

national (and even international) level, it m6;llt equal opportunity to participate in political

decision-making.

Mirroring the shift in development theory, focus shifted from the functionalist approach to

culture and the media, evident inboth the modernisation and dependency modets, to the internal

processes of cultural and media production within developing countries. This perspective, while

acknowledging the unequal relations between the West and developing countries, and the

economic and cultural impositions of Western technology and finance, sought to assess how

culture was reproduced within developing countries in the midst of Western technology and

ideology. 31

"Far from being a top-down phenomenon only; foreign mass media interact with local networks

in what can be named a "coerseductive" (for coercion/seduction) way, and therefore have

radically different effects and meanings in different. cultural settings. Far from being passive

recipients, audiences are actively involved in the construction of meaning around the media they

consume. 1132
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"Culture" was no longer seen as another aspect of social relations, or a by-product of socio-

economic development. Culture represented the totality of relations between people - their moral

values, religious beliefs, political organisation. economic infrastructure and means of

communication. Servaes' definition of culture attests to 1jleall-embracing nature of the concept:

"Under the concept of culture one means material and immaterial aSf"Gts of a cet lin way of

life, passed on and corroborated via socialization processes to the members of tllat society. This

process is never linear. It is linked to t ..,.in conscious and unconscious ways; IL is sporadic

and ubiquitous and transcends geographic and "cultural" boundaries .... It not only concerns

decisions about good and evil, etc., but also the way we eat, live, or dress. In this sense, culture

can be described as a social setting in which a certain reference framework has found its basis

or is <'''institutionalized,j and which orientates and structures the interaction and communication

of the people within that context. "33

Communication, in this context, was the expression of culture in a community. Communication,

which was the practice of the theory of participation, formed the indispensable. framework of

participatory development. Without communication, there could be no participation. In response

to the notion of the passive receiver of top-down development communication, created by both

the modernisation and dependency perspectives, the focus of theorists shifted f, a recognition

of indigenous culture and community comraunication as ·~c basis for all development which

aimed at self-reliance and empowerment.

G

A strong sense of cultural identity" and the belief in the ability to develop oneself, as opposed

to relying on outside assistance, was regarded as essential in developing self-reliance, The

homogenising influence of mass development programmes was rejected in favour of a new

consideration for diversity - the recognition of people's history, culture and traditions - as a

means to promote empowerment. However, encouraging diversity, when faced with the

challenge of promoting national unity, and consolidating the ruling party's power base, was not

recognised as a significant development strategy by the governments of most Third World

countries; rather, the promotion of heterogeneity was viewed as a threat to the sovereignty of

!~

!
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the state. Max-Neef et. al, writing about development in Latin America in 1989 argued that the

most urgent issue facing a democratic country was "how to respect and encourage diversity

rather than control it!l3S.This was not a reaction to the promotion of national unity but was an

opposition to "national uniformity".

"Relationships of dependence flow from the top downwards: from the macro to the micro, from

the international level to the local level, from the social domain to the Individual domain.

Relationships of self-reliance, on the contrary, have greater =ynergic and multiplying effects

when they flow from the bottom upwards; that is to say, to the extent that local self-reliance

stimulates regional self-reliance, which, in tum, fosters national selt-reliance.'?"

"Human Scale Development" aspired to a development which would facibrate diversity and

foster "local spaces" in which people could rediscover their cultural identity and begin to engage

in development action which would improve their political and socio-economic conditions. This

was based on the recognition that people's sense of identity and self-worth had been eroded

because of the imperialist system which maintained centre/periphery distinctions. "Processes

which nurture diversity and increase social participation and control over the environment are

decisive in the artie, .ation of projects to expand national autonomy and distribute the fruits of
economic development more equitably. tl37

Verhelst" stressed that aU development was, in essence, cultural development. Verhelst referred

to culture as an an-embracing concept - one which included every aspect of life, the economic

and political organisation of a society, as well as the social.

"It is the idea of culture that gives both meaning and direction t.J economic activity j political

decisions, community life, social ('.,Inflict and so on. It is in fact culture that gives development

its raison d'etre and its goal. "39

Rooring Freire's concept of "problem-solving" education in a cultural development approach,

Verhelst criticised both modernization theorists and revolutionary socialist movements for
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disregarding cultural diversity and thus denying the identity of people in different communities.

Modernisation theorists tended to regard indigenous culture as backward and an obstacle to

Westernisation; revolutionary movements saw indigenous culture as reactionary and an

impediment to class struggle. Development projects which were not strongly rooted in the local

culture could not succeed in a manner which resulted in the empowerment and self-realisation

of a particular community.

While acknowledging that the notion of cultural diversity was often misused for politically

expedient purposes, Verhelst insisted that it was all essential factor in true developmem and

empowerment of p, -ple. Like Max-Neef et al he argued for the "necessity for cultural diversity
in the face of the unicity of the development concept. ,,40

I
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Radical dependency critics of development had rejected outright the concept "development" as

a practice which contaminated local cultures". In response to this Verhelst argued that to

withhold all development initiatives on this basis would be "tantamount to burying one's head

in the sand. "42 The cultural and economic imperialism of the West would continue regardless of

the dissociation of development initiatives. What was needed was international solidanty with

the people of dependent societies in order to bring about a development for liberation from the

socio-economic imperialism of the West.

In tenus of the participatory development model the mass media, which had long been regarded

as the prim...ary tool of Western capitalism for propagating a homogenising consumer culture, was

seen to hold potential as a tool of communication for liberation and endogenous development,

alongside more traditional media such as drama, song and dance.

, 1
I
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Instead of the one-way, top-down, producer to receiver, directive utilisation of the media in

development, it would be: used to facilitate participatory development and empowerment of

communities. Media access meant that individuals in communities would be both senders and

receivers of messages", The creation of media messages was no longer the exclusive preserve

of those with "knowledge" and "professionalism"; it was a means of communication for any
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person who desired to express themselves". Moreover, messages could be created in the

language and style which was most accessible to the local population.

Participatory communication theorists argued for the transformation of mass communication

"into an instrument through which the social practice of dominated groups reaches its

culmination. The message is no longer imposed from above, but the people themselves are the

generators and actors. 1145 Community-based media would therefore fulfil the roles of dialogue -

horizontal communication between members of a community - as well as action, i.e. motivating

members of the community in development for self-reliance.

Participatory media was not viewed in vertical terms (producer to receiver Of vice versa); but

as an horizontal exchange of information. This was important not only in promoting

communication between individuals in a community, but also in establishing contact between

communities. The media were the only means of communication which could effectively achieve

this cross-community exchange of Information, via local radio networks, local nevspapers or

travelling theatre or song groups".

The institution of media forms such as radio, newspapers and video in many cases required the

assistance of specialists from outside of communities to train people in the technology and

production of the media, The role of these agents, however, was to be a purely technical one -

decisions regarding the content of the media messages and the distribution of the medium, and

policies regarding the employment of the medium in development projects were to be left to the

members of the community themselves. The objective of development agencies was not to

communicate messages, but rather to develop the communicative capacity of communities, 47

(

Major emphasis was placed on the capacity of community media to rediscover and promote

cultural values and histories which had been negatively affected by colonialism or the

imperialism of modernising development. It was argued that through the combination of

traditional media and new media technology. communities would not only be able to enhance

communication among themselves, but would also have the capacity to express their identity

!, i
l
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beyond their physical boundaries. Various theorists indicated radio as the broadcast medium

which was most suited to local adaptation for use by communities. This was not only due to the

simplicity and inexpensiveness of the medium, but because it was regarded as adaptable to

traditional styles of oral communication as well as local languages and dialects. Participation in

the creation of media messages would demystify the mass media in the eyes of communities, as

wen as provide them with a voice to counter the homogenislng influences of the national and

international media.

initially. participatory communication was regarded as one of the objectives ill community

development. Increasingly. it has been regarded as integral to the development process.

Kivikuru" maintained that "communication within a community is considered important enough.
as an objective. tI

Keywords in the participatory development and participatory communications approach were

"local", "community", lithe people" and "participation". Very little attention was paio by

participatory development theorists to the definition of these concepts. These words were used

to reflect the opposite of the notions of mass, centralised, homogenising modernisation.

Generally, participatory development was understood as taking place in a smaller geographical

locality, rather than on the national scale. Participation could only be undertaken meaningfully

if all individua": in a participatory development project were able to make a contribution in

defining and satisfying their needs - therefore the numbers of people involved had to be small.

Moreover, effective participation required a common starting point from which to communieate.

Participation would be difficult, for example, in a situation where people spoke different
languages, lived according to different values and customs .and expressed vastly different needs.

The words "local community" therefore referred to a limited geographical area, where people

were linked together through a common history, common customs and values, and common

needs.

In most cases, participatory development theorists .snd practitioners concentrated on rural areas.

Here, the definition of "community" was relatively simple in the form of the Village. The village
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could be identified as a geographical locality by means of its boundaries, it consisted of people

who shared a common history and values and it had a definite form of community organisation.

The people of the traditional rural village invariably worked, ate and slept in the village, as did

their children and children's children.

Using the idyllic rural village as a basis for participatory development presented several

problems. Firstly, very few villages had not been affected by external influences. Urbanisation

and migrant labour had changed the very nature of the rural village and the structure according

to which it was organised. These influences affected the nature of community organisation within

tile village, (e.g. women taking the place of absent men as leaders in the village structures), as

well as extended the notion of "community" beyond the village.

Secondly, while an emphasis on rural communities was justified in the light of the fact that the

overwhelming majority of people in the Third World, particularly in Africa, lived in rural areas,

participatory development theorists (Latin American theorists writing about their own countries

are an exception) had largely neglected assessing "community" in the context of urbanisation,

s-maner camps, city ghettoes, etc. "Community" in poor urban areas was clearly distinct from

both the "neighbourhood" analyses of Western European and Northern American community

development theorists, as well as those which appeared to use the Third World rural community

as their point of departure.

c

The third problem with contemporai participatory development theory was that questions of

equality and participation within the community context were not fully analysed, "Indigenous

community II was idealised as a concept. The insistence by participatory development theorists

on acknowledgement of and respect for local knowledge overlooked the fact that in many

contexts certain members or groups in a community were effectively excluded by the values and

customs of that community, from participating in discussion or making decisions. The most

obvious example was the exclusion of women from community decision-making in most

traditional societies - a practice which was transferred to the cities during the urbanisation

process, and which was exacerbated by poverty and oppression, This clearly revealed the
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shortcomings inherent in Freire's writings" When Freire advocated educaticn for liberation, his

case studies referred to individuals a;u~ not to communities, disregarding the fact that many

individuals were oppressed by their fellow oppressed because of their sex, age, colour, caste,
or other factors.

Clearly, a community whose historical values and customs ascribed pre-determined, inferior

roles to certain categories of individuals was undemocratic and oppressive according to 'Western

notions of equality and democracy. Intervention in such practices and an attempt to alter them

would be contrary to the principles of participatory development, particularly if the traditional

leaders of the communities resisted and opposed such interventions. Linked to this was the

question of the conditions under which participatory development could be practised. Certain

development theorists" argued that participatory development and communication could not take

place in a vacuum and that democratic community organisation was a necessary precondition for

participatory development. How then, could participatory development be initiated in the. absence

of democratic community organisation? Attempts by participatory development agents to

encourage democratic organisation would be faced by these questions: Under whose initiative

was this goal pursued? and; Who decided whether the democratic organisation had reached a

stage where it was sufficiendy participatory to merit the introducticn of participatory

development practice?

./::

"The main pitfalls emerging from inherent contradictions in the participatory process itself is the

difficulty of achieving and sustaining a dynamic balance between ideology and strategy, between

power and countervailing power I between conformist organisation and spontaneous non-

conformist participat'on. "50

J
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The introduction of community communications and media complicated the search for

definitions, Contemporary media analysis and legal terminology referred to a distinction between

"geographical community" and ""community of interest". "Community of interest" did not

necessarily require a geographical Iocality as a "community". Rather, it was seen as a group of

people with common interests, e.g. women's groups, trade unions, classical music lovers, etc.
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Some of these "communities of interest" were clearly groups which would advocate and engage

in participatory development. However, they lacked' the geographical tangibility which was

assumed inmost participatory development theory. Community communications and media also

highlighted the"issues of community identity, how it was formed and how it was propagated to

outsiders. Which groups or individvals in the community exerted most control over the

community medium and thereby controlled the propagation of community identity? As part of

the participatory development project, was democratic community organisation a precondition

for community media, or could community media be used as a tool to achieve democratisation?

These questions and issues will fonn the underlying basis of analysis in the rest of this paper.

There are clearly no ready answers. Community organisation varies from society to society and

the issues raised above may be more or less relevant in different countries. However, it is

important that these considerations are borne in mind. At present, participatory development and

participatory communications are defined more by what they are not, i.e. centralised, top-down,

bureaucratic, hornogenising government control, than by what they are. While this may be

sufficient in defining an opposition to the practices and goals of modernisation. without a

thorough understanding of what is meant by "community", "local", or "participation" in any

given situation, participatory development is merely activist rhetoric which fails to take into

account the complexities and contradictions in changing societies.

,I ,.
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Chapter 2. Broadcasting and Development in South Africa

Any discussion of broadcasting and development in South African necessitates an assessment of

the historical context of broadcasting in the country and the ends to which it was used. Both

colonialism and apartheid have excluded the black population from participating in society in any

"Nay- effectively, their right to access to and participation in communication was removee and

replaced with a system which, through its communication policies, relegated them to secondary

status.

An understanding of the histJrir.;:al context of broadcasting in South Africa provides insight into

the contradictions of colonialism and apartheid. Through these systems of domination both the
q

concept of "developrtent" and the concept of "community" and "identity" were distorted in order

to serve the interests of the white minority above those of the black majority over whom they

ruled. More specifically, they were used to propagate and entrench the apartheid ideal and, by

emphasising difference, ensure the deference of blacks to white authority.

This chapter outlines the evolution of broadcasting in South Africa and traces the concepts of

development and community in relation to this history. It begins with the SABC under the

British colonial administration in South Africa and ends with the growth of community

broadcasting in the early 1990s, in response to the political reforms which were taking place at

that time.

I 0

The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) was established in 19361 and was modeled

on the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). Both the SABC and the BEC operated according

to Reithian principles of public service, the promotion of "high culture", and editorial

independence and integrity. In the thirties and forties the SABC was the platform for the

expression of British colonial interests. While it recognised the Afrikaans language, the

representation of Afrikaans culture, religion and values was secondary to the dominant English

vision of the Corporation. Most of the news, information and cultural programming provided

on radio referred to Britain - effectively, the SABe Wf.S the voice of the Imperial Crown in
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South Africa. News about, and the interests of, the black population were not represented at all

on the 'sh"BC's radio service.

On the rare occasion that blacks did feature in the news it was when the issue or event in which

they appeared was of fundamental importance to the white community. Even then, black

individuals were referred to as "the natives", with little regard for their identity or place in

society. Under colonial rule the broadcasting system barely acknowledged the existence of the

majority of South Africa's people. To the rest - the whites - it advocated a colonial lifestyle

based on the values and norms of British "high culture" .

During the Second World War, a "rediffusion service" which basically comprised loudspeakers

broadcasting messages in the black compounds was introduced, in order to counter rumours

regarding the war. From the outset, therefore, the introduction of broadcasting to the black

population was envisaged as a paternal measure 'of control. Having "served its purpose" during

the war, the service was discontinued in 1945.

i (

!
! ~

The advent of Nationalist power in 1948 saw a change in attitude towards the role of

broadcasting in South Africa. Not only did it herald the genesis of a policy of extreme Afrikaner

nationalism on SABe, outweighing the colonial tradition of the Corporation, but it also led to

a recognition of the propaganda potential of the SABC in ensuring the submission of the black

raajority. Paternalism and control over the black population was the driving force behind the

reintroduction of the diffusion service in 1951. The service was designed to: "provide the Native

with entertainment in his own home and in this way contribute towards the prevention of crime;

and secondly to contribute towards the education of the Bantu. 112

"Education" in the broadcasting service basically referred to those programmes which entrenched

the political power of the whites and attempted to convince blacks of their inferior status. From

this time until the 1980s, modeled the national Bantu education system, SABC educational

broadcasting for blacks was targeted towards preserving the hegemony of the white minority.

Regardless of the SABe's statements of independence from government and its professed
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editorial integrity, the "Bantu services" were openly acknowledged as a medium through which

the state departments of Native Affairs, Bantu Education, and later the Department of Education

and Training. could communicate directly with the black population. During fh) years, the

m programming format for blacks would encompass themes such as: "a sense of

responsibility", "obedience and the need for education and training", "obedience to authority and

respectfulness", "freedom is obedience", "education is not a p..ssport to superiority", "the

dangers of communism" .3

SABC's educational programming was an extreme example of Freire's banking education. The

SABC assumed its black audience to be passive receptacles which could be moulded into

accepting their 0PPJl ',sion as a societal norm. In order to achieve this, Bantu education was

consciously designed to prepare blacks to accept inferior positions, e.g. as labourers, within

South African society. What was evident. however, was that the education for submission by the

state and state structures such as the SABC failed to suppress objections to apartheid oppression

and organised resistance to white minority rule.

A crucial element of the apartheid education on SABC was the promotion of "own identities",

in accordance with the policy of separate development. The approach was two-pronged. Firstly,

news and information stressed the political and economic development of the homelands 4'1

programmes with titles such as: "This Week in the Bantu World", "I Like My Country'" and

"A Place in the Sun'", Coopted black leaders were us-d extensively on these programmes to

expound on the advantages of the nomeland system.

(

Secondly, there was an emphasis on enhancing the expression of traditional culture and history,

This objective had to be seen within the narrow context of apartheid; it was clearly different to

the universal goal of the upliftment and preservation of culture and history. Many of the

proponents of community broadcasting in South Africa hav e advocated the use of radio and

television to the ends of "rediscovering people's history" and "promoting culture". The SABC's

engagement in the promotion of culture was designed to advance the ideology of separate

development, and maintain the oppression of blacks under apartheid.



"With the compilation and presentation of programme material from the rich cultural treasury

of the various Bantu peoples, Radio Bantu performs nut only an important function of

conservation but also promotes love and pride in that heritage, with stimulating effect on
political development. 116

The "cultural treasury" which the SABe promoted was ahistorical - taken out of its social and

historical context with the aim. not of expressing the traditions of a people, but of distinguishing

them as different from other people, i.e. white.. This cultural promotion took no cognisance of

the struggle of black people against colonial oppression since the earliest days of ~hearrival of

white settlers, and the cultural traditions which grew out of this resistance. Instead, it attempted

to serve a'3a remlnder to blacks of what was regarded as their "primitive' origins ~ that they did

not belong in Western society. The comradiction in the system was evident. The state created

a situr .,,)1" where. through the confiscation of land, exorbitant land taxes and enforced labour,

urbanis; ")fl, and consequent Westernisation was enforced (\'1 blacks. At the same time,
i,

however, the SABe's Bantu services were directed towards the promotion of tribal culture "in
order to revive old traditions among the\\urban Bantu. ,,7

The apartheid state apparently saw the revival of tribal tradition as the protection of white

superiority and thus persisted in its efforts. As late as 1977, when proposing a television channel

for Africans, the SABe suggested that the programme material would consist mainly of the

granting of independence to the homelands and redressing "the rapid extinction of traditions and

customs. «s

As the notion of "culture" was explicitly used towards ideological ends, so was the idea of

"community". In apartheid discourse, "community" came to refer to a group of people of the

same skin colour, e.g. white community, black community or coloured community. Later, when

ethnic differences were exploited by the state, particularly with the establishment of the

homelands, the terms "Zulu community" and "Xhosa community" were also used.

The SABe emulated this use of the term. The illusion of community service and community
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participation was created. In reference to the Bantu radio programmes, the SABe maintained

that "the service must stem basically from the Bantu community itself. As such it has actually

become the life-like reflection of the Bantu vorld in till its constructive aspects. 'Within the

framework of the Board's declared policy the Bantu communi y itself is responsible for the

programmes, each language and cultural group accordin, to its own tradition and customs. 119

Effective control of programming, however. was not undertaken by the "Bantu community" but

by the Bantu Programme Advisory Beard which consisted entirely of white Afrikaans-speaking

men..

In the mid 1960s, regional radio services of the SABe were launched 111 the major cities of

South Africa, TIle SABe referred to these as community radio stations because of their physical

location in regional centres, their provision of information and news about the region and their

organisation of various "community" activities such as fund-raising for local welfare

associations, etc. However, control of these stations ".,. mined in the hands of the SABC and the

stations broadcast in English and Afrikaans, tm'f;¢Jng themselves exclusively at the white

population.

The later introduction of African language services - in line with the ethnic divisions propagated

by apartheid policy - saw references to the "Zulu community" and the "Xhosa community". The

radio services established by the SABC took little cognisance of the urban black population who,

particularly on the Reef, were living together wi~h little regard for ethnic and language

differences. The structure of the SABC's African language services, however, reflected the

government's homeland policy - ignoring the urbanisation and subsequent mixing of cultures and

languages which had resulted from forced land removals and the Group Areas Act. There was

no national African language station. Each African language station serviced a particular rural

area by carrying regional news. TIle PWV region - the largest urban area in the country and the

focus of increasing urbanisation - was not covered in the regional news of any of the African

language stations.

•
I
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.~ Aside from promotivg apartheid policies on its Bantu services, the other primary goal of the
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SABC was th(~advancement of Afrikaans culture and traditions. From 1960 onwards, the SABe

aimed to enhance the status of Afrikaans above that of English and to IIensure that the Afrikaans

language was given due respecrv'", The SABC board was controlled exclusively by white male

Afrikaners. Programming repeatedly stressed historical events like the Great Trek and Battle of

Blood River, the Protestant Christianity of white Afrikaners and the survival of the Afrikaner

nation against all odds. Programmes for immigrants were introduced, in which they were:

educated about the language and the values of Afrikaners.

i.. The "modern Afrikaner" howev« 'J was exclusively white. 0.93% of programming on the

Afrikaans service was allocated to Coloured Afrikaans speakers, and named the Protea Service.

During this programme government officials provided the Coloured community with information

and messages from the state."

The SABC Annual Report of 1969 described the achievements of the Afrikaans service as

follows: "The thoughts and the dreams, the achievements, the knowledge and the ideals of the

modern Afrikaner ~ this was a portrait in sound in a wide variety of programmes on the
Afrikaans service. If 11

In the late 1970s and 1980s internal and external opposition to the apartheid government

increased. The adoption by government of the "total strategy" in response to what it perceived

as the "total onslaught" by the liberation movements and international economic and political

pressure, signalled the start of a much more intense propaganda effort on the part of the SABC

and the blatant manipulation of information on the instruction of apartheid state officials. I:

reference to its coverage of the 1976 uprising, the SABC st.ated: "Every effort. was made to place

the disturbances in the Black townships in proper perspective and to cool passions. Factual

information was disseminated and several responsible Black leaders were put on the ai...·.If 13

1
i
'I C
I
,\1

~

During this period, the advent of the tricameral parliament spurred the SABC into employing

additional Coloured and Indian journalists to service their respective "communities". A national

radio service, Radio Lotus, which provided a service for the Indian IIcommunity " was launched
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in 1982. Separate broadcasting services were also set up in the independent homelands. Initially

intended to serve the propaganda function of the SABe within the homelands, some of these

broadcasting services eventually challenged apartheid and provided space for the expression of

oppositional views.

The evolution of the SASe therefore closely mirrored the changes in apartheid policies from

1948 onwards. At no point did the SABe provide a genuine public service. Both its station

structure and its programming were aimed at promoting the "high culture of apartheid II and it

effectively became the propaganda platform of the Nationalist government in preserving its

begemony. Its role in "development II and promoting "community identity and culture" was

designed only to serve the ends of a system which, for the majority of the population, ultimately

led to underdevelopment and a denial of their identity and culture.

South Africa apptoached the 1990s with a broadcasting system which had only served the

interests of the apartheid government. Through legislation beth the SASe and the Minister

responsible for broadcasting held a veto power over applications for broadcasting licences. The

SABe therefore exerted monopoly control over broadcasting in South Africa. However, two

independent broadcasters, Radio 702 and Capital Radio took advantage of the apartheid state's

recognition of homeland independence, and began broadcasting from the homelands into the

urban areas of Durban and Johannesburg within lithe Republic",

Under its licence conditions Radio 702 was only permitted the use of an AM frequency by the

South African government. It started off as a music station but competition by SABe stations

which were turning to FM Stereo forced it to adopt a new approach to its programming. Radio

702 began to market itself as a community station which both reflected the interests of and

promoted the participation of the people of the PWV area. Its programming format consisted

largely of talk-back programmes, interspersed with news and information. Radio 702 engaged

in various services to people within its broadcast area such as the establishment of a Help-Line

and a Crisis Centre (both modeled largely on Lifeline), and it was also involved in various

children's charities.

(i
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Radio 702, as a station independent of government control, provided an alternative to the state

propaganda of the SAllC, By allowing people to phone in to programmes and express their

views on air on matters Which were anathema to the SABC, it was the closest South Africans

had ever come to participatory, public interest broadcasting.

However, the self-proclaimed status of Radio 702 as.a community station, directly accountable

to the community in which it broadcast, was questionable. Firstly. as it was privately owned,
it was directly accountable to its shareholders and not to the community it served. This in turn,

meant that it was profit-driven - it needed to maximise its audience in order to increase tts

advertising income. Before 1994 this situation resulted in various actions by Radio 702 which

were clearly driven by a profit motive rather than community interest For example, its views

of the apartheid government were critical but not oppositional. Unlike independent oppositional

newspapers which adopted a clear editorial line signalling their opposition to apartheid and which

often resulted in their banning or harassment, Radio 702 only set out its opposition to apartheid

when the end of the system was Inevitable. EVen then, the profit motive of the station drove it

to satisfying the needs of its white audience, i.e. the largest consumer group. In 1992,

complaints from white audience members about the accent of an African news presenter on

Radio 702 resulted in him being taken off the air. As black consumer power increased in 1993

and 1994, Radio 702 introduced several African announcers on its programmes. Its history was

determined by its drive for profits rather than a sense of community responsibility,
\.

The establishment of the Independent. Broadcasting Authority (IBA.) in early 1994 . throagh the

multiparty constitutional negotiations process - led to the recognition of a three-tier system of

broadcasting, encompassing public service broadcasters, such as the SABe and the TBVC states,

commer: 'al broadcasters such as Radio 702 and .\1-Net television, and community broadcasters.

As the SABe had historically dominated the airwaves, and had been the platform for National

Party government policies, the major public focus rested on the IBA's decisions regarding the

restructuring of public broadcasting. A public inquiry into public broadcasting, cross-media

ownership, and local content programming was the IBA's first priority,

;

l:
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Most proposals to the public in~i' surrounding the restructuring of the SABC weighedthe I
SABC's responsibility to provide a p~blic service for the diversity of languages and cultures in

South Africa, to provide for educationalsersices to facilitate reconstruction and development,

and to promote national unity, while simultaneously dealing with the financial limitations on the

SABC's services. It was argued that the function of a public broadcaster was to inform, educate

and entertain in the best interests of the public. Internationally, however, public broadcasting

systems were under threat from increasing commercialisation of broadcasting and the

introduction of satellite and cable teclmology. Since the eighties the SABC had become

increasingly reliant on advertising as its main source of income, while the licence fee system had

foundered through a culture of non-payment and an inefficient collection system. Internationally,

reliance on advertising was regarded as a perversion of public service priorities - heavy

dependence on advertising resulted in public broadcasters making programming choices in terms

of the consumer interest instead of the public interest. It was argued that the pursuit of

advertising income would lead to the public broadcaster attempting to attract as wide a range of

viewers or listeners as possible through the provision of programmes such as American soap

operas, instead of concentrating on educational and informational programming, as well as

programmes carertng to minority needs.

i
i t

"Free marketeers cannot find a place for minority tastes, controversial subjects, long-term

expensive investigative journalism, educational or prestige cultural programmes. "14

A major focus of concern by both the SABC and interest groups was the Corporation's

involvement in and contribution to national development and the promotion of a spirit of national
unity. The SABC's view of its own future differed with most other submissions on this matter.

The Corporation argued that, in order to raise the revenue to fulfill its public service obligations

it needed £0 subsidise its public service programming with commercial SABC~owned stations.

There were two general responses to this: one that it would result in unfair competition for
commercial broadcasters, and the other that it would result in "market censorship. 1115

The overriding concern with the SABC's role in post-apartheid South Africa was: in its
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contribution to development and national reconciliation. The Group of 13, representing

prominent civil society, educational and broadcasting organisations, the Electronic Media in

Education initiative and othe- submissions to the public inquiry, argued that a substantial part

of SABC programming should 'be set aside for educational and developmental programming. In

addition, there was a concern that the SABC promote national reconciliation while recognising

and celebrating the diversity of cultures and languages in South Africa. 16

While it was recognised tnat, regardless of the specific outcome of the public inquiry, the SABC

would become more accountable and representative in its services, it was widely acknowledged

that it would be incapable of fully providing for the interests of the vast number of cultural,

language and religious groups in the country. Given that the majority of the population had been

deprived of a medium which represented their interests, and through which they could express

themselves, the demands on the "new" SABe to redress this situation would be unreasonable.

The development role of broadcasting, therefore, was seen as a dual responsibility between the:

national or regional public broadcasters and independent community broadcasters, which wouldI

be in a position to serve the immediate development needs of local communities. There was also)

a concern that the SABe's prerogatives of national reconciliation and national deveiepmenr

would override issues of local interest. Decentralising control of broadcasting to a community

level would ensure that the hegemony of the SABe would be broken while providing a means

of expression to those who had always been on the receiving end of broadcast messages. This

was the ideal of participatory communication in development. The SABe, regardless of its future

representivity and public responsibility, would be unable to provide access by individuals and

groups to express themselves through radio and television in an unmediated and spontaneous

fashion. This free access to the production of messages, coupled with the control of the medium
by those who listened to it, was the cornerstone of community broadcasting.

The first official recognition of the concept of community broadcasting occurred well before the

rnA's establishment. In 1990, the Minister of Home Affairs appointed a government Task Group

on Broadcasting", in response to the political developments of February 1990. The Task Group

operated according to the following principles:

f <
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1. The need to provide greater access for more voices and to stimulate competition in the

broadcasting industry.

2. The requirement to restructure broadcasting in South and Southern Africa, while retaining the

extremely important public service broadcasting function of the SABC.

3. The desire to establish a broadcasting industry that is free from political control and influence.

4. The need for an independent regulatory authority to oversee broadcasting in South Africa.

The Task Group and its findings were widely criticised, particularly from within the democratic

movement in South Africa ..The composition of the group was not only unrepresentative of South

African society - all members except one were white and the majority were Afrikaans-speaking -

but was skewed towards broadcasting industry stakeholders. The chairman was the SABC board

chairman, and the group comprised high profile representatives of M-Net and the advertising

industry. The findings of the Group held the potential for the entrenchment of the monopoly of

existing broadcasters, i.e. M-Net and the SABC, and the provision of little space for independent

interests.

The Task Group essentially envisaged a two-tier system, viz. public broadcasting and

commercial broadcasting. It recognised community broadcasting as a possible additional tier, but
;/

in this regard placed emphasis on the limitations of the frc.4uency spectrum and the advertising

market. It was therefore apparent that The Task Group viewed community broadcasting as a

local form of commercial broadcasting.

"Market segmentation has taken place. The nationwide radio services cater for broad categories

of listeners but cannot do justice to the specific broadcasting needs of local communities, their

activities and the need of business people to make their wares and services known to the

community, South Africa has a wide variety of language, cultural, religious, community and

minority audiences, eachwith certain general but also very specific needs and expectations in
terms of broadcasting services. 1118

Dur! 's sittings, the Task Group was lobbied by a. variety of educational, cultural and other
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organisations who wished to apply for broadcasting licences. In 1991, the South Mclean Students

Press Union, a university-based organisation, presented the Task Group with a petition of 10 000

signatures demanding the right of campus radio stations to begin broadcasting. 19

The Jabulani Conference at Doorn in the Netherlands laid the basis for the vision of community

broadcasting which is presently evident in the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act".

Community or participatory broadcasting was defined as being "initiated and controlled by

members of a community of interest, or a geographical community, to express their concerns,

needs and aspirations without outside interference, subject to the regulation of the Independent

Broadcasting Authority"?'. Attended by a wide range of representatives from left wing and

progressive circles, the conference resolved the following".

1. The conterence notes that no community broadcasting sector has existed previously in South

Africa and that the active development of this sector is a priority.

2. The community sector should be independent from the other two sectors.

3. A national community broadcasting (sic) should be participatory; it should be owned and

controlled by the community itself, and the broadcasting content of the station should be

determined by the needs of the community as perceived by that community.

4. A national community broadcasting skills pool should be established which will:

4.1. Sensitise communities to the possibilities and scope of community broadcasting

4.2. Respond to requests for assistance and information

4.3. Assist with training where necessary

4.4. Distribute material and information within the skills pool.

5. Funding of community broadcasting should come from both the public and private sectors;

details of this should be worked out by the communities themselves.

,----------- --------
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A subsequent meeting by community broadcasting activists at the Free, Fair and Open

Conference in January 1992 ill Cape Town noted that community broadcasting was based on lithe

ideals of participation, community ownership, non-profitmaking, community interest, and enables

communities to express their needs and aspirations through access to the airwaves", and that

community broadcasting served an important role in "education, development, and social and

cultural life."23 A proposal for the establishment of an independent body to regulate the

airwaves, the independent control of the SABC, particularly during the run-up to the first

:!emocratic elections. and the recognition of community broadcasting by the proposed regulatory

authority, was forwarded to a working group of the nationei political negotiations forum.

During 1992 and 1993, public focus on the broadcasting system was increasingly directed

towards the control of the SABC during the run-up to the first democratic election. Under the

control of its government-appointed board, it was feared that the ruling National Party would

use the public broadcaster to its advantage during the election. The activities of the Campaign

for Independent Broadcasting - a group of organisations campaigning for the appointment of an

independent representative SABC board - and the collapse of constitutional negotiations in 1992,

shifted public focus away from long-term broadcasting policies, towards a concern with

immediate issues of ownership and control of the SABC.

During the same period, community broadcasting initiatives began to develop, largely outside

of the public attention being focused on the SABC, although demands for general access to the

airwaves were made in numerous campaigns against the SABC. The Congress of SOUUl Africa

Trade Unions (Cosatu) negotiated with the SABe for airtime on its radio services, to broadcast

weekly programmes to its members. The programmes dealt with 'workers' rights, voter education

and health and safety issues; and were aired in different languages on the various radio stations.

While the use of the SABe as a means to convey information to workers was criticised in some

community broadcasting circles, Cosatu's programmes represented the first initiative in gaining

access to the national broadcaster in order to provide development information for its members.

i I

In the early 1990s, the only established small-scale broadcasters were those on university
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campuses. Used primarily for conveying information to students, encouraging students to

participate in various campus. activities, and catering to student's music tastes, the campus

stations historically existed for entertainment purposes. Most of these stations were connected

to various campus areas via a cable system, and did not broadcast over-the-air, Occasionally the

campus stations applied for and received temporary broadcasting licences for special occasions,

e.g. orientation week or RAG. The campus radio stations were owned by the university

administration and were therefore responsible to these authorities for their editorial content.

TIle state of emergency during the 1980s led to the re-evaluation of the role of campus radio at

the University of Durban-Westville (UDW). Audwax, UDW's primarily entertainment oriented

radio station began to broadcast information which was officially banned under the state of

emergency. In the 1990s, other campus radio stations began to assess the potential role of

campus radio in community service. Many universities, particularly "Bush" Universities

(traditionally black universities in rural areas), were ideally placed to use their facilities to serve

the people who lived in the areas surrounding the campus. In most cases the people living in

these areas were black and working-class and had no access to broadcasting facilities to express

their local concerns and interests. By making available the skills and equipment for broadcasting

at the campus, while simultaneously extending the range of the broadcast signal to the areas

surrounding the university, campus radio stations coulo become the centre for access to and

participation in community radio."
\j'

The integration of community broadcasting with national development and reconciliation

objectives W(4IJ seen as the driving force behind many community broad 'sting initiatives. This

was significant in the South African context Where, in the past, community media had been

utilised primarily as a means of organising community activity and opposition to apartheid.

Community newspapers were established to provide an alternative to the hegemonic mainstream

press (owned by big business or National Party interests), and to provide a platform for those

engaged in the struggle for democracy. Unlike oppositional community radio in Latin America,

community broadcasting did not play such an oppositional role in South Africa (with the

exception of UDW's Audwax). Instead, community broadcasting only became a focus of
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community media activists when the deregulation of the airwaves was a political and legal

possibility. The reasons for this were several. Firstly, the SABC retained a monopoly over

broadcasting skills and training, making it difficult for organisations to gain access to

broadcasting resources. Secondly, defiance of the state monopoly on broadcasting would

potentially have been met with extreme repression, particularly given the state's hegemonic

control over the airwaves. Thirdly, there was little interest in t~·... use of broadcasting as an

oppositional medium inside the country. The ANC's Radio Freedom, m,)actcasting from Lusaka,

was regarded as the "voice of the people", while the internal democratic structures concentrated

on posters, flyers, resistance theatre, etc., as the medium of expression for the democratic

movement.

In the early stages of communsj: broadcasting, the first role of development which it was

assumed eormsunity stations WOUld fulfill was the provision of reliable information and voter

education to the electorate in the run-up to t~efirst democratic elections in 1994. Because of the

delays in issuing community broadcasting licences, very few community broadcasters were abl~

to fulfill this role on-air. The facilities of some established community broadcasters were used'

for the production of voter education programmes lind cassettes which were distributed through

community organisations or broadcast on the SABC During this period, community broadcasters

began to review their long-term development objectives.

»:
!
t (J

The link between community broadcasting and development in South Africa in the nineties was

part of the recognition that community media had to be turned to the service of reconstruction

and development in anticipation of democracy. The struggle for cornmunity broadcasting

iherefore became a struggle for the recognition of the medium itself, wlthin the broader context

of the effort to devolve democratic decision-making to the community level ~ to promote a

"people-centred" nevelopment. In the short term, community broadcasting was seen as a medium

on which people could rely tor factual and accurate information {unlike the SABC)1 while in the

long term, its use in participatory community development was stressed.

Radio was regarded as the most ideal medium for participatory community broadcasting. Setting
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up the broadcasting infrastructure for radio was relatively cheap. while elemenraryprogrammiog

could be undertaken simply by means of a mobile cassette recorder. Most importantly, radio did

not require its listeners or its programmer- 'I be literate. Its accessibility for illiterate people was

seen as fundamental to its potential co &onto community development. Up until early 1994,

the introduction of community television was not viewed as a likelihood, nor a necessity, The

communky oroadcasting sector concentrated its efforts on radio as it was the most affordable and

accessible medium available to ecmmunities.

The foundations of "community" on which the idea of community broadcasting was established

were formed during the struggle against apartheid. Apartheid not only destroyed communities,

through legislation permitting forced removals, the Group Areas Act, etc., but it ~}.socreated

communities through the very same legislation." Migrant labour and forced removals thrust

people of different backgrounds, cultures and language groups together - often in extremely

cramped living and working conditions.

While apartheid forced people together on the basis of race, it was the resistance to apartheid

which created "community" out of the situations which resulted from forced removals. The

brutality of apartheid served to create a community identity which was based on race and

resistance to the status quo. Community organisations were elected in order to oppose the

illegitimate local and national gover- .....ent structures, and civic associations represented a forum

for the airing of grievances about local services, as well as a basis of organisation tor resistance.

Thus, while the creation of "community" was an involuntary act. forced upon people by state

policies, a sense of identity and common interest was quickly forged. Bozzoli (1987) pointed out

that dispossessed communities were drawn together in unity against the forces of oppression

which originally dispossessed them and which remained a threat. Community loyalty was forged

as a means of "self-defence and reconstruct yon." However, the dehumanisation of people under

apartheid simultaneously enabled the exploitation of ethnicity, resulting in community conflict

and leading to a rupture in community relations and general disruption of eommunity activities.

Communities which suffered extreme poverty and deprivation were susceptible to political and

criminal manipula" .n which took advantage of that deprivation to sow conflict.
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Community broadcasting activists argued that the basis for community understanding and identity

was communication. Apartheid removed the capacity for people to undertake in participatory

communication by denying people's right to freedom of expression, while simultareously

inundating them with propaganda through national state broadcasting services. This enabled the

state to create division by using communication in its own interests. A community broadcaster,

which would be directly accountable to ail who constituted the local area in which it broadcast,

would serve only the interests of the community and defend these interests, if necessary, from
interference by the state 01' any other party. 'Ih: . lasis of community org .misation which already

existed in South Africa formed an ideal spn•.,.,:"oard for community broadcasting initiatives.

"Through decades of struggle we have fashioned a detailed network of organisations which are

well-heeled in democratic procedures. This is the organisational backbone of participatory
radio. 1126

I

I
I

Bush Radio" by 1994 the most well-established community radio station in the country, began

as an initiative between the University of the Western Cape and. the Cassette Education Trust

(CASET). CASET had already had extensive involvement in community media through the

production of audio cassettes which were distributed through community organisations, such as

trade unions, civic organisations, educational organisations, community health services women's

groups, etc, Using CASET's organisational network, Bush Radio popularised itself in the

working-class i:i:eas of the Cape Flats and a managing committee with representatives of these

organisations was set up to coordinate and manage the activities of the station. Eventually, Bush

Radio moved from the UWC Campus to CASET's offices in Salt River, which were more
accessible to the Cape Flats community. 27

Bush Radio was legally defined as an association not for gain. Its station policy, as outlined in

the Bush Radio constitution stated that it dedicates itself to:

- the free, fail' and open expressior qf ideas

- promoting popular participation in all aspects of community development
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- advancing the dignity, rights, socio-economic and cultural well-being of all South Africans

- democratising South Africa's broadcasting environment.

Its aims and objectives included: building the spirit and practice of participatory community

radio amongst all the people of South Africa; facilitating the training and development of all

members of the community to participate in community radio; developing effective democratic

organisational structures for community radio; providing a forum of communication that was

accessil ; to all communities; promoting high quality community radio.

Bush Radio membership was open to all community organisations, non-profit service

organisations and individuals who concurred with its aims and ot;,ectives. Decisions regarding

station policy were made at a general meeting of all member organisations or individuals.

According to the constitution the number of delegates which an organisation could have at a

general meeting depended on three factors: the size of the organisation, the nature of the

organisation and whether the organisation was local or regional. The general meeting elected the

coordinating committee which was responsible for ~day-to-day management of the station. The

staff of the radio station had full participation rights in the general meetings. Open Forums 'were

meetings which were open "to all who support the aims and objectives of Bush Radio", The

Open Forums were able to make recommendations to the Coordinating Committee although only

full members could vote at these meetings.

Despite repeated attempts Bush Radio failed to get permission to broadcast from the Minister

of Home Affairs. In defiance, Bush Radio went on-air for a few hours in 1993 and a charge of

illegal broadcasting was laid against it. The charges were eventually dropped when the

government failed to lay charges against another illegal broadcaster - Radio Pretoria - in late
1993. Radio Pretoria was a hite right-wing station which refused to stop broadcasti .J after res

temporary licence had expired. The political sensitivities around the status of the white right

wing resulted in a reluctance 011 the part of government to close the station, and Radio Pretoria

continued to broadcast and to initiate right wing radio stations in other areas of the country. The

(]
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indisputable hypocrisy of the government's divergent approaches to Radio Pretoria and Bush

Radio led to the charges against Bush Radio being dropped. 28

I

l

Because it was"unable to broadcast, Bush Radio concentrated on the training of community
members and the upgrading of skills, Volunteer programme producers and on-air broadcasters

from the community were referred to as networkers. They were required to undergo a networker

training course which would equip them with the skills needed to broadcast. Other training

initiatives, such as the Durban Media Trainers' Group (DMTG), were set up in various centres

of the country. DMTG accessed skills resources at Capital Radio and the SABe's Radio Zulu

and concentrated on preparing a pool of broadcasting skills as a prerequisite to developing

community broadcasting infrastructure. 29

Bush Radio also undertook training programmes for other potential community radio stations.

In many ways, Bush Radio became an access and resource centre - providing information on the

establishment and management of a community radio stations, running training courses and

letting its facilities for the production of programmes such as voter education. Bush Radio saw

its long term role as one of a "mother station" which would provide support and infrastructure

to smaller community radio stations in the area, as well as constitute the centre of a regional

network of community stations. Under this system it was envisaged that each region or province

in the country would have a mother station which could be accessed for skills training, technical

and administrative assistance and programme production. 30

'/
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The composition and structure of Bush Radio represented a democratic approach to broadcasting
which was previously unknown in South Africa. Organisations which were representative of the

people within Bush Radio's intended broadcast area and which themselves were democrattcally

elected, formed the controlling body of the station. These organisations popularised Bush Radio

within their own constituencies and recommended members of their organisations for training

in programme production and presentation. Institutional membership, however, raised the

question of the extent to which other views within the community would be represented.

Ess:!l1tiai!yI Bush Radio was a radio station aimed at a geographically-based community I but

I
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which was controlled bv Iiseveral communities of interest, i.e. trade unions, educational
.. d

organisations, etc. Each organisation was managed through a hierarchy (albeit democratically
elected), and the extent of participation by ordinary members of organisations depended on the

person or people who were mandated to sit on the controlling structure of the community radio

station. The community radio station was a structure which "belonged" to particular institutions,

as opposed to an organisation which was obligated to the entire community. This situation was

complicated by the inability of the radio station to broadcast and thus encourage more active

participation by community members. The development of greater accessibility to the radio

station by members of the community was an issue which was raised repeatedly at Bush Radio

Open Forum meetings between 1992 and 1994. One of the strategies used in an attempt to

engage in more direct interaction with people in the community was the arranging of field

broadcasts which were "loudspeaker" broadcasts in common community areas such as shopping

centres. Bush Radio networkers attempted to make contact with a wider range of institUtions in

the community, such as schools and churches, which were not represented on the coordinating

committee.
The initiation and management of a local, geographically based community radio, by

organisations which represented particular interests within the community, but did not necessarily

represent the interests of the whole community, presented a paradox in participatory

communication, Essentially, participatory communication was regarded as an activity which

should he initiated by "the community" themselves. This implied that such communication would

either evolve from an organisation which was representative of the entire community ~ i.e.

through an election in which every person who lived in that particular area had the ability to
participate ~or, in the more idealistic approach to participatory communication, evolve naturally

outside of any formal community organisation. In the case of Bush. Radio, the community radio

initiative was developed by organisations which had considerable membership in the Cape Flats,

but which were not representative of the "whole community", t.e. had not been elected through

a general community election process. Without the initiative and involvement of these

organisations, however, the community radio project. would not have developed.

I

The contradiction oetween the ideals of spontaneous, unmediated participatory communication
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and the skills and technology required in community broadcasting highlighted the difficulties

which community broadcasters faced in fulfilling the ideals of participatory communication in
the immediate term. Louw (1993) pointed out that the initial support and lobby for community

broadcasting came from middle-class intellectuals and activists and not, from grassroots

communlty initiative. In attempting to legitimise the community broadcasting project, the

activists would set about a process of popularising the initiative, and encouraging community

membership and partcipation, This presented a contradiction in the notion that community

broadcasting was a means of communication initiated, controlled and managed by the <f;ommunity
it served. While there was little doubt that models such as Bush Radio were inherently more

democratic than public service or commercially-oriented broadcasters, they still represented a

largely unidirectional form of communication interaction.

"In general, South Africa's community radio activists had, up until 1992, forged ahead and left

grassroots structures behind. This, of course, violated the very definition of community radio

which these activists claimed to be working towards. One of the effects of the skewing in favour

of middle class organisers was that these media activists consequently dissipated enormous

amounts of energy trying to set up "consultation" mechanisms with lithe community" so as to

overcome the violation of their own theoretical model. Success ill this regard has varied froni
area to area. ,,31

In the context of participatory communication models it was clear that once a mediating

structure, i.e, the community broadcaster, was established to foster community communication,

it would require other mediating structures or "gatekeepers" to manage the communication

process. In the case of community radio - although it was less formal than television or

commercial or public radio structures - a certain level of skills was required in management and

control, as well as programming and broadcasting on the radio station. This necessarily involved

a hierarchy which controlled access to the station. This hierarchy could be more or less

democratic, but it would be unable to facilitate the unrestricted, spontaneous form of

communication which was perceived to characterise participatory communication. It was clear

that, in the context of community radio, participation needed to be measured in relative terms,

I
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'~l~d'ill!;; restrictions of the medium as a mediator had to be taken into account.

However, this did not mean that Bush Radio was not promoting community development, By

providing a platform from which community organisations could communicate with their

members was integral to the advancement of organisational objectives and the consolidation of

••• dllJership of these organisations. Moreover, Bush Radio played an integral role in the

development of other community broadcasting initiatives, such as training, provision of facilities,

etc. It was clear that Bush Radio had arisen out of a developmental need ~ this need had first

been expressed through the demand for CASET programmes and it naturally translated into a

demand for a more efficient and accessible information medium, i.e, radio.

Nevertheless there were inherent contradictions in the use of community broadcasting as a

medium of development and the not jon of participatory communication for development. This

was more pronounced in cases where community broadcasting was used for the purpose of

development which required specialised knowledge. Radio Zibonele32 was a community health

radio station broadcasting to an area called Griffiths Mxenge in Khayelitsha on the Cape Flats.

The station was based at the Zibonele Health Centre ~ its equipment was kept under a bed in the
centre ~ and was staffed entirely by community health workers who were trained at Bush Radio.

The radio ~tationbroadcast for two hours per week in Xhosa ~ the predominant language spoken

by the people ir.lthe community - using a low-power transmitter Which reached ail area within
a 5 kilometre radius of the Centre. The initisrive for the station Came from an Argentinean

doctor who worked at the centre, and who had experience with the use of community radio in
Argentina in providing people with information on health issues. In addition to information

presented by the health workers, members of the community who had had significant experiences

with health-related issues, were requested to share these experiences with other members of the

community on the radio. Individual community members were also reminded of appointments

at the health centre through announcements on Radio Zibonele. Feedback from the community,

through house visits by community workers indicated that there was a demand for more health

information and less music, (In its early stages of broadcasting, the station broadcast a high

music content).

---,-----------, --_._--------"-
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What was significant about Radio Zibonele was the high demand for its services even with its

limited broadcasting time. Since the 1970s, SABC radio had been broadcasting information on

health issues on Radio Xhosa and other radio stations. Yet, the demand for Radio Zibonele from

the Khayelitsha community clearly indicated that there was a need for a broadcasting service
which addressed the immediate needs and problems of that community. The credibility of Radio

Zibonele was also an important factor. The health workers who presented the programme lived

and worked in Khayelitsha and were therefore part of the community which was being serviced
by Radio Zibonele, This understanding of the community, relationships between people in the

community and, most importantly, the mode of communication in the community, gave Radio

Zibonele an integrity which was not possible for the national public br ~adcaster.

() The provision of health information by Radio Zibonele was a spe ·";ed development function.

The station enabled the health centre to expand and improve it:; services by engaging in health

development and education. While the community broadcasting process was initiated by the

health centre, and the health workers retained editorial control over the programmes, the radio

station provided a development service which was shown, by means of letters, to have wide

community support. The authority of the community health wor" rver health matters was

recognised by the community and the community radio initiative e .dly became a necessary

component of community health care. Through regular physical contact with the community, the

health workers were able to encourage participation in the programming. Nevertheless, because

of their expertise and in the community interest, they retained final editorial control over what

was broadcast.

;::"
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The notion of participatory communication for development, and community ownership of

communication projects therefore had to take into account various development areas of

specialised knowledge which required control over programming by experts. Ideally, as in the

case of Radio Zibonele, these experts were recognised as an integral part of the community and

were djrectly responsive to community needs. This was what elicited demand for Radio Zibonele

as of posed to the health programmes of Radio Xhosa which were designed outside of the

community and were unable to take into consideration the particular circumstances and social

..._-----------------------------
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conditions of the particular community. The physical accessibility of Radio Zibonele and its

programme presenters demystified the broadcasting medium in the eyes of the community and

this was a necessary precondition for promoting community participation in the health

programmes on the station. In sum, Radio Zibonele's credibility arose from the fact that it was

initiated by an established and respected institution in the community.

I

I
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Similarly, Radio C-F'laf3, also broadcasting to the Cape Flats areas was initiated by the People's

Express, an established community newspaper since 1985. The People's Express viewed

community broadcasting as an extension of the development activities of the newspaper,

particularly in the context of the high illiteracy rate in the area and the consequent limited

newspaper readership. Radio C-FIat was owned and controlled by the People's Commenication

Group which owned the People's Express. During the run-up to the 1994 election, Radio C-Flat

engaged in extensive voter education broadcasts and the programmes produced were distributed

to other broadcasters around the country. Nevertheless, while Radio C-Flat arose directly out
of an established community institution, its philosophy on participation was considerably less

pronounced than that of Bush Radio and Radio Zibonele. Its emphasis lay instead on providing

a professional service and attracting a substantial audience. Radio C-Flat was also not averse to

community radio stations generating profits through advertising, believing that this was the only

manner in which a community broadcaster could be sustained in the long term.

CJ

Other community broadcasting initiatives did not originate from organisations or institutions

within the local community, Peace Radi034, an initiative by the Western Cape Peace Committee

aimed at providing a forum for discussion about conflict and premoting peace in the Western

Cape region. While the regional peace committees - s~ up in terms of the National Peace

Accord in 1991 ~ comprised of representatives of all political ~rganisations and other interest

groups in the region, they casically constituted the imposition of.·u national government initiative

on the country's regions, as opposed to evolving out of commuraty initiative. Thus, while Peace

Radio encouraged volunteers from the Western Cape region to be trained at the station, and

worked with several community-based organisations, the ownership of the station did not lie with

the people in the region, but with an official state structure.
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A.L.X. FM,B, a community radio station which was established inAlexandra in 1994 was aimed

at development programming with maximum involvement by all sectors of the community.

Members of the A.L.X FM board consisted of prominent individuals within the Alexandra

community, including representatives of the adjacent hostel. On the surface, the inclusivity of

the ownership structure of A.L.X. FM represented an ideal in community ownership. However.

the facilitation of the project by broadcasting professionals who were "outsiders" to the

Alexandra community, raised questions about the extent to which the project was owned by the
community or controlled by external forces.

The community radio initiatives reviewed above represented varying interpretations of the

concepts of c6mmunity service, accountability and participation. While all of them stressed that

their primary obligation was to the communities in which they broadcast, tb.e extent to which

they facilitated participation and community ownership of the broadcasters differed. The common

philosophy of the broadcasters was that the community broadcasters had to adopt an inclusive

approach towards their listeners, and that such inclusivity was integral to the development ethos

of community broadcaseng. This differed to the philosophy and practice of the right-wing rebel

broadcasters; which will be reviewed in Chapter Four of this paper.

What was also evident from the above-mentioned community broadcasters was that some form

of democratic community organisation was a necessary precondition for the establishment of a

community broadcaster. The extent to which these organisations democratically represented the

entire community receiving the broadcasts varied. However, organisational and management

skills, administrative infrastructure, as well as community acknowledgement and recognition,
formed the basis for the integrity of community broadcasters and the potential for their long-term

survival. Moreover, only established organisations with a proven financial hack record were in

a position to raise funds from local or foreign donors. The notion of participatory

communication for development which arose out of informal, non-organisational community

interaction was thus unrealistic in the face of the infrastructural and organisational requirements

for the operation of a community radio station.



7. a. Enable the development, well-being and enjoyment of their listeners through meeting

their information, communication, educational or cultural needs;
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In December 1993, the National Community Radio Forum (NCRF) was launched, as a vehicle

for the promotion of community broadcasting in South Africa. Comprising tne development-

oriented and participation-based stations such as Bush Radio, Radio Zibonele and the SASPU

campus stations, the NCRF aimed to "promote and coordinate the ideals of effective community

participation ill the broadcasting as well as the development processes." The NeRF coordinated

existing community broadcasting initiatives and intended to popularise the concept of community

broadcasting around the country. Because most communities were unaware of the concept of

community broadcasting, popularisation of the medium was regarded as apriority.

The preamble to the NCRF constitution provided the framework for the role of community

broadcasting stating that, by definition, community radio stations:

1. Serve geographically founded communities or communities of interest

2. Have ownership solely representative of their locality or community of interest and be

independent of party-political influence

3. Are controlled by a non-profit entity and operated for non-profitable purposes
;,
Ii

4. Operate with the support and participation of the community they serve '\

(\
5. Have their general management and programming policy made by people who are:

democratically representative of the various interests In the community, including the paid and

voluntary broadcasting workers

o
6. May be funded from a variety of sources including donations, grants, sponsorship, advertising

or membership fees
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b. Encourage their participation in the radio station by providing them with access to

training, production and transmitting facilities

c. Stimulate innovation in radio programming and technology

d. Involve those sections of the community who have been historically disadvantaged

and/or who are under-represented in existing broadcasting services

8. Recognise the right of paid broadcasting workers to Join a union and encourage the use of

volunteers.

9. Transmit programmes that ure mainly local in origin

10. a. Reflect the diversity of views in the listening community;

h. Provide a "right to ret }y" to any person or organisation su~[ect to misrepresentation

c. Have a programming policy which encouragt's, the development of a participatory

democracy which combats racism, sexism and other discriminatory attitudes.

The implications of the establishment of the NCRF:Kltor community broadcasting and community

development were twofold, Firstly, it formed the basis of a proactive lobby for the

popularisation of community broadcasting in South Africa. This represented a departure from

the idea that community broadcasting would grow naturally from communities' desires to express

themselves. It was acknowledged that the development potential of community broadcasting

would not be fulfilled unless people were aware of the potential of the medium. Years of

apartheid oppression under which people had been passive listeners to propagandist information

broadcast through the SABC, had resulted in a mystification of the broadcast medium. While

those who had benefited under apartheid had access to the training, skills and infrastructure to

establish community broadcasters. access to the basic resources for community broadcasting

were beyond the reach of most oppressed communities. The first step in empowering people to

express themselves through the media was to demystify the production and broadcast process in
order to prove to them that, given the resources and skills, they could also have the capacity to

create and broadcast information. While embarklnj on this process of education, the NCRF

I
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would also lobby state structures for the recognition of the potential of the medium in

contributing to development and democratisation.

The second implication of the establishment of the NCRF, was that it provided a coordinating

structure for funding and training. Most community broadcasters were dependent on foreign

donors for financial assistance. It was recognised that in most areas, communities did not have

the financial means to sustain a community broadcaster. Moreover, foreign donors were cautious
in their approach to funding development initiatives which were controlled by lesser known

organisations. More established organisations were thus able to access funding while grassroots

community organisations 'Wereoverlooked, The NeRF. by developing a close relationship with
community broadcasting initiatives, was in a position to serve as a conduit for funding.

. \\

Similarly, the NCRF intended to establish opportunities for training in all skills required for

running a community radio station ~ from p.rJgII'.lUlITlinl!and broadcasting to general

management. This function would be relieved from Bush Racso Wlll",ll had provided the central

access to training for most broadcasting initiatives. The NCRF also intended to establish a
network of NCRF members through which they could engage in the exchange of programme

material and provide infrastructural and skills support for each other.

It was clear from the preamble to the NCRF constitution that the forum did not specify a

particular definitio community". The assessment of community broadcasting initiatives and

the tJl.Lentto which they could contribute to development was regarded as a function of the

newly-established Independent Broadcasting Authority which would have to "consider each

community group upon its merits and examine carefully the claims of community representation
and support." 37

However, the NCRF maintained that there were three determining elements of a community

broadcaster. Firstly, it had to be owned and controlled by the community. This included

community ownership of the means of production and broadcasting at the radio station, and

accountability by all staff members of the station to the broader community. Secondly, the
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eommunirv broadcaster had to be run for non-profit purposes. Any excess income from funders,

sponsor snip or advertising had to be used for the benefit of the radio station or for the

community as a whole, e.g. the building of a school. Thirdly, the station had to be accessible

to all members of the community "regardless of educational qualifications, skills or other
qualities" .

; 1
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Although not explicitly stated, it appeared that the NCRF perceived the ideal community

broadcaster as one which Was geographically based and which therefore was obligated to all the

people who were resident in a particular area. This was implicit in the part of the Preamble of

the NCRF constitution which stated that community radio should reflect the diversity of views

in the listening community. This inclusive approach towards community broadcasting was

different to the understanding of a communi., broadcaster which was primarily responsible to
a particular "community of interest", e.g. trade union members or members of a particular

cultural group. By extension, therefore, it appeared that community broadcasting's contribution

to development was perceived by the NCRF in terms of the development of people who occupied
a particular area, and was obliged to take into consideration the diversity of views, opinions and

cultures in that area.

This perception of community ~ltoadcasting owed much to the organisations which constituted

the NCRF" Most organisations wi:ii8h belonged to in:" '5'orum had their origins in the Uruted
Democratic Front structures which opposed __ .nheid within South Africa during the 19BOs.

Most of them were organised on a local community level, encouraging people in particular areas

to work through their elected civic structures to promote community resistance to apartheid.

These organisations adopted an inclusive appreach towards con-munity organisation; communities
were organised en the basis of residential areas (trade unions were organised on an industry

basis but were integrally involved in local community activities). None of the organisations was
based on a defined cultural, religious or language group to the exclusion or other cultures or

languages. This was both a necessity of community organisation and a reaction to the cultural

division sown by apartheid policy. This did not mean, however, that community broadcasters

did not intend to celebrate and promote cultural values of communities: rather 1( implied that the
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promotion of cultaf'e, language and religion would not be exclusive, and woUld be nased on a

recognition of and-respect for cultural and linguistic diversity within a particular broadcast area.

The NCRF's guidelines for ~~tting up a community radio station also reflected the notion of a

broadcastej which was geographically based. The first step was a "needs analysis", whereby a

survey would be conducted within a particular area to ascertain the demand and need for a

community broadcaster. This would be followed by "a long and unending precess of consultation

with major stakeholders in the community". During this process a management structure,

representative of the views of the community wonld be established, and this structure would

identify a group of workers who would manage the station in the community interest.

Programming WQI.:ld. be based on extensive discussion with different community interests.

With the imminent establishment of the IBA and the arrival of democracy in South Africa,

community broadcasting's contribution to development was viewed primarily in the context of

local communities and geographically defined community organisations. As such, ~twas seen

as an extension of community based development initiatives. However, as will be seen in

Chapter Four, a significant lobby for the recognition of community broadcasting as a means for

exclusive cultural expression placed a question mark over L.1.eextent to which community

broadcasting would be considered primarily as an instrument for the development of
communities oppressed under apartheid .

. ,
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Chapter 3. Community Broadcasting in Other Countries: Problems and Solutions

Community broadcasting in Scandinavia and Western Europe holds several lessons from practical
experience which are relevant to the Introduction of the medium in South Africa'. While the

stages of industrial development and the specific circumstances which gave rise to community

broadcasting H~these countries differed to those in South Africa, they were also motivated by

the political, cultural and social concerns of local communities.

One of the major factors driving the evolution of community broadcasting in industrialised

countries was the threat to cultural sovereignty and national values with the increasing

encroachment of transnational - primarily American ~media. Ironically, while dependency theory

viewed Third World countries as the urimary victims of this media imperialism, it was

community groups in the industrialised countries which led the way in opposing the

homogenising effects of commercial transnational mec . Equipped with the resources and

finance to set up community radio and television, and assisted by a broadcasting philosophy
which stressed deregulation, community broadcasters in Western Europe secured legal and

political recognition of their right to broadcast.

The only area of the Third World where community broadcasting flourished was in the countries

of Latin America. Here, it was not as much a reaction to transnational homogenising media, as

a tradition which was rooted in opposition to oppressive governments and ruling elite control

over the mass media. The history of community broadcasting in Latin America mirrored the

history of the struggle by communities against state oppression. Unlike in Western Europe,

cornmunity broadcasting in Latin America was never explicitly recognised in law, and ks

development thus took place within a highly deregulated framework.

This chapter will review various models of community broadcasting systems. Two international

areas will be covered. Firstly, primary attention will be given to the "local broadcasters" of

Western Europe with specific reference to Scandinavia and the Netherlands. The manner in

which community broadcasting has been regulated ill these countries through legislation and
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strict conditions regar<lh1f;community service bears relevance to the legal position of community

broadcasting in South Africa. On the other hand, the spontaneous and unregulated circumstances

of community radio in Latin America will be discussed in the context of community organisation

and resistance in confronting state repression. The manner in which communities in Latin

America organised around particular socio-economic issues is similar to community organisation

among oppressed people in South Africa.

Internationally, the common factor in the development of comrumity broadcasting was that it

was initiated by communities themselves. Unlike public broadcasting which was established and

protected by the state, and commercial broadcasting which grew out of a capital profit-motive,

community broadc' ~ingdeveloped from the "bottom-up" - it was only acknowledged in law and

in broadcasting policy after pressure from citizen groups for its recognition. It represented a

dissatisfaction with the existing broadcasting services and a need for a local medium of

expression.
I

~

, p

In Europe, the growth of community broadcasting media in the early seventies placed the

concern of local identity above all other factors in community communication. "Local identity ~'

was constructed in reaction to two trends: the homogenising effect of transnational media on

national culture; and the increasing recognition that the traditional public service broadcaster was

incapable of providing for the information needs of the entire national population. The former

trend reflected the concerns of cultural imperialism theorists. identifying the threat to national

identity by a global media culture that fostered an homogenous audience designed to consume

American soap operas and music videos. In response to this threat, many countdes adopted a

system of local content quotas, in which broadcasters within the country were required to devote

a certain proportion of programming time to indigenous productions.

The protection of the integrity of national culture and the promotion of national values was seen

as one of the primary functions of the public broadcaster. This responsibility was seen as a

national one ~ which was conceptualised and implemented at a central level according to the

understanding of the public broadcaster as the custodian of national identity. However, advanced
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satellite technology which allowed for foreign broadcasters to transmit signals directly into

countries, and thus bypass national broadcasting regulations, increasingly rendered local content

quotas ineffective. Moreover, the increasing variety of programming choices resulted in the

decrease in size of the public broadcasting audience; thus threatening the existence of ~hepublic

broadcaster.

The comrnercialisation and monopolisation of the media, coupled with technological advances

in cable and trans-border satellite technology was also a prominent factor in the mobilisation of

community broadcasting resources. The profusion of f.'Jceign-owned and produced software on

commercial channels was viewed as an encroachment on tHe capacity to express local opinions
and engage in debate on immedia-: issues. Specifically, concern was raised about the shift in the

philosophy of broadcasting from public service to consumer interest, where, in most cases,

consumer interest was shaped by cross-channel American or Americanised media.

In addition to this, with the rise of the ideal of participatory democracy in the sixties, many

political and social activist groups, such as trade unions and student organisations, argued that

the public broadcaster did not provide the means for people to express themselves on issues of

concern to them. For the broadcast media to be seen as a truly public resource, necessitated

public access to the broadcast media to engage in political debate and express opinions'. These

activists simultaneously argued that the public broadcaster, as an established and rigid instimticn,

was not necessarily representative of the views lind interests of the entire population. For,

example, Danmarks Radio", the public broadcaster of Denmark was "accused of being highbrow,

leftist and biased towards the culture of the capital at the expense of provincial life!'. 3

The evolution of community broadcasting in South Africa, while largely being seen as a tool for

the implementation of national development plans at a local level, was also determined by a

dissatisfaction with the post-apartheid national values being expressed by the public broadcaster.

The dominance of right-wing Afrikaans submissions to the IBA's public inquiry on community

broadcasting, was rooted in a rejection of the SABC's attempts to create a national identity in

which all language and cultural groups would be treated equitably. 4
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In Western Europe, the fact that even public broadcasters which were independent of

government control and which were designed to indiscriminately serve the interests of the entire

population, were regarded as unrepresentative, indicated the political pressure for self-expression

and resistance to the impo 'zion of an assumed national identity and unicity. Moreover, the

strength of the lobby from marginalised groups and rural areas, indicated a Western European

derivation of the centre-periphery phenomonen where COl .munities which felt alienated from the

national values being propagated by the public broadcaster sought an alternative means of

expression. In addition, the national media systems - both broadcasting and print - in European

countries, were being increasingly centralised and monopolised. In Sweden' one of the factors

hehind the 'ntroducdon of ~1eifthbourhoodradio was the decline in the sixties of the number of

independent local newspapers 9~illg to financial pressures.

Ironically, the advanced technology which thr...atened cultural sovereignty also provided an

economic incentive for the development of community broadcasting. Local radio and television

in Europe originated on the cable system which, in the early seventies, was regarded as a

"spare" channel. The advantages of cable were relatively unexploited by both commercial and

public broadcasting systems, and governments thus made it available to local interest groups for

experimental broadcasting. Hollander? submitted that the approval of governments in Europe for

experimental local cable radio and television was motivated more by a willingness to postpone

a decision on the future of local programming, than as part of a coordinated policy (trategy. In

many cases experimental licences were granted for an extended period - in Scandinavia for three

years.

The delimitation of the broadcasting area or "community", was, in most cases, created by the

limitation on broadcasting radius, in the case of over-the-air transmissions, and by local

ownership of cable systems. Over-the-air transmissions, for example, were usually restricted to

low-power transmitters broadcasting with a radius of no more than ten kilometres. The Danish

frequency spectrum plan for radio was allocated according to municipality - each municipality

being assured of at least one frequency. Communities were similarly serviced by locally

established cable channels.
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The reluctance on the part of governments to accept community stations as part of the

broadcasting environment was motivated by a wariness towards the de,ct.entraH&",~~t,;'~~of ownership

on cable, which could result in increasing commercialisation of the cable system This viewpoint

was not entirely unfounded - the introduction of community stations resulted in increasing

commercial interest in the local cable system. Moreover •.the non-profit status and indeed. the

very survival of community broadcasting was threatened by the consistent lack of resources

available to these broadcasters. Even those community broadcasters which utilised advertising

as a source of revenue were forced to compete with commercial, more professional broadcasters,

for advertising. This resulted in the gradual professionalisation and consequent commercialisation

of many community broadcasters.

As a counter-measure to local commercial stations, governments and broadcasting authorities

encouraged the establishment of regional public television stations to serve a more diverse

audience than the national public television station and thus compete with local cable television

programmes. In Sweden and Britain. the public service corporations also established local radio

stations which remained under the editorial and administrative control of the public broadcaster.

This, however. did not stem the demand from communities for autonomous local radio and

television.

Q

It was clear that there were competing notions of community and public service in the

philosophy oflocal broadcasting. In all cases, "local" referred to "small", often defined in terms

of municipal or suburban boundaries. McCain and Lowe" identified three t.;pes of Western

European local broal}yastirl;: "national" referred to the local broadcasters managed and

controlled by the national public broadcaster; "independent", they defined as small commercial

broadcasters whose primary activity was to attract advertisers and make profits; "community"

referred to non-profit stations whose primary activity was to serve the "community of interest"

or !Igeographical community" to which it broadcast. The primacy of community service and

responsibility above national control and commercial gain resulted in local community

broadcasting being regarded as the ideal in community service, relative to the other two models.

However, many hybrid models developed and levels of democratic organisations in these
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community broadcasting stations varied with reg

community members.
the extent of access and participati ~n by

The obstacles involved in sustaining community broadcasting financially in the general absence
of coordinated fund~ng policies raised questions about the continued survival of the medium in

Western Europe. Certain countries such as Switzerland and Germany opted for commercial local

broadcasting from the outset. Others, such as those in Scandinavia and the Netherlands strived

to mainta.n a public community service model. Howe er, most of them were ultimately forced

into accepting advertising in order to survive financially. In this regard, television, with its

weighty demand 011 resources and ski'ls, presented a greater problem than radio.

Linked to the issue of financing was the increasing professionalisation of the community
broadcasting sector. The struggle for funding resulted in the exclusion of smaller stations while

broadcasters operated by established institutions such as trade unions and religious groups,
upgraded their production facilities and employed permanent staff in order to professionalise
their services. While such groups represented a wide spectrum of interests that were ignored by
mainstreem media, in effect they represented the IIcommunity broadcasting elite", crowding out

non-institutional, grassroots voices. Professionalisation in the sector also resulted in increasing

pressure from private broadcasters who viewed community broadcasting as a medium for
commercial exploitation. Again, community television faced the greatest commercial threat.

The experimental phase of community broadcasting in most Western European countries marked

the first tentative steps towards a decentralisation of control of the broadcasting system. The

structure of the community media system, while based on common principles, varied from

country to country. In Sweden, Neighbourhood Radio was regulated by a central authority which

issued licences permitting associations to broadcast. Associations did not own particular

transmitting stations; they applied for time ~ granted in blocks of fifteen minutes - on the local

transmitter. The allocation of time was determined by a If'~ai board which was representative

of all the associations using the medium and associations were charged in proportion to their

time allocation.

.;<.~

10
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The Swedish public broadcasting system was largely owned by voluntary associations, trade

unions, religious organisations educational groups, etc., through a 60% shareholding City these

groups. The print media and business shared.the remaining 40%. The majority shareholders,
however, had little influence on the management of the public broadcaster and argued for a more

adequate means by which to express themselves. The fact that these associations also dominated

Neighbourhood Radio, albeit on a locally organised level, indicated a duplication of control at

the local level.

o

In the Neighbourhood Radio system, only associations which were recognised as representative

of a group within the local community, and which had been established for at least one year,
were granted permission to broadcast. Individuals were not allowed to broadcast on their own
behalf. No commercial organisations were permitted tr.} broadcast and no advertising was

allowed. Essentially broadcasting was restricted to a "community of interest" which existed

within a geographical boundary. Most programmes broadcast by these associations concentrated

on the activities of the association concerned.

Neighbourhood Radio was used by a wide variety of organisations. By 1990 more than 2200

associations had been granted broadcasting permits. Unlike in r~her countries, political parties

were freely permitted h~ utilise broadcasting time, and the amount of broadcast time allocated

on Neighbourhood Radio therefore increased during campaigns which preceded general elections.
Outside of election periods, however, religious organisations dominated broadcasting time.

Neighbourhood Radio did not provide for general community access to lind participation in

programming. Its potential as an instrument of democratic community communication was thus

questionable. The strict requirements regarding distribution of airtime to associations enforced

an institutionalisation of the neighbourhood medium. Hedman" maintained that Neighbourhood

Radio had actually become a communication system between and within organisations, rather

than a radio "of the people" or "for the people". Public participation was lbnited to call-in lines

on chat shows. The majority of listeners at anyone time were the members of the association

which happened to be broadcasting and the size of the listenership therefore depended on the
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transmitting organisation. The costs of airtime resulted in the larger organisations (usually with

a national funding resource) dominating airtime while smaller organisations (usually funded

locally) received less exposure. The lack of a coordinated subsidy system increased these

inequalities. All these factors, particularly the lack of non-organisation access, reduced the

potential of Neighbourhood Radio as a public forum for discussion and debate.

Moreover, as most associations were concentrated in the well-populated urban areas, the

feasibility of running such a service in rural areas was restricted. E'f"}n within urban localities,

the associations' emphasis on information about their own activities resulted in much of the

content not reflecting general local issues and concerns.

The community broadcasting system in Denmark allowed for a greater level of public access.

The majority of stations broadcasting were owned by community radio associations which

adopted an open stance on participation, and which were staffed mainly by volunteers. Stations

which belonged to interest groups gradually adopted a more open approach towards the

participation in programming of non-interest group members. As in Sweden, the stations run by

newspapers were more professional than the others and also maintained a professional staff.

With television, trade unions maintained a relatively high professional standard, broadcasting

both union information, as well as issues of local community interest.

Through this approach to community lt~'Qadcasting,the special interest organisations were more

rooted in the community culture than ~,; .sweden. However, as services professionalised, less and

less access by non-professionals in the community was possible. This occurred more with

television, which required extensive skills, than with radio. In addition, the level of

professionalisation and expense of resources required for television resulted in many of the

smaller participatory access stations being squeezed out of the system.

i
I'(_

Ownership and control of stations was also more open than in Sweden and during the

experimental period some licences were granted to individuals. Licences, which were granted

by local boards comprised of local organisations and representatives of the municipalities,
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required stations to be physically and culturally based within the local community. Business

interests were not permitted to have a significant share in the broadcaster. but programme.

sponsorship and up to five minutes of advertising per day were legally recognised as sources of

revenue. Other sources of income were listener donations, game shows such as bingo, public

subsidies from local authorities and. in the case of special interest stations, finance from parent

organisations. There was also a "Robin Hood" scheme whereby financially wealthy stations were

required to donate percentages of their revenue to a fund for poorer stations.

Empirical research undertaken by the Danish Minil.:~ry'of Culture? in 1985 on both commrmity

radio and television during the experimental period in Denmark showed that not only were the

media well received by audiences, but listener f.emand for local news and information was

significant. What was also evident: from the re, "1. on community radio was that listenership

in smaller towns,was greater than that in the capital, indir:ttir.~that the S":,IlSeof community was

more pronounced at the provincial level.
I

~
Research conducted by the University of Oslo" on Norwegian community television showed

similar results. The same number of cable channels (on which community television was

broadcasz) was available to those in smaller and larger towns. However, public interest in the

medium was higher in the smaller tow ~JS.

Regulations governing community broadcasting ill Norway were similar to those in Denmark.

Community television operated primarily on cable although difficulties with cable owners

restricting access for community stations resulted in the granting of several over-air frequencies

for community television use. Increasing strain on funding resources for community television

resulted in the authorities eventually conceding to an advertising system. Other revenue was

received from the conventional sources of funding for community television.

Because of the financing requirements, ortly established organisations, or those with significant

public grants were able to sustain the service. While local programming and responsibility was

encouraged through the legal requirement that 50% of broadcasting time be devoted to local
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issues and that owners of stations were to be resident in the local area, the promotion of

community interests was restricted by lack of' funding and access to' skills. Typically, this

resulted in the domination of the sector by professional interests such as newspapers. Christian
organisations set up production companies which sold professionally produced programmes to'
community stations. Many of these programmes originated outside ~le cQlmtry ~ mainly the

United States. The ideal of local comlnunity service thus conflicted with "community of interest"
programmers eager to' propagate meir messages.

t,
u

Many stations, however, did provide a local community service, coaxing community members

to' become involved in local activities and Fl'i)viding access to' the medium for anyone who
wished to' provide information to' the public. In. addition. community everts - partie ....ilarly local

authority meetings - Were broadcast live. Most of these stations were staffed by volunteers.

Others, however, used a core of professional staff !o assist non-professional community members

in the production of programmes and the use of the medium. While people had been uncertain

of the function of community television before its introduction, they participated enthusiastically
once given the opportunity. In this way{! one of the primary goals of participatory community

broadcasting - to' receive and produce messages via the medium - W3S achieved.

Experiments with community broadcasting in the Netherlands" were premised on the notion of

the medium as a tool for local development. According to' the regulations governing the

experimental period, stations had to' be controlled by people or organisations who were

representative of the local community and the subject matter of programmes was restricted to'

local issues. These regulations still obtain today. In addition only one licence per municipal area

was allocated. The Ministry of Culture provided each station with a funding grant which Vias
intended to fund the establishment and administration of the station. Advertising was strictly

prohibited until as recently as 1991. Since then community broadcasters are required to reach.
an agreement with the local newspaper Qn remedies for lQSSof local revenue should the

broadcaster wish to' carry advertising, Most IQcaJauthorities provided community broadcasting

subsidies and contributions were coEected from listeners.
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Programming largely dealt witJ:tlocal political issues - including live broadcasts as in Norway -

and the mobilisation of community activity in support of particular projects or issues. Free

access by community members to broadcast their own messages and participate ill programme
production was emphasised. It was found that members of communities with a high level of

internal organisation participated in community television more than others. There were certain

characteristics of local communities which determined a high level of listenership to and

participation in the community broadcaster. These were: universal access to the medium within

the local area; weekly transmission of programming; a homogenous local population; a

significant level of communay consciousness; and an established media culture within the

community.

Contrary to the Scandinavian models, the Organisation of Local Broadcasters in the Netherlands
- the official representative of community broadcasters - opposed the delegation of the

responsibility for allocating licences to local authorities. It was believed that this would lead to
a measrre of control by local authorities over community broadcasters and prevent the impartial

and independent production of local news and information.

I
I _:,

c

The Dutch ideals of community broadcasting as an instrument of local development and change

did not materialise significantly in the community broadcasting system. What occurred was a

significant democratisation of the media and a reconceptualisation of radio and television as a

two-way communication medium. However, according to Stappers et, a1 the success of the

community broadcaster. and the necessary precondition for its use in community development

was an established community organisational structure and a sense of COlJ'lll'ulIDtyidentity. This
was particularly relevant ill the South African context where the early need for community

broadcasting was expressed most strongly within communities which had already developed an

identity through their opposition to apartheid and their striving towards the improvement of

living standards within their community.

1; 0
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"While it has been demonstrated that it is possible to produce radio and television programming

with and by volunteers, that alone was unable to build a sense of community. Where a lively
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community and local press already prospered, local broadcasting also thrived. Where an active

public sphere already existed, there was also space for another medium of communication - local

broadcastmg.. Where such public sphere was absent, neither the population nor the local

authorities became enthusiastic about the medium. If one thing has become clear during the

past years of experience it is that solidarity and community arc not created by community

broadcasting but community broadcasting does flourish in a climate of community and
solidarity. 1112

The concept of community identity and the expression thereof was crucial to the development
of policy towards community broadcasting. While community identity was presented as a

constructive, affirming phenomenon, it could also be asserted aggressively, and with little regard

for the rights and dignity of other communities. This was evident in the use of Neighbourhood
Radio by i.eo-Nazl organisations. The delineation of community identity and the means by Which

it was expressed was a major consideration in the South African context, after years of racial

hatred and division.

c

The formulation of community broadcasting policy alisonecessitated an understanding of what

was meant by "community II , "community participation", and "community access", In Swedish

Neighbourhood Radio model community broadsasting implied access by established non-

governmental organisations to local audiences. The community broadcaster was primarily Seen

as a means for relaying information about the various public representative organisations in a
particular locality. Communities, in this case, we,e essentially passive listeners or viewers unless

they ma.ie use of their organisational membership to gain access to programming. In other

contexts, community broadcasters which were operated and controlled by newspapers were

viewed as local public broadcasting structures - transposing she role of the national public

broadcaster to inform, educate and entertain into the local arena. The model of community

broadcasting widely applied in the Netherlands stressed both community public service in terms

of programming that addressed local issues, and participation in and access to the community

broadcaster. This system represented the decentralisation of the control over message production
to the lowest common denominator - the non-professional citizen expressing opinions about her
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immediate environment.

The latter model constituted the rallying point for community media activists. However, it was

also the model which was internationally under threat because of lack of resources and consistent

pressure from commercial broadcasters. The creation of hybrid models of finance was possible,

but recognition of access and participation as basic tenets of community broadcasting would most
likely require government policies for enabling these principles to survive.

Community broadcasting in Latin America" was deeply rooted in the concept of immediate and

spontaneous access to the broadcasting station, by listeners within the community. Unprotected

by legislation, regulations or subsidies, and barely tolerated by government, local community

stations spontaneously developed from community cultures which were historically interactive.
with a strong oral culture and a distinct sense of community identity. Community radio therefore

represented a co-option of technology to the service of the expression of community identity and
culture. 14

j

\

Community organisation in Latin America grew out of opposition to oppressive state apparatuses

and the simultaneous privatisation of state functions". Communities organised themselves at a

loeallevel to address socio-economic issues, as well as the broad lack of political democracy.
The nature of "community', however, was dependent on the external factors which formed
community identity at anyone point in time. Many community organisations grew out of the

Catholic Church, adopting liberation theology as a basis for their activities. 16

Q

Unlike other countries of the Third World, broadcasting in Latin America was highly privatised

and not controlled by a state monopoly". Latin American countries were also subject to the

transnational encroachment of American satellite television. At the national level, little was done

to counter the increasing homogenisation of the airwaves, the Brazilian telenovellas being a

noteworthy exception. The public service and development role of broadcast media was, in large
part, left to the local radio stations.
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,.... in Latin America there are hundreds of people's radio stations under the control of labor

union') or peasant groups or operated by voluntary agencies in support of popular issues. These

radio stations provide time slots for various grassroots organisational networks; provide
alternative news reporting from the perspective of lower-status interests in a form very different

from the commercial radio stations, give access to local music and drama groups, provide

programmes of formal and non-formal basic education, support campaigns for the improvement
of health and agriculture, etc. ,,18

These radio stations emphasised the importance of access by all members of the community to

the medium, in order to express individual viewpoints. Some were owned by local businessmen,

with the production and transmission of programming usually taking place on the business

premises. Funding was raised through advertisements placed by local business or professional

services.

The development activities of Latin American community broadcasters, as well as the extent to
which they provide for participation and community access, represented the ideals of community
radio in the South African context. While South African community broadcasting was to be

regulated, as opposed to the spontaneous gro-wthof Latin American community radio, the use

of the medium by community organisations at a local level, confirmed L1e potential for

development which was initiated and controlled by local communities, outside of state

development strategies.

o
OJ

In geographically isolated Bolivian mining towns, self-reliant and self-maintained stations had

been part of the culture of mining communities for almost thirty years" ~much longer than the
Western European community broadcasting system. Miners used their electrical skills teamed

in the mines to set up community radio stations and the stations were funded by individual union

dues. Many of the stations broadcast in indigenous languages and were staffed by volunteers
from the mining community.

1:
.<[ 0
~I

L Unlike their counterparts in .udustnalised countries, rural community broadcasters in Bolivia
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faced extreme political oppression, including the physical destruction of radio stations and threats

to the lives of audience members, in order to retain their independence and achieve their goals
as voices of the Bolivian miners.

a.#uring times of peace, miners' radio stations presented programmes centred on the mining

union, local cultural activities, and education. During military coups, they provided a basis for
orvani-: '~ionof resistance to the military. Often, during the latter periods, the stations were

forced by the military authorities i.o stop broadcasting - in this event, the struggle to begin

broadcasting freely again became & symbol of the miners' defiance. As the stations were

networked, enablfq.g the exchange of information and the broad organisation of worker and
cross-community acci.vities, they generally became symbols of coordinated opposition to

,
oppressive regimes-and expression of local resistance.

The high level of political and community consciousness amongst the miners was a primary

factor in the enduring success of th~,j.rradio stations. This coupled wizh their importance to the
economy and influence in the general labour movement provided a basis of strong social

organisation which sustained the mining communities through crisis periods. However, the level

of politicisation also presented a problem for the radio stations. Political rivalry within the union

influenced the programming and control of stations and resulted in a change of personnel every

time a different faction became a dominant force in the union.

'.F,
JO

While the miners' radio stations were legal, the state actively opposed them ~ attempting to

reduce their influence by facilitating commercial opposition. In the face of this, and direct force,
the miners managed to sustain their radio stations. However, the gradual closing down of the

mines had an increasingly damaging effect 011 the social organisation of the mining communities;

and consequently, on the miners' radio stations. Mining communities were being broken up as

miners were compelled to seek work elsewhere, destroying the social fabric which created the

community stations.

1'he Bolivian miners' experience represented an ideal in spontaneous grassroots organisation of
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community broadcasting. It at~o laid emphasis, once again, on the importance of the existence

-.
of a community structure ~hd identity within which the community broadcaster is rooted and to

the development of which it could contribute.

"These rural radio stations do not view themselves as tools for development. They do not have

the resources to originate or sustain ... elaborate development projects ... But as communications

media that are integrated into the daily lives of the people and are responsive to the community,
they have a substantial potential as agents of change. 1120

South Africa's community broadcasting environment represents a combination of the regulatory
framework of European broadcasting and the community development ideals of Latin American
local radio. Enabling community broadcasters to develop in South Africa requires both a

rea'1llatQrymechanism, and a coordinated development policy which recognises the central role
"

wh;,.chthe medium can play in the social, political r'··)onorriic empowerment of people at a
local level. The following chapters will discuss the legal regulations providing for community

broadcasting in South Africa, as well as proposals for h1.erecognition of community broadcasting

in broad development policy.

o
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Chapter 4. Legal and Regulatory Framework for Community Broadcasting in South Africa

The establishment in South Africa of the Independent Br4;~'lcastingAuthority (IBA), through the

process of multi-party political negotiations, took control q~)bl'oadcasting out of the hands of the

state, and heralded the end of the SABe's mongJ.X11Yover the airwaves.

The IBA consisted of eight councillors who were nominated by the public and selected by a

multi-party panel in a public hearings process. The councillors were to be representative of

South Africa society as a whole, and, among them, to retain the various skills and expertise

necessary for the administration of broadcasting in South Africa. The interpretation and

application of the rnA Act was to be determined by the rnA councillors.

A three-tier system of broadcasting consisting of public, private and community was recognised

within the IBA Act. Moreover, the legislation made specific provision for promoting hie
development of people who were historically disadvantaged by apartheid, as well as the

compensating for cultures and languages which had been repressed through the domination of

English and Afrikaans. Among the Objects of the Act' were:

- to promote the provision of a diverse range of sound and television broadcasting services on

a national.regional and local level which, when viewed collectively, cater for all language and

cultural groups and provide entertainment, education and information (s2a)

- to ensure that broadcasting services, viewed collectively -

i. develop and protect a national and regional identity, culture and character (s2c)

- to ensure that, in the provision of public broadcasting services-

i. the needs of language, cultural and religious groups;

ii. the needs of the constituent regions of the Republic and local communities; and

iii. the need for educational programmes are duly taken into account (s2e)
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- to encourage ownership and control by persons from historically disadvantaged groups (s2f)

- to ensure that private and community broadcasting licences, viewed collectively, are controlled.

by persons or groups of persons from a diverse range of communities in the Republic (s2i;.

From.a development perspective, the most crucial provision of the Act, was the reference in. the

Objects to encouraging "ownership and control by persons from historically disadvantaged

groups" (s2t) , It was this provision which provided tile IBA with the tools to adopt an
empowerment approach towards the allocation of licences and the development of broadcasting

in general.

Initially, the IBA legislation stipulated that additional broadcasting licences would only be

granted once an Inquiry had been undertaken into the status, of the SABC. This was amended in
Parliament to enable the swift issue of temporary community broadcasting licences in order to
begin the process of opening up the airwaves. This, however, could only be undertaken after a

public inquiry into community broadcasting, leading to regulations governing the issuance of

temporary community licences.

During the inquiry the IBA received a large mimber of submissions from various general interest

groups, broadcasting interest groups and prospective community broadcasters. This process was

to set in motion a one year experimental period during which community broadcasters wao were

granted temporary licences would test the support of their audience and the extent to which they

were serving the community interest. 'The experimental period, like those undertaken in Northern
Europe, would determine the form which community broadcasting was to take in South Africa,

and provide the basis for future community broadcasting policy. As most community

broadcasters were inexperienced in broadcasting, it would! also serve as a development period

during which broadcasters could gain experience in financial and editorial management of a
broadcaster .

The vast majority of submissions to the public inquiry were concentrated on community radio.
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It was clear that the expense and expertise involved in establishing community television as well

as the lack of a South African precedent for local television, determined that radio would be the
dominating medium during the experimental period.

The IBA Act defined a community broadcasting service as a broadcasting service which:

(a) is fully controlled by a non-profit entity and carried on tor non-profitable purposes
(b) serves a particular community

(c) encourages members of the community served by it or persons associated with or

promoting the interests of such community to participate in the selection and
provision of programmes to be broadcast in the course of such broadcasting service; and

(d) may be funded by donations, grants, sponsorships or advertising or membership fees,

or by any combination of the aforementioned. (Section 1)

"Community" was defined as including "a geographically founded community" or "any groups

of persons or sector of the public having a specific, ascertainable, common interest. "

While the provisions referring to community broadcasting did not specify that preference would

be given to those who had been historically disadvantaged by apartheid. the spirit of the Objects
of the Act indicated that this was the case. The IBA also set up a process of hearings which was

more accessible to disadvantaged communities. After receiving written submissions, the rnA

Councillors travelled to different regions in the country in order to hear oral submissions from

interest groups and potential broadcasters. Very few of the written submissions which were

posted to the IBA's head office in Johannesburg were from disadvantaged communities.
However, the regional hearings enabled representatives of these groups to submit their proposals

to the IBA in person. It was clear that in order for community broadcasting to contribute to

development, the process of hearing submissions and inviting applications had to be as accessible
to the public as possible, taking into account that many people did not have access to the funds

required to make submissions in Johannesburg. It also gave people who were unable to articulate

their ideas in writing the opportunity to present their case in person.

r:
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The submissions to the public inquiry", and the subsequent licence applications provided the first

indication of how community broadcasting would be defined. While the Act indicated two
"types" of community, it did not provide further specification on the distinction between the two.
The IBA adopted an open approach to the definition of "community", .?lacing the onus on
applicants to specify the nature of their service. However, the submissions made to the public

inquiry fell into two broad categories, from which tentative definitions of the distinctions

between geographically founded communities and communities of interest could be drawn.
r
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"Geographically founded community" represented an inclusive understanding of the term

if community". It consisted of the totality of people who lived within a given geographically

defined area, and included the totality of languages, cultures and religious convictions of people

in that area. Itwas formed on the basis of local identity, i.e. identification with the particular
geographical location. Its identity also derived from the shared interests of the total population

in that area, by virtue of the fact that they shared a geographical space which presented them
with certain common problems or chaJIenges, for example the improvement of social services

in the area. In this case, representing the community interest involved representing the linguistic,
cultural and religious diversity within the geographical boundaries of that area. Encouraging

community participation implied the equitable access to and involvement in the control,
management and programming of the broadcaster, for all people within the geographical area.

Because of the uniqueness of each geographically founded community, it was highly unlikely that

national or regional broadcasters would be representative of their specific interests and needs.

For this reason, geographically-founded community broadcasters could argue that their service

would complement national or regional broadcasters.

e Other submissions, representing "community of interest" broadcasters, adopted a more exclusive

approach towards the concept of "community", 11Community of interest" was formed on the

basis of "group" identity, where the group was defined by people who spoke a particular

language, practised a particular religion, etc. A "community of interest" could exist within a
geographically defmed location, but would only represent the interests of a particular group

within that location. Identification with a IIcommunity of interest" meant recognising oneself as
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part of the group, and, more importantly, being accepted by the group as a member of that

group, based on linguistic, religious or other characteristics. Serving the community interest in

this case implied the advancement of the common interests of that particular group, Community

participation would be restricted to those who formed part of the group or, in some cases, those

who were regarded as custodians of the group's identity and values.

The majority of submissions made to the public inquiry were from conservative Afrikaans

"communities of interest". The submissions based their understanding of "community" on the

notion of cultural or language group (the apartheid understanding of "community"), as opposed

to the primarily geographical definition observed by those who advocated community

broadcasting as an instrument of community development. Every submission made by Afrikaans

interest groups stressed that South Africa comprised different language and cultural communities,

each of which required their own access to means of expression. In essence, most of the

submissions were based on the cultural policies of apartheid and separate development.

Ironically, these groups based their interpretations of the role of community broadcasting on the

new Interim Constltution' which provided that: "Every person shall have the right to use the

language and to participate in the cultural life of his or her choice" (s31); "Every person shall

have the right to freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press

and other media.. I, (s15(1». They also referred to the provision in the new Bill of Rights which

protected languageswhich had been dominant under apartheid, referring to the "non-diminution

of rights relating to language and the status of languages existing at the commencement of this

Constitution." (5(9)(f).

The lobby by white Afrikaans cultural and political interests had to be understood within the

context of the transition from apartheid to democracy. During National Party rule, Afrikaner

nationalism was actively fostered by the state and state structures, to the exclusion of all other

cultures and languages. The enforcement of Afrikaans as a medium of instruction in black

schools led to the 1976 Soweto uprisings in which black students rejected the imposition of the

language of their oppressors. The promotion of white Afrikaans cultural and political hegemony

was the driving force behind the SABC's news, information and entertainment programming.
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The transition to democracy signalled the end of Afrikaans cultural domination and required the

upliftment of African languages and cultures which had been scorned by apartheid.

Simultaneously, however, English became the principal medium of expression during political

negotiations and, after the April 1994 elections, of the/pew government and parliamentary

structures.

The concern surrounding the loss of white: J.. "-~aner hegemony was spearheaded by p )litical
motives, In 1993, a group of Hgb.:t wing Afnsaners applied for and were granted a temporary

broadcast licence to run a radio &'ii:.tionwhich would promote an Afrikaans culzual and religious

festival" When the temporary licence expired, the station ~ Radio Pretoria - refused to stop

broadcassing. The premises of the station were guarded by armed members of the tight-wing

Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (AWB) in order ',0 prevent attempts by the state te seal the

station'S transmitter. Radio Pretoria became known as the voice of the Afrikaans right wing.

which opposed the political transition process in the country and the Ions of Afrikaner

domination, The National Party government, conscious of the political sensitivity surrounding

Radio Pretoria; made little attempt to stop the broadcasts. Radio Pretoria continued to broadcast

programmes comprising Afrikaans music and literature; speeches by right wing leaders and

announcements from right wing political parties. In March 1994, during the collapse of the

administration of the Bophuthatswana homeland under r"pular pressure, f....I.Ji() Pretoria caned

on all right wing men to meet with the Afrikaner Weerstandsbe .ging "commanders ". in order

to invade Bophuthatswana and "protect" the discredited administration. Several people were

killed, including AWB members and many others were assaulted by the AWE commandoes in

and around Mmabatho. After the national elections Radio Pretoria stopped broadcasting,

submitting itself to the authority of the rnA.

The diminishing dominance of Afrikaans under the new political order was seen as a threat to

the survival of Afrikaans language and culture. The perceived threat was intensified by the

apparent intentions of the SABe to reduce the quantity of Afrikaans programming on its

television services. 'TheAfrikaans radio service of the SABe continued to broadcast exclusively

in Afrikaans, but widened its representation of Afrikaans culture in information and
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entertainment programmes to include "other Afrikaners", i.e. the large number of Afrikaans-

speaking Coloureds and Africans in the country.

In the light of the success of Radio Pretoria, community broadcasting was turned to as the

alternative means of expression for white right-wing Afrikaans interests. While generally

referring to community broadcasting as an outlet for different cultures and languages, the

submissions made to the IBA' s public inquiry were clearly advocating that preference be given

to Afrikaans interests. This was evident in arguments ther Afrikaans was a threatened language,
and shoule' therefore be given preferential access to community broadcasting licences. Right-

wing groups believed that, with the transformation of the SABC, African languages would be

catered for and therefore had no necessity (If recourse to community broadcasting.

The submissions also argued that those cultural groups which had already developed ali.

infrastructure for community broadcasting should receive preference in licence applications.

Many called for the immediate granting of a broadcast licence to Radio Pretoria, stressing the

potential for conflict and a threat to the stability of the government of national unity should the
IBA 1'10trecognise the need for Afrikaners to express themselves . Most submissions stressed that

there should be no control \ satsoever over programming content - that the cultural groups
should be left to decide this for themselves.

It was clear that the political iti1Lll.Ulfewhich originally led to the establishment of Radio Pretoria

broadened to a much wider concern with the preservation of Afrikaans culture and language In
the neriod following the elections. Nevertheless, implicit in the majority elf submissions was less

a concern with the preservation of Afrikaans as a language widely spoken-in South Africa, than

the fear of the diminishing status of Afrikaans as a white language, carrying white cultural and

religious values. This was evident in the number of submissions which declared their intent to

establish stations which were based on the values and ideology of Radio Pretoria :indifferent

parts of the country. The intention was, in most cases, that these stations would primarily act

as relay stations tor Radio Pretoria, with the latter producing 80% of the programming material,

with the remaining 20% reflecting the particular interests of white Afrikaners within the
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broadcast area of the relay stations.

Radio Pretoria's oral submission at the IBA public hearings stated that the fundamental point of

departure for the station - and its network of 14 other radio stations - was "the furtherance of

their Christian, Protestant and Western heritage". The promotion of Afrikaner "identity" was

also stressed although not defined by the Radio Pretoria network. Radio Vryheid argued that "the

Afrikaner people formed a substantial component of society but there was no radio station which

primarily furthered the values, culture and experience of the Afrikaner people. II The submission

referred to the SABC's Radio Lotus service for Indians, as an example but made 110 reference

to SABe's Afrikaans Stereo. Radio Ysterberg and Radio Lichtenburg condemned Afrikaans

Stereo on the basis that it had become a "multicultural radio station", attempting to satisfy the

interests of all who understood Afrikaans and, in the process, reducing the language and its

culture to the lowest common denominator of the hetero.rmous listening public. Those

Afrikaners who aspired to a "Protestant, Christian, Western and civilised inheritance", i.e. "Boer

Afrikaners" required their own means of expression.

The overwhelming response by Boer-Afrikaans interest groups to the public inquiry on

commr-iity broadcasting raised questions about the extent to which they would dominate the

community broadcasting sector. "The high media profile of Radio Pretoria's bid for airspace

highlights the contradictions in both the Independent Broadcasting Act and the kind of

multicultural SA its architects envisaged. "4 As a group they had access to resources, equipment,

skills and funding which far surpassed the capacity of broadcasters from historically

disadvantaged communities. The Radio Pretoria network of stations fulfilled all the requirements

of the Act: they formed a discernable community of interest; they had access to the skills,

expertise and equipment required to 1'Una station (many stations employed ex~SABC staffers);

they had proved their ability to administer a station; and, most importantly, they had the support

of a significant number of established cultural organisations, political groupings, and many

indivic.cls, all of whom had made separate submissions to the IBA in support of Radio Pretoria

and aligned Boer-Afrikaans stations. Moreover, these stations were ready to begin broadcasting

immediately. The number of broadcasters from black communities which were ready to

r '
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broadcast was proportionately much smaller than the Boer-Afrikaans network,

Effectively, while the objectives of the IBA Act encouraged "ownership and control by persons

from historically disadvantaged groups ", the historical economic and educational advantage of
the Boer-Afrikaans community ensured that they had greater capacity to set up and sustain a

community broadcaster than those previously oppressed by apartheid.

Other cultural groups also made submissions for temporary licenses on the understanding that

they constituted a community of interest. Unlike the Boer-Afrikaans submissions, however, these

constituted a small proportion of the total number of submissions. Representatives of the

Portuguese-speaking community asked that they be recognised as an immigrant minority which
was not served by the existing services of the SABC. It was unclear whether this group regarded
themselves representative of the black Mozambican Portuguese-speaking immigrants in South

Africa. or whether the service would primarily be aimed at white Portuguese and Mozambican
immigrants. 'Threedifferent Muslim groups in the Cape Town area stated that, as a religions and

cultural minority and part (if the disenfranchised majority, community radio would assist in the
socio-economic development of the Muslim community, as well as revive a sense of identity and

pride in Muslim culture.

The difficulty in defining community support for a broadcaster which defined itself as serving
a community of interest was evident. In the case of the Muslim community, each submission

originated either from an established Muslim institution, or claimed the support of a significant

number of Muslims in the Cape Town area. "Muslim Radio" referred to the Muslim Judicial
Council as a facilitating body for community broadcasting, the Islamic Media Corporation
claimed that they represented 300 000 Muslims living in the greater Cape Town area, while

"Islamic Radio Station" was an initiative of the Gatesville Islamic College of Southern Africa.
The existence of different interests within the broader community of interest group could not be

discounted. TIle NCRF submission to the public inquiry proposed that, in the case of conflicting
applications, the IBA conduct its own survey to ascertain Which applicant had the greatest

support, Resolving the situation in this manner, however, could lead to friction between the

r '
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different applicants. A possible alternative in resolving the situation could be the IBA's

facilitation of an agreement between the groups to share transmission time,

The Act and the Regulations for Temporary Community Radio and Television Licences" also did

110t provide a mechanism for prioritising needs of certain communities of interest over others,

in terms of the size of the respective communities. For example, the Act and the Regulations

would equally recognise the right to a community licence of the Muslim population in the Cape

Peninsula (which represented a significant proportion of the total population), and, for example,

those who practise Buddhism (which represented a low proportion of the total population).

Because of the limitations of the: frequency spectrum, a means of prioritising community of

interest applications by taking into account the size of the community of interest, was necessary.

i)

Most of the development-oriented submissions to the public inquiry advocated an inclusive

approach to community broadcasting. The sizes of these communities ranged from a few

thousand people, to several million, for example Radio Soweto. However, the common

philosophy of these groups was the recognition of the diversity of interests and cultures withia

the geographical boundaries of the community broadcaster and the broadcaster's obligation to

represent and foster this diversity. The submissions maintained that programming would be

undertaken in the various languages of people in the community, proportionate to the size of

each language group. However, there would not be particular programmes foil'particular cultural

and language groups. Programming would aim at dealing with issues that faced the local

community as a whole, and would be undertaken by volunteers drawn from the community and

trained in production and broadcasting techniques. The volunteer staff would form the majority

of the radio station's personnel, thus reducing costs while ensuring non-professional access to

the station, Most of the submissions came from communities which. had been oppressed under

apartheid, but which viewed development as an issue that encompassed more than health,

employment, education and cultural issues. Many of the submissions indicated the extent to

which local business could benefit from community broadcasting. The informal sector and those

small businesses marginalised by the formal business sector would have the opportunity to

advertise their products and services on community broadcasters, thus enabling them to compete,
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to a certain extent, with the dominant market forces, While subsidising the running costs of the

community broadcasting operation, small business would also be able to encourage members of

the community to support them.

The development perspectives on community broadcasting were largely based on the position

of the NCRF, as discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. However, many of those advocating

the usc of development in broadcasting were vague in their definition of development. Many

simply stated that community broadcasting would be used to uplift and develop the local

community. Several maintained that community broadcasting should be used in the service of

the government's Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), providing a means for

interaction between the government and local communities who were targets of development.

Others Weremore specific about the type of development they envisaged but failed to illustrate

how these objectives would be brought about through the medium of radio. Tile submission by

Radio Teemaneng in Kimberley, for example, proposed that community radio would be aimed

at resolving the illiteracy problem in the region (estimated at 68% of the population). While the

medium of radio obviously overcame the illiteracy barrier by addressing people oraJly in their

own language, the use of the medium in redressing the level of illiteracy was unclear.

o

The lack of clarity on the precise utilisation of the broadcaster in the service or community

development was understandable considering the absence of a model on which to base

development initiatives. The SAne had historically held exclusive control over the distribution

of apartheid education over radio. and the p~lternalist nature of its education programmes

provided little indication of how broadcasting could be used in the service of participatory

communication and development. Radio ~ibonele6 represented the only functioning example of

community broadcasting for development but other communities around the country were largely

unaware of the Zibonele project.
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Nevertheless, the overriding perception of community broadcasting among these groups was as

a means fbr socio-economic upliftment and local community empowerment rather titan a means

of expression for a particular culture or language group, It is noteworthy that no submissions
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came from "Xhosa communities" or "Sesotho communities", aiming at the promotion of their

language and culture. The developmental submissions stressed that all the languages of the
particular area would be used in their programming, and the expression of diverse cultures

would be facilitated. Two aspects of community broadcasting were seen as essential: firstly, that

it provide a service which was responsive to local needs and interests for the upliftment of the

community; secondly, that participation was an essential component of that community service,
i.e. community access not only referred to listening to programmes, but also to the participation

in the creation and production of programmes.

The SUbmissionsmade by university campus radio stations similarly stressed the contribution of

community broadcasting to development. Most of these stations wanted to broadcast beyond the
borders of their campuses into the surrounding communities and make their facilities and skills

available ito people within these communities in order to produce their own programming" The

infrastructure available to universities was regarded as an ideal basis for a community

broadcaster in areas where communities did not have the access to funds, equipment or skills
to establish broadcasters within their communities.

It was noteworthy that several submissions made for geographically based community radio
stations did not arise out of established community institutions or elected community

organisations. These submissions came from individuals or groups of individuals which intended
to engender community support through their broadcasting activities. They had no particular

development goals, other than "providing a service" for the local community, and their

intentions to promote community participation in the broadcaster were unclear. The process of

establishing the community radio station was opposite to that advocated by the NCRF and

aligned radio stations, in that it involved individuals who were not elected representatives of the

community (or any part of it), founding a station and then canvassing support from the

community in which it intended to broadcast, in the form of opinion surveys, signatures, etc.
This did not concur with the "bottom-up" approach advocated in participatory communication

and there were no structures which ensured the accountability of these stations to the

communities in which they broadcast.
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The distinguishing characteristic of these stations was that they were not rooted in community

ownership. The broadcasting station was owned by individuals and the extent to which they were

responsive to community needs, and permitted community participation, would be determined

by these individuals alone. The relationship between ownership and community empowerment

was overlooked by the rnA Act, and in the Regulations on Temporary Community Broadcasting

Licences. The Act stipulated only that a community broadcaster had to be governed by a "non-

profit entity" a:nd "carrievon for non-profit purposes". It did not require proof of community

ownership - through an elected organisation or an established community institution ., of the

means of programme production, and broadcast transmission. While these broadcasters would

be required to prove community support and encourage participation, in their application for a

community broadcasting licence, they did not hold any direct obligation to the community, nor

were they accountable to its representative structures.

Another shortcoming of the Act and the Regulations, with regard to the broadcaster'S

accountability to the community, was the lack of a definition for the requirement to "encourage

members of the relevant community or those associated with or promoting the interests of such

community to participate in the selection and provision of programmes to be broadcast in the

course of such broadcasting service." Participation, in itself was not a requirement, merely the

encouragement thereof. A community broadcaster could maintain that it provided for such

participation by means of phone-in programmes and chat shows. Participation could be

subjectively applied with certain interest groups ill the community oeing overlooked or

deliberately ignored. The potential for the disregard of the provision IOf participation was greater

in those instances where the community broadcaster did not arise from an initiative of an

organisation rooted in, and democratically elected by, the local community.

The limits of participation were particularly relevant to community of interest broadcasters.

Community broadcasters in this category would most likely be controlled by particular

organisations, each with particular organisational hierarchies. The capacity for unfettered

participation from any member of that community was unlikely,considering the primary objective

of the broadcaster would he the propagation of its organisational objectives. Particular interests
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which could threaten the existing leadership or hierarchy of the organisation could be excluded

from expression on the community broadcaster. The experience of the Bolivian miners's stations?

indicated that the extent to which the radio station served the interests of all union members was
dependent on which faction happened to be in control of the union, and thus the station at any
particular time.

Submissions made by commercial broadcasters which argued that it was possible for a
community radio station to make a profit while simultaneously providing a community service

and allowing for community participation were rejected by the rnA Council. These submissions

clearly failed to comply with the non-profit provisions of community broadcasting as defined in

the Act, and entrenched in the Regulations.

A number of submissions were made by Christian organisations, and other interest groups, all

of who intended to use community broadcasting. to further the principles and popularise the
objectives of their organisations. Some of the development-oriented submissions mentioned above

originated from Christian churches in local communities which intended to employ the medium

in the service of empowerment and socio-economic upliftment, Other Christian submissions -

mainly evangelical groupings - had a more missionary approach, intending to popularise
Christianity and Christian experiences across the country. A small proportion of the submissions

represented particular interest groups, th' most advanced of which was the Cape Town
Symphony Orchestra which intended to use community radio to popularise classical music among

the population of the Western Cape.
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The submissions made during the inquiry period formed the basis for the IBA's Regulations on
Temporary Broadcasting Licences. The most specific requirements of the Regulations were those

pertaining to proving community support for the broadcasting station. Licence applicants had two

options in this regard: to institute a scientifically based market survey research project, or to

provide letters of support and signatures from a substantial majority of the community they

intended to serve Given the financial limitations of a survey, most licence applicants chose the

latter option.
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An amendment of the rnA Act" added four additional factors in the considers.ton of temporary

licence applications: 1) whether the applicant was willing to provide the proposed service on an
AM frequency (in the case of radio); 2) the degree to which the applicant proposed to provide

for regular news services and current affairs programmes; 3) whether the language or languages

to be used by the applicant would cater to the relevant community; and 4) the technical expertise

which would be available to the applicant.

Ii

The reference to whether the applicant was prepared to use the AM frequency for radio was an
acknowledgment of the limited number of PM frequencies available for community broadcasting

on the frequency spectrum. However, it presented a difficulty for most applicants. The
equipment for broadcasting on AM was more expensive than that on FM, while FM radio
receivers were more widely accessible and cheaper than AM receivers. Moreover, ill J reception

quality of an PM signal surpassed that of AM. In its allocation of frequencies, the IBA was

compelled to determine which broadcasters merited priority for FM licences in the context of

the difficulties associated with broadcasting on AM.

·..·r.';~,; ;
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The consideration given to the provision of news and current affairs represented a preference

for development-oriented community broadcasters. Some submissions (e.g. those made by
individuals who did not formally represent the community within which they broadcast) appeared

to be intent on providing music during the bulk of programming time, with occasional news
broadcasts and community announcements. These broadcasters would receive relatively less

favourable consideration than those which considered themselves to be primarily information,

development and education oriented.

The consideration of whether the community broadcaster was to broadcast in the language of the

community appeared redundant in the light of the importance placed on community support and

participation. If the latter two requirements were to be fulfilled it followed that the broadcaster

would have to use the medium which was most widely used in the community. In defining

"community support" and "community participation", the language issue would be resolved.

Nevertheless, it presented other difficulties which had to' be addressed by the IBA. Licence
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applications by BOler-Afrikaans stations referred to the number of Afrikaans-speakers in their

areas, in order to justify a Boer-Afrikaans radio station. However, a large proportion of the

Afrikaans-speakers identified by them were black - and thus did not form part of the racially

exclusive Boer-Afrikaans community as defined in the submissions.

The requirements regarding technical expertise available to licence applicants presented a

difficulty with regard to the development-oriented stations. Historically denied access to such

skills because of apartheid education policies and the SABC's monopoly over broadcast training,

most disadvantaged communities did not have the requisite access to ~ skills pool. While the

NCRF was established to attempt to redress this situation, even its resources were limited.

Various broadcasting training institutions in the major centres provided courses on production

and management skills for prospective community broadcasters. However, there was a vacuum

in training opportunities for rural-based communities, most of which would have to rely on

volunteers to staff and manage their community broadcasters.

The issues raised in the legal requirements of the Act and the Regulations underlined the

difficulties in the legal interpretation of "community", "community support" and "community

participation". However, the socio-economic context in which community broadcasters were to

establish and maintain themselves raised additional concerns about the growth and sustainability

of the sector as a whole.

The widespread lack of financial and skills assistance available to prospective community

broadcasters highlighted the tension between the provisions in the A~:t and the absence of

mechanisms through which the provisions could be translated into reality, The legal provision

for preferential treatment for "historically disadvantaged communities" had little value in

practice. The rnA was faced with a situation where, by virtue of superior access to facilities and

finances, the community broadcasters which fulfilled most of the requirements of the Act and

the Regulations were those which represented the interests of historically privileged groups. No

formal mechanisms existed to ensure the "levelling of the playing fields" in the community

broadcasting environment.
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This was conspicuous in the IBA public inquiry's visits to areas outside of the major centres of

the country. Very few submissions were made from disadvantaged communities in me North

West, Northern Transvaal, Free State and Eastern Cape regions. Those organisations that made
oral submissions in these areas did not have the infrastructure or finances to begin broadcasting
-their submissionmerely revealed their intentions to set up a community broadcaster. Moreover,

the most probable reason for the low attendance at the inquiries in these areas was the lack of
awareness about community broadcasting, particularly in remote rural communities.

The difficulties of translating the promise of the Act into the practice of empowerment and

development were '"'ident. By stipulating preferential treatment for disadvantaged communities,
the Act was only providing a framework for the development of community radio. If the lack

of resources available to disadvantaged communities was effectively excluding those who were
invariably regarded as the ben..'·ficiaries of community broadcasting, the democratisation of the

airwaves would simply result in the perpetuation of a broadcasting elite at a local level. In

addition, the piomotion of diversity in broadcasting would founder as those who benefited from
apartheid, i.e. white broadcasters, were in an advantageous position because of their access to
funds, skills and resources.

The solution to this situation was not to restrict the number of licences granted to the more
j '\

privileged communities. As geographically based communities or communities of interest, they
had equal rights to a broadcasting service which would provide for their cultural, information

and language needs. Instead, what was required was the upliftment of disadvantaged

communities to enable them to have equitable access to broadcasting skills and resources.

The other factor in the empowerment process was the extent to which groups and communities

were aware of the notion of community broadcasting and the potential benefits which community
broadcasting would hold for development. The lack of interest in the regional public hearings -
particularly in rural areas where illiteracy was high and there was little or no access to

information - owed even more to ignorance about the medium and the process, than it did to the

lack of broadcasting resources available to communities.
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It y,;'.,,; clear that community broadcastrts, would not be able to fulfil a developmental and

empowering role if proactive steps were not taken to popularise the medium and facilitate the

establishment l._~J)1nmunity broadcasters through the provisions of finances, equipment, skills

and other resources. This approach to community broadcasting and development presented its

own difficaities, both in terms of the role of the IRA, and the ideals of participatory

development. These issues will be discussed in the following chapter, in an attempt to define a

development policy approach to community broadcasting and development.
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Chapter 5. Community Broadcasting and Development in South Africa: Policy Options

Defining policy towards broadcasting in South Africa requires political decisions. South Africa's
broadcasting regulatory structure, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), is largely based

on regulatory models in advanced industrialised countries, particularly those UICanada, Britain

and Australia. All qf these countries have established democratic political, legal and broadcasting

systems. None of tlif;;U are faced with the development and reconciliation challenges of South
Africa, emerging from 400 years of oppressive colonial and apartheid rule. Broadcasting

regulators in the Western world have adopted a largely "hands-off" approach towards

broadcasting, defining their role primarily in terms of allocating licences, regulating frequencies

and adjudicating complaints about the programme content of broadcasters.

In most of the Third World, the approach to broadcasting has been vastly different. Based on

a recognition that br 1,' 1ting previously served the colonial regime, Third World governments
harnessed national brJ..,~.:lcastingsystems to serve the needs of reconciliation !"'d development,
Broadcasting was regulated and controlled entirely! by the state. However, as mentioned
previously, the concern by Third World governments to establish and maintain the hegemony

of the ruling party took precedence over the utilisatj'~n of broadcasting towards development

ends.

(~
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I
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South Africa is faced with a situation in which its development needs are similar to those of

other Third World countries, but where the new broadcasting disoensation is regulated according

to liberal principles of freedom of expression and independence of the media. Simultaneously.

the broadcasting environment is being reregulated to inclue a wider range of voices and to be

more representative of South African society.

The IBA. as the broadcasting regulator, and the government, as the initiator and coordinator of
the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), are faced with two options in defining

policy towards the brcadcasting environment in South Africa. The Iiberal option - as employed

by Western countries - would be to recognise the function of the IBA as a relatively passive

i
I
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arbiter of the airwaves, i.e. its task would be limited to receiving licence applications,

developing broad policy with regard to broadcasting, and enforcing certain conditions and
requirements on licensees. The state would have no involvement in this process whatsoever,

other than passing the annual budget of the regulator in parliament.

The development option, on the other hand, would involve a proactive approach by the IBA·and

government to the fulfilment of the requirements of Section 2(f) of the IBA Act, i.e. the active

raising of funds, and the provision of equipment and skills training to, particularly, community

broadcasters which originate in disadvantaged communities.

However, the issue of government assistance for community broadcasting is not limited to
developing countries such as South Africa. In Europe, the local broadcasting sector has called

for government subsidies to support community media. In the Netherlands', government

subsidies were provided for the establishment and administration of community broadcasters.

"Even if a government prefers not to be concerned with the content of broadcasting, it is ~ or

should be - involved in the realization and viability of community broadcasting. Particularly

when it is acknowledged that community broadcasting is desired for reasons of pluralism, it is
not enough to simply allow com...munity broadcasting through creation of a system of licensing.

It is equally important to formulate legal and policy conditions under which community
broadcasting can develop. 112

In South Africa the development of community broadcasting needs to be seen as an integral
component of the national development programme. This would require the adoption of a

development policy towards the regulation of the broadcasting industry in general, and to the

interpretations of the Act's provisions for affirmative action in particular. While this is clearly
not the task of the IBA alone, the regulator ,is seen as holding primary responsibility for realising
the empowerment of broadcasters from disadvantaged communities.

"The IBA is an agency of social - and to a lesser extent - economic development. Its
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performance could well become the litmus test that determines our expectations of future non-

governmental development initiatives. 113

The government has already indicated that it intends providing assistance for community

broadcasters, in the recognition of 1) the domination of the media enviromnent by white

interests, and the consequent need to promote black voices on air and 2) the role which

community broadcasting can play in local community development", Moreover, the

Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) makes several references to community

participation in development and two-way communiaation between government and local

communities, and specifically refers to the promotion of comrnunity-based media as part of the

RDP.

Internationally, however, media has not been viewed as an integral part of development. As

discussed in the first chapter of this dissertation, the development of media, and media's

contribution to development were allocated secondary priority, after needs such as housing,

education, health, etc. Instead of being perceived as integral to these development initiatives,

promotion of media and communication was seen as an additional development task ~ one which

could only be addressed once basic material fI_ :ds had been fulfilled. It was evident that this

resulted in development which was driven by a top-down approach, and in which participatory

communication did not playa defining role.

The RDP's pledge towards support of community media, therefore, has to be assessed within

the general strazegy towards the implementation of national development programmes. While the

government has stressed that community participation and feedback will be an essential part of

the development process, there are, as of the end of 1994, no evident signs of the means by

which the government intends to achieve this. Moreover, the nature of community involvement

in the RDP will have to be assessed. "Involvement" which :mplies community participation in

development projects which the government has designed and implemented is quite different

from "involvement" by local communities in determining their own needs and the means by

which they will fulfil them. Moreover, to date, statements by government regarding development
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have stressed economic concerns above those of human rights, dignity, cultural development,

self-empowerment, etc. The general philosophy towards the concept of development and the

implementation strategies of the RDP will determine the extent to which the government will
<supportcommunity broadcasting.

The development of a diverse, representative broadcasting industry on the one hand, and the role

of broadcasting in development. on the other, are the responsibility of both the IBA and the
government A broadcasting development policy will have to be jointly determined and
implemented in order to achieve these broad objectives.

The one....year temporary community broadcasting licence period will be a crucial measure of the
potential for the long-term survival of community broadcasting within those communities that

lack the resources and skills to sustain a functioning radio station. The IBA Act has provided

the legal framework for community broadcasting to contribute to empowerment and
development. Within this, a strategic deveiopment policy towards community broadcasting has

to be implemented'. Thia policy will have to provide for four areas of need in community
broadcasting: funding; training; general awareness of the medium itself; and the contribution of

community broadcasting towards national development and reconciliation. All four areas require
a proactive policy which goes beyond the mere regulation of (r.i.cfrequency spectrum, and which

permits a measure state involvement in the development of the medium.

o
The financial capacity of communities to sustain their broadcasters is clearly one of the major

policy considerations which need to be addressed. Many of the licellce applications which have
been made to the IBA indicate that community broadcasters are facing financial difficulties, even

before they begin broadcasting. Other community broadcasting initiatives have collapsed before

reaching the stage of submitting a licence application as they lacked the funds and resources to

sustain the initiative.

,(~~
l '
o

At present, those development-oriented community broadcasters which do have funding are

financed almost entirely by foreign donors and aid organisations, viewed as development aid
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contributions. While this assistance is valuable in the short term it raises the same dilemma as

all external development assistance in that it does not provide for the long-term sustainability of
the project, TIle redirection of foreign funding from non-governmental and civic activities to the

Reconstruction and Development Programme initiated and coordinated by the legitimate
democratic government means that funding available for community development projects is

decreasing. Even the limited amount of funding available from foreign donors cannot be relied
on for the development of community broadcasting in South Africa.

Revenue from local advertising has been widely proposed as the most ideal and sustainable

means for funding community broadcasters. Moreover, it is seen to be a positive contribution
to local economic development as it will promote local business. However, reliance on

advertising presents several problems. The first is the general perception that heavy reliance on

advertising income might result in the broadcaster being answerable to commercial interests,

instead of to the community it was intended to serve. This question continually arises during

debates on the funding of public broadcasting services.

Secondly. regardless of the principles regarding advertising and community service many towns

do not have the business and commercial capacity to provide adequate funding to a community
broadcaster. This has resulted in rural community broadcasters requesting a very 'wide

broadcasting radius - some exceeding 30km - so that they can draw advertising from businesses

ill more than one town. This jeopardises the notion of community broadcasting as local and

participatory - the larger the broadcasting area of the station, the less direct participation was

possible.

o In addition, particularly in rural towns, local newspapers draw revenue from an. advertising

"cake" which is barely large enough to sustain the local newspaper. A community broadcaster
which relies on local advertising revenue would be in direct competition with the local
newspaper and, as has happened }n Europe, could threaten the survival of the local newspaper.
The same difficulties .mentioned above apply to corporate sponsorship of community

broadcasting programmes.

(\
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In terms of sustainable funding, there are several options which could frame policy towards

community broadcasting. The most obvious is a government subsidy 1 as part of the

Reconstruction and Development Programme. National or regional government would provide
an annual development subsidy to community broadcasting initiatives from all over the country.
The subsidy would be administered from a central trust fund, controlled by an independent board

of community representatives. Government contribution to the development of community
broadcasting would ensure sustainable funding, as well as provide encouragement to foreign

funders to contribute to the development fund. Community broadcasters would be allocated funds
on the basis of need, and the extent to which they were providing a development service to the

community. Strict requirements regardlng community ownership and unrestricted community

participation would have to be fulfilled before a broadcaster qualified for assistance.

Government subsidy could also be provided in the form of local government funding of

community broadcasting initiatives within the local authority'S area of jurisdiction. While this

would allow for more efficient coordination of funds at a local level, the system would have to
be carefully administered so as to prevent local government interference with or influence over
the control or programming of community broadcasters.

r:

Both of the above options present difficulties from a liberal perspective of broadcasting
regulation. However. it must be borne in mind that the rnA is also entirely dependent on
government funding. The contradiction between dependence on government funding and

independence from government control or influence can be reduced through the establishment
of publicly accountable, representative structures which administer this funding. While it is

important that community broadcasting be perceived as integral to national development, its

autonomy from government can be assured by means of an independent development trust.

A community broadcasting policy which provides for government funding would require the IBA
to stipulate limi.ations 011 advertising revenue. A situation in which community broadcasters are
subsidised by government but also compete with other media for advertising revenue, would be

regarded as unfair competition, particularly for small private broadcasters. This issue has already
l0
~ .
!..~
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been raised in reference to the SABC's c41alfunding from licence fees and advertising income".

There are three policy options in this regard. One is to place a complete ban on advertising on

community broadcasters. This would be counter-productive as it would effectively prevent

community broadcasters from ever becoming self-sufficient. A second option is to require

community broadcasters to pay a levy of their advertising revenue which would benefit other

media, particularly local newspapers. However, it is unlikely that community broadcasters will

be in the financial position to donate any of their income to other media institutions. The third

option is to place a limit on the amount of revenue which a community broadcaster can raise

through advertising. Because financial circumstances differ in different parts of the country, the

IBA would have to enforce specific licence conditions regarding limitations on advertising. In

an area where two 'or more community broadeastersor newspapers are competing, the limitations

on advertising would be strict, whereas in areas where a community broadcaster is the sole

source of local information for the community, greater reliance on advertising revenue would

be permitted.

In addition to a government subsidy t another source of income for community broadcasters is

the imposition of a levy on the advertising profits of private broadcasters. This levy would also

contribute to the central community broadcasting development trust. This proposal also has to

be assessed in terms of the potential use of paid advertising by community broadcasters. A

system in which community radio stations are being subsidised by commercial stations while

simultaneously competing with the commercial stations for advertising revenue would constitute

unfair competition.

A community broadcasting development trust, containing funds from government and levies from

private broadcasters would have to be administered in such a way that it facilitated sustainable

development of community broadcasters and did not result in a situation where funding was

poured into a "black hole", i.e. where the funding invested-In community broadcasting led to

little improvement in development or empowerment of communities. The provision of funding

could therefore not occur in a vacuum. The community broadcasting development fund would

have to allow for the provision of training. equipment and skilled personnel to assist
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communities in establishing and maintaining their radio or television stations.

The approach to the utilisation of the community broadcasting development fund would therefore
he one in which the process of establishing the community broadcaster constituted development

and empowerment in itself. Before receiving funding to start broadcasting, communities would

be required to nominate individuals to undergo skills training in management, financial
accounting, programming, presentation, etc. Only once these courses had been successfully
completed would funding for the establislunent of the community broadcasting station be made
available.

The contradictions between such an approach to the development of community broadcasting,
and ne.tions of participatory communication for development are evident? In theory ,
participatory development stipulates that the process must be initiated, implemented and

coordinated by the community. The pohcy advocated above provides for a high level of external
intervention in the development process. While the community would be integrally involved in

determining the structure and operation of the broadcaster, the manner in which it did so would
be measured by outside agencies. For example, the levelof democratic decision-making ill the

community would. be assessed by the community broadcasting devei~pmfnt trust - an extern:~l
IIagent. 1/

o
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This contradiction deepens in the context of the lack of awareness of the medium of community

broadcasting and the need for a policy to popularise the use and benefits of community

broadcasting. Once a policy of advocacy has been implemented, the notion of spontaneous
community initiative is reduced. The introduction of an unknown medium into a community, and

the promotion of that medium to the community's benefit initiates a process which, at least in

its early stages, is shaped and determined by outside forces. If this process is implemented by

agents which are insensitive to the =e- resources and capacity of the community concerned,
ownership and control of the broadcaster will remain beyond the reach or interest of the
community .
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Popularising community broadcasting need not necessarily involve an invasion of foreign ideas

and procedures into a community, however. During the one-year temporary licence period.

provision should be made for visits by community representatives from differe-t parts of the
country, to functioning community broadcasters. These community representatives will then be

in a position to form an opinion of the medium, whereafter they would return to their

communities to discuss the relative benefits of a broadcaster within their community context.
Should the community be interested in such an initiative, further steps could be taken to access
the advice and support of experts in the field and, eventually, to apply for the funding and

resources required for the establishment of a station. Training, advice and support should, as far

as possible, be undexaken by members of the community who have received skills training from
an established training institrddn.

Policy towards providing resources for the development of community broadcasting thus implies

more than a financial commitment to sponsorship uf the medium. A coordinated policy providing
for skills training, provision o1~expertise, participatory research procedures, a central resource
base, and other factors involved in facilitating the growth of the community broadcasting sector,
will be integral to a development approach towards the medium. Realising this policy will

require a financial commitment of both government and the private broadcastmg sector. Such
financial commitment, however. must be based on a recognition of the rights of communities
to determine their own approach to community broadcasting and development, and an
acknowledgement of community ownership of and participation in community broadcasting.

•.~~
J' \

Providlng disparate communities with access to and control over a broadcasting medium has
generally been regarded by governments as a potential threat to national security and a spirit of
national reconciliation. In most African countries, state control over broadcasting has been

premised on the need to unite the country with a single message, and a single identity, In

practice, as has already been mentioned, hroadcasting was used to entrench the hegemony of the
ruling party.

In South Africa, where national reconciliation is a government priority, government's approach
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towards developing community broadcasting will provide &':'1 indication of the extent to which

it is prepared to consent to diversity and dissent. In its allocation of temporary community
licences, the IBA has indicated that there will be maximum tolerance of divergent political
viewpoints. The recognition of the right of a community to define itself as Christian, Protestant,

Western, Boer-Afrikaner" - essentially referring exclusively to white Afrikaners -represents an

acknowledgement of significant political dissent.

Nevertheless, -he necessity for the IBA to weigh constitutional rights against the national

priorities of reconciliation and development will become apparent dll~ng the one year

experimental broadcasting period. The primary concern regarding community broadcasting and
development, i.e. the establishment of a policy to assist disadvantaged communities with
resources, skills, training and funding. has already been discussed above. Such a policy would
contribute to the two-pronged process of the development of community broadcasting within

local communities, and the contribution of community broadcasters to local development.
However, community broadcasting policy will also have to take into account the national socio-
political context within which community broadcasting occurs, and upon which it is premised.

The question to be raised is to what extent the IBA has to take into account broader socio-

political ramifications of issuing licences to particular broadcasters. The IBA Act provides
broadcasters with relative freedom in determining programming content, within the boundaries
of particular licence conditions, the IBA's Code of Conduct? and special legal provisions

regarding broadcasting during election periods. However, while the Objects of the Act refer to
the promotion of ownership of broadcasting by persons historically disadvantaged by apartheid,

it does not specifically outlaw any broadcasting practices or programming which perpetuate
inequality. The rights to freedom of expression ate further enshrined in the Bill of Rights, and

have yet to be interpreted by the Constitutional Court with regards to limitations on hate speech,
racism or sexism.

l: 0
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A case in point would be the exclusive nature of some of the licence applications", particularly

the Boer-Afrikaans radio network. A liberal interpretation of the IDA Act and the Bill of Rights
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would fully acknowledge the right of such stations to be racially exclusive both in content and

structure, thus implicitly acknowledging th2t a community of interest can be determined

primarily on the basis of skin colour. However, given the particular racist context from which

South Africa is emerging, there is a perception that permitting the existence of such stations

would defy the prevailing spirit of national unity and reconciliation in the country. This situation

would be complicated in the context where a black community living within the geographical

area of one of the Boer-Afrikaans radio stations objected to the station on the grounds of racial

exclusivity.

Resolving such questions involves the balancing of the liberal regulatory structure of

broadcasting with national development prerogatives. It also requires a strategic approach to

issues of political sensitivity. Disallowing radio stations which are based on raGe or ethnicity

could further inflame conflict, while simultaneously encouraging sympathy with reactionary

movements. The approach of the IBA towards the granting of licences therefore requires a

strategic assessment of the socio-political repercussions in each community.

A liberal approach to the granting of licences in which the IBA makes decisions on the basis of

information placed before it by applicants, is therefore insufficient. While the independence.of

community broadcasters is recognised by the Act, each broadcaster has tc be evaluated. in terms

of its position within a complex socio-political environment.

(4
c

For example, the potential for conflict in the issuing of particular temporary licences shculd be

a prominent consideration in the granting of licences. This would apply particularly r« areas

which have historically been subject to political violence. A submission to the IBA public inquiry

by Zululand Community Radio" indicated that the radio station would be situated at the

University of Zululand and would serve communities within a 50km radius of the campus,

including Enseleni, Port Dumford, Kwalrlangezwa, Ngwelezane, Richards Bay andEmpangeni

Several of these areas are racked by conflict between supporters of the Inkatha Freedom Party

(IFP) and those of the African National Congress (ANC). While conflict in most of the country

decreased in the post-election period, there has been little change in. the levels of violence in the

Ii
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KwaZulu/Natal areas.

Zululand Community, Radio acknowledged the violence in the area by identifying a key

communication need of expressing and promoting "the overwhelming desire by ordinary people

to recreate a sense of community. "12 The question which would have to be addressed in this

context is whether community broadcasting could be used as an instrument to pr(r ~Qtepeace in

the absence of any formal communication between the conflicting sides, or Wht.dnJ formal

cooperation between the two sides is a precondition for the establishment of a community

broadcaster. Setting up a community broadcaster outside of a formal .agreemeru iJetween

conflicting parties on the functions and obligations of the broadcaster, could potentially result

in the radio station being perceived as partisan, thereby possibly increasing levels of conflict.

,~~
(.1

In this case, the IBA wouli, have to take into account the extent to which the community

broadcaster is supported by both sides in the conflict. This would involve an assessment of the

opinions of both parties. An application form" which states that the broadcaster has the support

of a wide range of community organisations in the area, and which provides proof to this effect

would be insufficient In an area such as Natal where conflict has resulted in extreme

polarisation, it is unlikely that many community organisations remain impartial, or that they are

perceived as such. Thus even if such a community broadcaster has overwhelming support from

people in a particular area, it will still be incumbent 011 the IBA to assess the extent "<) ,which

such support is representative of the conflicting parties. Moreover; merely situating the

community broadcaster in a particular area, in this case, the University of Zululand, could lead

to the perception that it favoured a particular political perspective. Factors such as physical

locality would therefore also have to be accounted for.

-'

c
The consideration of equality <did empowerment of marginalised groups win also require a

proactive policy by the IBA towards the allocation of community broadcasting licences. x.;'{hile

the Act indicates that preference be given to groups historically disadvantaged by apartheid, this

has generally been interpreted as black communities. The issue of the empowerment 'Ofwomen,

particularly black women, is not specified in the legislation or in any of the Regulations

'1
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pertaining to community broadcasting licences. Making provision for th~ empowerment of

\': .~men will require stricter requirements regarding ownership, control ar.d participation by

women in community broadcasting structures.

At present, while the application form requires that applicants prove community support, there

is no specific requirement that this support is representative with regard to gender. Moreover,
community broadcasters are not required to specif)""vvhetherthey are encouraging ownership and
participation by women. The potential for patriarchal control over broadcasting resources,

restriction of women's access to skills and training, and the propagation of information which

perpetuates women's oppression has not been formally recognised.

'C'::-'

A dev spment policy approach to the issue of women's empowerment in community

broadcasting would require broadcasters to demonstrate their commitment to women's equality
and development, This would include proving support by women for the community radio

station, as well as showing that women had a significant stake in the ownership of the
broadcaster. It would also require applicants to illustrate how they intended to ensure the training
and participation of women in programme production and broadcasting. As many women would

not have the means to lodge formal complaints with the IBA about their exclusion, the extent
to which women were recognised in the controlling structures of the community broadcaster
would have to be actively monitored. This approac' vould probably meet with opposition from

traditional hierarchical structures within communities, as well as accusations of lack of respect
by the IRA for cultural norms, However, in the absence of a policy providing for the

empowerment of women in and through community broadcasting, many community broadcasters
would serve only to entrench the values and norms which foster the inferior status of women.

o I
I
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In genet'~l, a development policy towards community broadcasting would require the

reconciliation of the fre, 'loms guaranteed within the constitution, and by which the IBA Act was
bound, and the national objectives of reconciliation and development. For the IBA, thj<'means

an obligation not only to defend but also to actively.promote the affirmative action provisions

of the Act. For the f!overnmc' , it requires a finanqial commitment to the development of

I
----------->----_~~.J
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disadvantaged communities, thereby creating equal opportunity for access to and parriciparion

in community broadcasting.

A determinant development strategy by the IBA and government towards community
broadcasting will no doubt be criticised as improper interference in the freedoms associated with

the media. However. if the IBA and the government disregard a responsibility to the latter, the

inequality, racial conflict and underdevelopment caused by apartheid would be perpetuated.
Without the adoption of an active development approach in the regulation and administration of
the broadcasting sector, the achievement of -velopment objectives, as well as the

democratisation of broadcasting is unlikely to becc-i,e a reality. This could result in. at best, a
broadcastmg system which is unequal and unrepresentative; at worst, a system which perpetuates
the conflict and divisions generated by apartheid. This would have repercussions not only for

the community broadcasting sector, but for community organisation and national development

as a whole.

\i

The opening up of the airwaves therefore requires not only a lib\:\ralisati')~! of broadcasting
regulation from apartheid state control. but a strategic development policy wl11ichwill facilitate

control and ownership of community broadcasting by oppressed communities, and thus
II

contribute to national development, reconciliation and the promotion of equal rights for all SO\lth

Africans.
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Notes

1. Sco: Chajlter :r of this dissertation for a discussion of, European and Latin American community broadcasting models.

2 Van Eijk, N. Le¥~1and policy aspects of co:nmunity broadcasting inJankowski. N .• Prehn, O. & Stappers, J. (eds) Fhe People's Voice> Local
Radio and Television in Eur~ .
John Libbey London 1992 pZ33

3. Ashurst, M. New Authority Seeks Community of !be Airwaves in Business Day 14 July 1994

4. ANt Reconst'1.lction and De'lclopment Programme
Aloe Communications Johannesburg 1994.

\,
5. 1be policy proposals in this charter are based on a paper given by the author at a workshop 6n future information policy in Sollili:\Africl!. on
12 February 1994. The workshop was facilitated by Media are Broadcasting Consultants and was htended 10 raise debate within the ANC on
its app;oa.:h to govenyncnt policy on informaticn. The title of the paper was Community Media Policy in South Africa· It Discussion Pipzr.

6. Many submissions to ti'e rnA's public inquiry on public broadcasting in South Africa maintained that the SABe's revenue from both
advel'tisinl! and : prnment sources, provided the Corporation with an unfair advantage over commercial broadcasters which were trymg to enter
the market.

7. See Chapter 1 of this dissertation for a discussion on development theory.

8. See Chaptllr 2 for a discussion of the Boer-Atrtkaner community of interest submissions to the rnA.

9. Schedule 1 of the IDA Act of 1993. See Appendix B.

10. In November 1994 tile IDA began public h~arillgs on temporary community broadcasting licence applications.

11. The submission by Zululand Commumty Radio was made orally at an }SA public hearing. TIII'IMlnscript of this hearing is avaIlable at the
IBA', offices ill Rosebank. I'

12. Aims and objy¢tives of Zululand Community Radio.

13. A copy of the application form for temporary community licences is attached in Appendix A.
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GOVERNMENT NOTICE

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

.REGUT..AnONS RELATING TO THE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO WHICH THE
SUPPORT FOR AN APPLICANT FOR A TEMPORARY COMMUNITY BROADCASTING
UCENCE"/BY THE RELEVANT COlvTh1UNITYOR BY THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH OR
PROMOTING THE INTER.J;iSTSDF SpCH COMMUNITY SHALL BE MEASURED

The Independent Broadcasting Authority has, under section 78(1) read with section 47(t)(c) of
the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 1993 (Act No. 153 of 1993), made the regulations in
the Schedule,

o
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SCHEDULE

Definitions

1. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise indicates -
(ij "applicant" means an applicant for a temporary community broadcasting licence

contemplated in section 47A of the Act;
Oi) "the Act" means the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 1993 (Act No. 153 of

1993),
and any word or expression to which a meaning has been assigned in the .'\(..t shall bear such
mearung.

Criteria for measuring support of community or of its associates or promoters

2. (1) For the purposes of enabling the Authority to take in account whether> as regards the
provision of the proposed broadcasting service, an applicant for a temporary community
broadcasting licence has the support of the community or of those associated with or promoting the
interests of the community as contemplated in section 47(1)(c) of the Act, such support shall be
measured according to the criteria prescribed ill this regulation.

(2) The criterion according to which -
(a) the support of the community shall be measured, shall be the extent ,to which the

proposed broadcasting service will be listened to or viewed, as the case(;~h:;!.ybe, by the
!

community; 'f
(b) the support of those associated with or p,romotin.g the interests of th~ ~~omm~nity.shall

be measured, shall be the extent to which the proposed broadcastln~ service will be
provided with funds or other resources sufficient to ensure its viability.

(3) Evidence of the relevant support and of its extent as measured according to a criterion
mentioned in subregulation (2) shall be provided in the manner provided in regulation 3 or 4.

Methods of providing evidence

3. (1) Subject to the provisions of subregulation (3), an applicant may provide evidence of
whether, as regards the provision of the proposed broadcasting service, the applicant hac;the support
of the community or cf those associated with or promoting the interests of the community, as the
case may be, by providing at least two of the following four categories of documents:

(a) A list, substantially in the form annexed, containing -
(i) an appropriate declaration that, as regards the provision of the proposed

broadcasting service, the applicant has the support of each signatory;
(ii) the signatures of members of the communiryj

',',
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(iii) the name and address of each signatory; and
(iv) the personal characteristics of each signatory which qualify him or her as a

member of the community, which may include gender, age, religion, language
and any other relevant characteristic;

(b) correspondence, minutes of meetings, lists of bona rule members of voluntary
associations and an)' other documents that show whether, as regards the provision of
the proposed broadcasting sereice, the applicant has the support of the community;

(c) letters or other documents that show "-
(i) the amount of funding which the proposed broadcasting service is likely to

receive from each different source, whether donations, grants, sponsorships or
advertising or membership fees, during each month of the period for which the
licence may be granted;

(ii) the extent o,~resources other than funding which the proposed broadcasting
service is likely to receive and the sources thereof; or

(d) my alternative documentary or other evidence that shows whether, as regards the
provision of the proposed broadcasting service, the applicant has the support of the
community or of those associated with or promoting the interests of the community,
as the case may be. , ,

(2) The Authority may require the production of proof on affidavit of anything containe~f:\n
any document furnished as provided in subregulation (1). .. . .

(3) The Authority may, notwithstanding that an applicant may have provided any documents
contemplated in sub regulation (1), require the applicant to provide results of a survey conducted as
contemplated in regulation 4 -

(a) if competitive licence applications have bee- -nade as contemplated in regulation 8(2)
of the Independent Broadcasting Authority (Temporary Community Broadcasting
Licences) Regulations, 1994; or

(b) if the Authority has reason to believe that such documentary or' other evidence that has
been provided is not sufficient to show whether, as regards the provision of the
proposed broadcasting service, the applicant has the support of the community or of
those associated with or promoting the interests of the community, as the casemay be.

Survey

4. (1) An applicant may, in stead of providing evidence as contemplated in regulation 3,
provide results of a survey which shows whether, as regards the provision or the proposed
broadcasting service, the applicant has the suppOrt of the community or of those associated with or
promoting the interests of the community. .

(2) Such a survey shall be conducted -
(a) by a person or body who is affiliated to -

(i) the Association of Marketing Research Organisations; or
(ii) any other association of persons or bodies who conduct market research or

•
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opinion polls and which has a code of conduct or ethics that is acceptable to the
Authority and that the members of such association are obliged to observe; or

(b) by any other person or body who is acceptable to the Authority -
(i) on the basis of the qualifications or experience or professional membership of

the persons who conducted the survey; or
(ii) for any other reason.

(3) Where the survey is conducted to show the extent to which the proposed broadcasting
service will be listened to or viewed, as contemplated in regulation 2(2)(0), such survey shall ~

(a) relate to the particular community to be served by the proposed broadcasting service;
(b) ascertain-the personal characteristics of each respondent which qualify him or her as a

member of the community, which may include gender, age, religion, language and any
other relevant characteristic;

(c) in the case of an application for a licence in respect of -
(i) a temporary community sound broadcasting service, ascertain -

(aa) whether the respondent possesses or !:lasaccess to a sound radio set; and
(bb) if so, whether it is an FM, medium wave AM or shore wave Al\1 set;

(ii) a temporary community television broadcasting service, ascertain whether the
respondent possesses or has access to a television set;

(d) ascertain the nature of the broadcasting prc./·rrmmes which each respondent habitually
listens to or views and the days and times \\';fi\!U he ,,1' she habitually listens to or views,
as the case may be;

(e) ascertain the extent of interest of each respondent in receiving the proposed
broadcasting service, after he or she was informed about the nature of the programmes
to be carried by the proposed broadcasting service and of the days and times when they
will be broadcast;

(f) establish such further information as may be relevant by reason of the nature of the
proposed broadcasting service or of the relevant community.

(4) Where the Sillivey is conducted to show the extent to which the proposed broadcasting
service will be pre .' 1with funds or or-her resources sufficient to ensure its viability, as
contempiated in regulation 2(2)(b), such survey -

(a) shall ascertain the amount of funding which the proposed broadcasting service is likely
to receive from each different source, whether donations, grants, sponsorships or
advertising or membership fees, during each month of the period for which the licence
may be granted;

(b) shall ascertain the extent of resources other than funding which th(' ,oposcd
broadcasting service is likely to receive and the sources thereof;

(c) ill the case of a proposed broadcasting service that will broadcast advertisements, may,
where the community concerned is geographically founded, relate to advertisers whose
place of business is situated outside the geographical area concerned;

(d) shall provide such further evidence as may. reasonably be required by reason of the
nature of the proposed broadcasting service or of the methods by which such service
will be funded.

(5) The, urvey shall be conducted in accordance with the code of conduct for marketing. ..,._ .... --
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research of the Southern African Marketin'g Research Association,
(6) The applicant sh~l provide, together with the survey result; -

(a) the\ name, address, qualifications and experience and professional membership, if any,
.•i. the person or body who or which conducted the survey;

(b) the: period during which the survey was conducted;
(c) how the data were collected;
(d) if any respondent was interviewed by telephone or any other method than in person,

i' ,
the reason that such other interviewing methbd was utilised; j

,)

(e) times of .the cLly when the survey was conducted;
(j) the characteristics and qualitications of the field workers used in conducting the survey;
(g) the instruments used in the survey;
(b) problems experienced during the conducting of the survey and how they were resolved,

with parcicular reference to non-response;
(1) a summary of the results and as many detailed tables as possible;
(;) a distributien of the sample errors for all the variables reported in the results;
(k) 'it questionnaire containing the questions reported in the results an~[,if the su~er was

carried out ip. more than one Jmgu~J:; the questionnaire used in ~.llthe languages;
(t) the sampling method') employed;

(m) the geographical areas covered by the survey; and
(n) any other information relatingro thecarrying out of the survey ~~may be relevant.

. i
i

I
I

'I
i
J

I
I
I
I
I

Short title

5. These regulations may ..be cited as the Independeat Broadcasting Authority (Temporary
Community Licences: Criteria to Measure Community Support) Re;.tlations, 1994.

II
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We: the undersigned, hereby declare that
has our support as regards the provision of a proposed
(nature of service) broadcasting service in •......•..

. • • (the applicant)
\II ......

(area).

Full names

. .. . ... ,

Physical address of residence
or workplace of signatory

Personal characteristics of
signatory which qualify him
or her as member of relevant
community (may include
gender, age, religiofJ., language
or any other relevant
characteristic)

1. ..
~. .... " ..

2. . .. ....
• .. It .,

. .3.

.. "

. , ..

----~------------ ...----~-------- ...----;-.--- ...-------- ...-------- ...------------+----------------- ...--~--~--------
. ., ....

4.

• .' It

5.
o ...

.to' ••••

6. . .
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GQVERNMENT NOTICE

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

REGULATIONS RELATING TO PROCEDURES CONCERNING APPLICAT~ONS FOR,
THE GRANTING OF AND OTHER MATTERS RELEVANT TO TEh-lPORARY
COMMUNITY BROADCASTING LICENCES

The Independent Broadcasting Authority has, under section 47A(3) of the Independent
Broadcasting Authority Act, 1993·/(ActNo. 153 of 1993), made the regulations in the Schedule.

r
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SCHEDULE

Definitions

1. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise indicates -
(i) "short-term licence" means a temporary licence with a term of validity not exceeding

30 days;-
(ii) "temporary licence" means a temporary community broadcasting licence contemplated

in section 47A of the Act;
(iii) "the Act" means the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 1993 (Act No. 153 of

1993),
and any word or expression to which ~.meaning has been assigned in the Act shill bear such
meanmg,

Notice Inviting applications

2. (1) The Authority may, when it intends inviting applications for a temporary licence, cause
a notice to that effect to be published in the Gazette.

(2) Such notice shall state -
(a) the licence area;
(b) the applicable technical parameters, which may include the frequency or frequencies

available;
(c) the person with whom an application shall be lodged;
(d) the period within which the application shall be lodged;
(e) the application fee payable in terms of regulation 3;
W the licence fee payable in terms of regulation 10 if the application is successful.

Application fee

3. Every application for a temporary licence shall be accompanied by an application fee of
R500 paid by means of a cheque in favour of the Authority.

Applications

4. (1) An application for a temporary licence may be made -
(a) pursuant to a notice contemplated in regulation 2; or
(b) by the applicant at his or her own instance, and irrespective of whether any such notice

has been published.
(2)An application for a temporary licence shall be considered by the Authority it it is received
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by the Authority -
(a) by 16hoo on or before 15 November 1994;
(b) after that date, only 111 the case of -

~) an application for a short-term licence; or
(ii) an application invited in terms of a notice contemplated in regulation 2.

(3) Every application for a temporary licence shall -
(a) be substantially in the form contained in Schedule 1;
(b) be properly and legibly completed in any official language; and
(c) be accompanied by the other documents required in the form.

(4) An applicant may be required in writing by the Authority to provide the Authority,
within the period specified by it, 'W ith such further information asmay be reasonably necessary with
a vier to enabling it to prt -perly consider the application.

Representations by interested persons

o

5. (1) (a) The Authority shall cause to be published in the Gazette a notice -
(i) containing particulars of -

(aa) the applicant;
(bb) the community;
(cc) the licence area; and
(del) the applicant's proposals in relation to the nature of the service; and

(1) inviting interested persons to lodge with the Authority their written representations in
relation to the appl;"ltion within two weeks as from the date of such notice. or within
such further period as the Authority may on good cause shown allow.

(b) The Authority shall cause such notice to be published -
(i) within 14 days after 15 November 1994, in the case of an application in respect of a

licence area which includes any area specified in Schedule 2, other than an application
for a short-term licence;

~i) within 14 days after receipt of an application, ill the case of --
(a..;) an application in respect of any other licence area; or
(bb) an application for a short-term licence.

(2) (a) Any person who lodges representations pursuant to a notice ill terms of subregulation
(1) shall at the time of lodgment provide proof to the sa'Cisf~~clonof the Authority that he or she
h'-'Ssent by registered post or delivered a copy of such representations to the applicant concerned.

(b) Any person who has so lodged representations may be required in writing by the
Authority to provide it, within the period specified by it, with such further information as it
considers necessary.

(3) The applicant shall -
(a)· submit his or her written response (if any) to any representations lodged in terms at

subregulation (2) to the Authority within one month of the date of the notice
contemplated in subregulation (1) or within such further period as the Authority may

o
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on good cause shown allow; and
(b) at the same time provide proof to the satisfaction of the Authority that he or she has

sent by registered post or delivered a copy of such written response to the person
having made such representations,

(4) (a) The Authority shall provide the Broadcasting Technical Committee established in terms
of section 21(1)(a) of the Act with a copy of the application, and of such representations, further
information and response (if any).
. (b) The Authority shall provide the applicant and each party who made representations with
a copy of any written report of that Committee.

Hearing

o

6. (1) The Authority shall hold a hearing in respect of every application for a temporary
licence.

~2)Such hearing shall be held as soon as may be reasonably practicable, due regard being had
to the provisions of regulation 5, and at such date, time and plate as shall be determined by the
Authority and made known by written notice sent by registered post or delivered to the applicant
and each party who made representations.

(3) At the hearing -
(a) the applicant and each party who made representations in terms of regulation 5(2) shall

be afforded an opportunity to be heard;
(b) the parties referred to in paragraph (a) may be assisted and represented by any person

of their choice.
(4) Hearings held in terms of this regulation shall be open to the public.
(5) The Authority may at. the hearing require the applicant or any party who made

representations to provide such further evidence as it considers nec~ssary in support: of any
submission made by him or her in relation to the application, including -

(a) affidavits or other documents;
(b) evidence to be given by witnesses.

(6) The Authority may postpone the hearing -
(a) to afford any party an opporeunity to respond to any matter of which the Authority

may of its own accord have taken cognisance;
(b) to afford any party an opportunity to respond to any further information provided in

terms of these regulations; or
(c) if in its opinion a postponement is necessary for the proper consideration of the

application.
(7) If the Authority postpones the hearing without a day having been determined for the

holding of the adjourned hearing, the Authority shall by written notice sent by registered post or
delivered to each of the parties make known the date determined by the Authority for the
reconvening of the adjourned hearing.
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Application for short-term licence may be considered without representations or hearing

7. The Authority may exempt any application for a short-term licence from any of or all the
provisions of regulations 5 and 6 to such an extent and on such conditions ;:I..'; it may deem fit if,
having regard to the limited period in respect of which the licence is applied for, the Authority is
satisfied that compliance with such provisions would serve no useful purpose.

Considerations and criteria to be taken into account

(I"

8. '(1~In considering an application for a temporary licence, the Authority shall, with due
regard to the objects and principles as enunciated in section 2 of the Act, inter alia take into
account-

(a) the r ratters mentioned in section 47(1) of the Act, namely ,-
(Q whether the applicant is fully controlled by a non-profit entity and carried on

or to be carried on for non-profitable purposes;
(ii) whether the applicant proposes to serve the interests of the relevant community;
(iii) whether, as regards the provision of the proposed broadcasting service, the

applicant has the support of the community or of those associated with or
promoting the intet~ts of the community, which support shall be measured
according to the criteria prescribed in the Independent Broadcasting Authority
(Temporary Community Licences: Criteria to Measure Community Support)
Regulations, 1994; and

(iv) whether the applicant proposes to encourage members of the community or
those associated with or promoting the interests of the community to participate
in the selection and provision of programmes to be' broadcast in the course of
such broadcasting service;

(b) the matters referred to in section 47(2) of the Act, namely -
(i) the demand for the proposed broadcasting service within t~ -roposed licence

area;
(ii) the need for the proposed service within such licence area, having regard to the

broadcasting services already existing therein;
(iii) the capability, expertise and experience of the applicant;
(iv) the applicant's record and the record of each person who, if a licence were

granted to the applicant, is or would be in a position to control the operations
of the applicant either in his or her individual capacity or as a member of the
board of directors or top management structure, in relation to situations
requiring trust and candour; and

(v) whether either the applicant or the person referred to in subparagraph (iv) has
been convicted of an offence in terms of this Act;

(c) in addition to the matters ~pecified in paragraphs (a) and (b), the following additional
consider~tions and criteria contemplated in section 47A(2)(b) of the Act, namely -

(i) in the case of an application for a sound broadcasting licence, whether the
applicant is willing to provide the proposed service on an AM frequency;

~ ......
/"'"j. \'.'

\

o
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;;; -e-ne -iegree iJ which the applicant proposes to provide for regular r~ws services
.ma current affairs programmes on matters of interest to the community;

~iij whether the language or Isnguages to be. used by the applicant will serve the
community; and

(iv) the technical expertise which will be available to the applicant.
(2) H there is more than one licence application relating substantially to the same frequency

and licence at .L, the Authority may, with dUJ!regard to the objects and principles as enunciated in
section 2 of the Act and to the matters specified in subregulation (1), determine the most suitable
applicant.

Decision on application

9. (1) The Authority, at or after the hearing, and after having duly considered the relevant
application, the representations (if any) made in accordance with the provisions of regulation 5(2),
the applicant's written response thereto (if any), any written or oral report of the Broadcasting
Technical Committee, any further information provided in terms of these regulations and an) other
evidence tendered to the Authorirv (but subject to the provisions of regulation 7); and with due
regard to the objects and principles as enunciated in section ~:of the Act and mer taking into
account inter ali« the matters specified in regulation 8, shall grant or refuse the application.

(2) The Authority shall provide written reasons for its ruling.
(3) Upon having reached a decision on any application, the Authority ~- ,

(a) shall make known the outcome thereof by written notice sent by registered post or
delivered ::0 the applicant and to each party who made representations;

(b) may make known such outcome by any other means which it considers appropriate,

Licence fee

/--~
\

10. A temporary licence shall not be issued until the applicant concerned has paid to the
Authority a licence fee of R50 in respect of each month or part thereof of the term of validity of
the licence determined in terms of regulation 12(1).

c

1

Conditions

11. (1) Subject to the provisions of the Act and these regulations, the Authority, in granting
any application for a temporary licence pursuant to a ruling in terms of regulation 9(1), may impose
such terms, conditions and obligations appropriate to such licence and consistent with the objects
and principles as enunciated in section 2 of the Act, as it; deems fit.

(2) The Authority may -
(a) grant the application on condition that, before the licence is issued, the applicant shall

comply with any term, condition or obligation imposed in terms of subregulation (1)

"
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\1

11.

In.epi~""" ,B~in' AlMon",

which is stipulated by the Autbority and made known in writing to the applica-,v.
(b) issue the licence subject to any stated term, condition or obligation so imposed in terms

of which the licence holder shall comply therewith within a stilted period.
(3) Any term, condition or obligation imposed in terms of subregulation (1), other tuan one

made known as provided in subregulation (2)(a), shall be specified in the temporary licence to which
it pertains and shall upon the issue of such licence acquire the t' srce of law.

(4) The holder cf a temporary licence shall commence with the broadcasting service to which
such licence relates on such date or within such period not exceeding six months as shall be
determined by the Authority or within any extended period granted by the Authority on i,good
cause shown, and upon failure by the holder so to commence with the said broadcasting service, the
temporary licence relating the.ere shall lapse.

Term of temporary licences

12. (1) The term Cif validity of a temporary licence shall be for such period not exceeding one
year as the Authority may determine.

(2) The term of validity shall commence with effect from, as determined by the Authority -
(a) a specified time and date; or
(b) the date on which the holder of the licence commences with the broadcasting service

to which the licence relates.
(3) The holder of a licence with a term of validity contemplated in subregulation (2)(b) shall

inform the Authority in writing of the date of commence, ..ient of the broadcasting service.
(4) The term of validity of a temporary licence shall not be extended, but any holder of such

a licence may ar~:ly for any new temporary licence at any time before or afterhis or her existing
licence has ceased to be valid as provided in subregulation (1).

(5) During the term of validity of any temporary licence, the Authority may, in terms of a
notice contemplated in section 41 of the Act or regulation 2, invite applications for any category
of broadcasting licence in respect of the same frequency and licence area as those to which such
temporary licence relates, with a view to the granting of any sech broadcasting licence with effect

. from t. date fte~ that temporary licence has ceased to be valid.

e
Record of programmes broadcast

13. These regulations shall not be construed as relieving the holder of a temporary licence from
any obligation imposed in terms of section 55(1) of the Act.

Records, public inspection and copies

14. (1) The Authority shall keep a record of all applications and other documentation received
by it and of all its proceedings, findings and rulings at ;my hearing in terms of these regulations.
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(2) Such records shall be open to p.utlic inspection by interested persons during the normal
office hours ofthe Authority. .r>: . I

OJ The Authority shall at t:' \)Uestof any interested person and O.A payment of sud-deft as
may have been. prescribed, provide nib or her with a copy of or extract from !.my such record.

Short title

15. These reglJiations may be cited as the Independent Broadcasting Authority (Ternporary
Community Broadcasting Licences) Regulations, 1994.

o

o
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Schedule 1

FORM OF APPLIC.\TION FOR A TEMPORARY COMMUNTIY BROADCASTING LICENCE

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

APPLICATiON :FOR TEMPORARY COMMTJNITY BROADCASTING :UCENCE

" I

I
I_.

\\

TO: INDEPENDE."'IT BROADCASTING AUTIiORITY
rnA House
26 Baker Street
Rosebank
2196

Private Bag 31
Parklands, ,

2121

By hand delivery/Registered post

Note:
a. Please refct to the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act" 1993 0ct No. 153 of 1993). and
regulations and any guide issued by the At-tthority for the assistance of applicants for temporary
community broadcasting licences.
h. Any information requested in this form may, if length}")be contained in an apperdix.
c. \~'''ereany question in this form does not apply, the words "not applicable" must be inserted in full.

o

, ",'

1. PARTICULARS OF APPLIC&W (Person or body applying for licence)

1.1 Full Name of Applicant: Send notices and communications to the
following person at the address below

Name:

Street address Street address

Postal address with postcode Postal address with postcode

-
- .-
Telephone No. (including area code) Telephone No. (including area code)

--
Fax No. Fax No.

i
~:0
h
'ji ,I

U

_ 1

i
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Abbreviated name of applicr (if any):

Proposed name of broadcasting'service:

1.4 Legal form of applicant eg voluntary association, section 21,company, trust, other (attach CO?y
of c,?nstitution, memorandum and articles of association or other founding document certified
by two office-bearers of the body): .•...•........ ..................•.••.•.

f!
.......... c.· •• '# <_ ..'·•• ·••••••• a •••• ~ .

1.2 .-:·,.. •••• "' 3·" •••••

1.3
···"'········.···,,··.···.··.··· 1It

1.5 If registered.

Office of registration: . •••••••••• ".' ••••• 10 , ••••••• 111 .

........................... "" ., ~ ...

Registration No.: ..•...

Date of registration: •...

........ · ••••••• _IO ••••• '''' ••• ·., ••••••• ~& •••••••••.••

. ,. , .,. .
1.6 .Is the Applicant non-profit: ............. " 11 "' "' •••••.••••• · •••

If "Yes" how is this claim justified: .
• .. .,. ~ to II ,. ..

1£ "Yes" what precautions are in place to ensure that the Applicant is always non-profit:
$ 0. "' .

2. PARTICULARS OF CONTROLLING ENTITY (if any)

Is applicant controlled by any other person or body:

If "Yes":

Fu.ll name of controlling entity: .•.

2.2 Abbreviated name (if any): " , •....

2.1 ••••••••••••• ,<1:19' ..•• " •••••••••••• ''''' .•.••••••

~q"' •••••• li ••••••••••••

2.3 Legal form of controlling entity eg voluntary association, section 21 company, trust, other:
•••••••••.••••••• I1 •• · ••••• '11 ••••• ~ ••••• ItIt ·•••.•••.••••••••••••.•

2.5 If registered:

Office where registered: •. • • .. • • ., • • • .' • # I: • • • •. II • .. • -I .. ~ .. • .. .• .. " •. .. • .. • • .. • .. • .• 1 .. • II •

...................... " $ ...

Registration No.: It ................................• , • " •• ., .

Date of registration: .. .. II'~ " ••• " ••• ' " '\ ......... " ..
2.6 Is the controlling entity non-profit:

If IIYes " how is this clsim justified: .... " ~ ,. .
•••••••• ·· 01 " ·••• · ...

• c ".,,<1 ••.•• · '•• · ~ •••••••••• " .. ,q ••••••••••••

If "Yes" what precautions are in place to ensure that the Applicant is always non-profin
........................ " " "' .
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3. NATURE OF TEMPORARY SERVICE

3.1 Is the Licence sought for an event or events? ••• "e •••• loo.' ••• "'~ .• iIt ••. "' ••..........

If "Yes" describe the .event or events. and the expected starting and finishing dates .i~d
times: .. '"'"II • '" II " • • .• • • " .. • '" • 4 '" • • '" '" ,{',''''' '" • • .. '" •• ' eo " II. • • • .. • '" .

3.2 Explain your plans and requirements: ...................•....•...•... i;i •..••
ao " '" .. • .. • • .• " • " • C lJ • • • • " '" • .. ... .. .. • • .. .. .•. '. • '" " • • • .. .. 41 • o. ." • . ,~ . " .. • • . . '" . " . e 11 " • • •

33 For what period is the licence required: ..........•...•...••................

3.4 . If a licence is granted, when will the service begin operations: a-!t ••••••.•• ~ ...... " ••••

4. THE COMM]]NITY

4.1 How many members does th~community have: '" ••• ~ •• ., '" ..... I", .......

4.2 Is the community geographically founded: < ••••••••••••••••••

If "Yes" describe the georJ'c"Alkal area: .
.. .. .. .. .. . .. ~ ," ;: _ II II ,.. ~ •.. _ '" ..

!f "No" describe the 6I'OUp' of persons or sectors of the public and its specific common
Interest: 11 ·..... •• II • .. .. .. .. " II " .. to .. (> • • .. • .. .. .. • ,J .•. 11 " " .. • .. .• • • e ••• "11

••.• ". ••• " ••••••.• 0..'* .•.. ,. ' 10 .

Describe the salient features of the population of the area: ..... . . . . • . . . . . •.......
• • " • 00 11 .• ',')II • • " '" " .. • • .. • .. .. .• • • .• .. • _. .. .. .. • .. • • • C ill .. "

4.3 Describe how the broadcasting service will serve the community: ..............•...
•• ·.:I ,.t ••••• ., ••••• ·· •• · ·•••••••• · iI' •••• It .

4.4 Describe how the proposed broadcasting service will encourage members of the community
served by it or persons associatuz with or promoting the interests of such community to

b~~~~~ini:::~i~~~~o~. ~~. ~r~'~ri.s~o.n.~f.~r~~~~~ .t~ .b.e.b.r~~~c~t.i~~~.~~~~r~~~~s.u~~
••.• ,.'0",. I0 'S>.~ "'Iit".,
.... '" ,;.: .. '.' ~ • • • ., , • , .. <I ••••• '" • • , .• • • • .. • .. .. • • • • .. • ., " • • • .

4.5 Describe tl1\\~demand for the proposed Broadcasting Service and how this has been measured:
.. • .. • • , • , ) .• .. • ,. • .. •. • • • • • " .. • ., .. " • • • " • .. ._ • • • .. .. .. • • • • • • 111 • , • .. " co • ... • • .. • • • \:_; • •

............... ~ •• , "' •.••. , ••• ~ •••• " lf.0I

4.6 Describe the need for the proposed service and how this has been measured: .......••.
••• lI •• "" •••••••••• ' ••• fI.· ••••••••• · ••• ·•••• ·•••• · .

4.7 Describe other broadcasting services existing in the proposed licence area: ....••............................................................. ;, .

5. FINANCES AND MANAGEMENT

5.1 How is the broadcasting service to be funded: ...............•.••.....••.•....

5.2 State, in respec..'tof each person or body which will be in a position to control the applicant,
directly or indirectly, either in his or her personal capacity, or as a member of the hoard of
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directors or other governing body or top management Structure of the applicant Or its
controlling entity (if any):

):

Full Name

I.D. No. or birth date

'II .. 'II' 4- " " .. ,. " '" 'II' " " " •. " , ''II ' "

.. 'II' .. " w· " ." .. " " " " " ., '11 " ..

Home Address - •••• · •• ·" P •• · '. {I' 100 "

Business Address •••• " .••••.••• "! ••••••• ·•• ·••.•••• ·.·e ~ ...

Nationality

Gender

•• r." C" ••••••••••••.••• f>" ...•••

.. .. .. ., 'II' .. " .. (,.' " .• " " " " " iii'" r- .. 11 .. ,. .. a " "

Occupation

Qualification

•••.•• _. ••••••••••• ' ••••••.••••• ., ••••••• ,a .•• "' ... "

.. C " '. i '" .. .. " .. " ~": " " .. ,. .. .. .. .. •. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ". .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. .. ..

5.3 Attach the record of the '<ipplicant and of each pe..son referred to in 5.2 above in relation to
situations requiring trust and candour,

SA List and 'attach copies of :::;''''y management agreements, consultancy agreements, network
~greements, franchise agreements or any other agreements relating to the proposed service and
Its management: it ,. • • " " • " f' ~ .. .. • • ~ '" " • 'II ...

...... .:••.•.••• e ••••• 0: 12 •••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••

5.5 Give particulars of any interest in another broadcasting service, or proposed interest in another
broadcasnng service, held by the applicant, any controlling entity or any pen'on exercising any
material degre~ef?iJn\:rol in the operation of the service: .'. '......•............•.

., \. •. ;f.' •• __ +" ,. •••••.•••• II ••• " iI , .• io: ·e

5.6 Provide information that the resources and financial arrangements of the applicant are such
that there are reasonable prospects that it will1pe able to provide the service • . . . • • . .••

...... l: "' ••••••• jt .••.••••••••••••.•••.• " ' .

6. THE PROPOSED LICENCE AREA

6.1 Describe the geographical limits of the area: .. " • " ....... " " • " " •••• " •• " t. • " .... " ••• " "

•• ·!~ •••• ".".a ••••••• 5 •• "'1 •• ·.0 "' •••• ,

6.2 Reasons for selecting this area: . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . .••.
It • " • • " " " " 4 • " • " .. • .,. oil .. • • • " ~ .. • • • " • " • " .. • • • • • • " " • • • • • ,. & • " .. " • .. • • • • .. " e ,. •

7. TECHNICAL MATtERS - Give particulars where known
"

7.1 Give particulars, with make and model names, of each proposed transmitter item of equipment
to be used in broadcasting: •...•...•...• " ••.. :.. .. > • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••

•••••• ,,_.~," " ••••••.•••••.•• , 011

0'~: I

U
7.2 Preferred frequency band on which it is intended to broadcast: . • . • . . • . • . • . • . . • . . • •

7.3 Proposed effective radiated power {ERP}:. • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . ••......

7..4 Proposed power output, ." " " ... " " " ... " " .... " .... " . " ., . " ... " .. " . " ..... r, " • " • " .. " "
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7.5 Proposed antenna polarisation: •• " ". 1l " 1$ " •.• " , .. '. " • " • " " .-_.." " " " <II .. " •

7.6 Proposed horizontal broadcasting pattern: 0 •••••••••••••••• , •••

7.7 Proposed tYl:~ of transmission apparatus: •. ,.,., ..............••.......... ,.

7.8 Physical address or deeds registry description of location of proposed transmitter:
.......................................................... ' .

7.9 Geographical co-ordinates or map reference of transmitter's position: .......•... , ...

7.10 Site height above sea level: "." " ".". or " •• " " ..

7.11 Effective antenna height above site: ....•........... , .. , .•.................

7.12 Proposed serv-ice area: .. . " .. . . . "" . . " oil • .. .. • " .. " If • • " • 10 • • " " .. .. .. " • " " • • • II • ~ • • " .. • •

7.13 Giv~ full particulars of the precautions to be taken against interference with other broadcasting
serv ,tees: .. .. 1'1 •• " .. .. .. .. • • '. .. • .. .. • " .... " .... " " • • " • III • • .. • •. • • " iI • .. III • " •. • • .. • " • " ••

• '" •• II " •• , ••. " " • " " " •• '~ • " IrI ••••• " •• " " " .

••••••• '_ .••••••.••••••••••••• " •.••••••••.•.••.••••••••• ·••• ••••••• 4 .....

7.14 Give full particulars of the person/s who will be in charge of the power, transmission and
technical matters:

•.•............. ,"' " •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•• G· •••

7.15 Attach a pattern of the radiation if available.

8. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS

8.1 Confirm whether consents, permissions or other authority is required in terms of laws relating
to the environment, town planning, occupational health and safety, or copyright:

••••• , ••.• " '••••••.•••••••••••••••••• l) ,

8.2 If so, whether all such consents, permissions or other authority are being c have been
obtained: . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ;""".. . . II " , • • , .... " " .. .. " " .. " • • • .. • • • • " • • .. ,. • " " • • • .. • • •

8.3 Confirm whether the applicant is in possession (Jf a copy of the current Code of Advertising
Practice of the Advertising Standards Authority Qf !:>outhAfrica:

••.• '••• " , " ., •••• f • 0 j '" 11 , fI 41 •

8.4 Confirm whether the applicant is in possession of a copy of the Code of Conduct for
Broadcasting Services: . ~ " . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . " .. II • • • II • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • • .. /I; • II • • • .. • • • •

9. PROGRAMMING

9.1 Proposed hours of broadcasting:

'~.2 Attach particulars of the proposed programme policies indicating the proportion of time to
be given to such items as local news, national news, international news, children's
programmes, young people's prog!'ammes~ adult programmes, contemporary popular music,
contemporary light mUSiC, classical music, other music, talk shows, advertising, etc.

• • • • , •• .- •••••••••••• > til' , iii It Ii It .. , •• It II " , II

9.3 Give parti~lars of the proportion of time to be allocated to particular languages:
••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• 11 ..... ·•••• 1'1 ••• :&1 ••••••••••••••• " ••
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9.4 Give particulars of any network arrangements: •• "" " <iii ., .,

• .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • ~ ~ .. • .. ;II " • .. • • • .. .. ... .. • • .. .. ~ " .. • " .. .. .. • If • .. • .. .. fI .. .. "" '. " , .. II ~ .. .. ..

10. OTHER INFORMATION

Set out below or attach in a schedule any other information which maybe relevant to the
application or which may assist the Authority in considering the application, having regard
co the objects and principles as enunciated in section 2 of the Act and to the considerations
and cdb~ria mentioned in regulation 8 "f theIndependenc Broadcasting Authority (Temporary
Community Broadcasting Licences) Regulations, 1994:.

• 11 ~ •••• lf ••••••••• " .

•••• ., ••••••••••••••• 6 " ••••• , .

The applicant acknowledges that st~tements in this form and accompany_ing documents. will be rclie?
upon by th~.Authority, and confirms that to the knowledge and belief of the applicant all sucn
statements are true and correct.

Signed:

Signature:

Full names of signatory:_~ _

For and on behalf of:
~N~am--e-o~f~a-p-p~li~ca-n-t------

Note: att~ch copy of resolution by applicant authorising signatary to sign this application on behalf of
the applicant. -.

Witness:

Name I:)t wltness
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Schedule 2

PROPOSED LICENSING AREAS IN RESPECT OF WHICH ApPLICATIONS WILL BE DEALT
wrm

AFTElt 15 NOVEMBER 1~~94

A. Cel'tain magisterial diStricts in the prcomce of Pretoria- Witwatersrand- Vereeniging

Alberton
Benoni
Boksburg
Brakpan

Germiston
Johannesburg
Kemptcn Park
Randburg

Roodepoort
Springs

B. Certain magisterial districts in the province of the Western Cape

Bellville
Cape
Goodwood

Kuils River
Mitchells Plain
Paarl

Simonstown
Stellenbosch
Wynberg

-00000-
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No. R., ......

GOVERNMENT NOTICE

lNDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

~dt1rt»~, .....1hooriIy,.

.".........• 1994

REGULATIONS RELATING TO PROCEDURES CONCERNING APPUCATIONS FOR
At...1D THE GRANI1NG OF TE:MPORARY BROADCASTING SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION
liCENCES FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE PROVISION OF.BROADCASTlNG SIGNAL
DIS'TR.IBUT'ION FOR HOLDERS OF TEMPORARY COlv1MUNITY BROADCASTING
LICENCES

The Independent Broadcasting Authority has, under section 7'8(1)read with section 34 of the
Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, 1993 {Act:No. 153 of 1993)i made the regulations in the
Schedule.



1. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise indicates -
(i) "temporary community broadcasting iicence" means a temporary community

broadcasting licence contemplated in section 1:7A of the Act;
(li) "temporary distribution licence" means a temporary broadcasting ~ignaldistribution

licence issued to the holder of a temporary community broadcasting licence for the
purp~se of the provision by such holder of broadcasting signal distribution for himself
or herself exclusively;

liii) "the Act" mezns the Independent Proadcasting Authority Act, 1993 (Act No. 153 of
1993),

and any word or expression to which a meaning has been assigned in the .Ac~shall bear suc;1;l
meaning.

1670mepil
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SCHEDULE

Definitions

Application fer a temporary distribution licence

°1I

:1

2. (1)The Authority shall not consider an application for the grant of a temporary distribution
licence to any person other tb:1H the holder or prospective holder of a temporary community
broadcasting licence.

(2) An application for a temporary distribution licence shall -
(a) be substantially in the form annexed;
(b) be properly and legibly completed in any cfficial language, and
(c) be accompanied by the other information required in the form.

(3) An applicant may be required in writing by the Authority to provide the Authority,
within the period specified by it,with such further information as may be reasonably necessary with
a view to enabling it to properly consider the application.

(4) (a) The Authority shall provide the Broadcasting Technical Committee established in terms
of section 21 (1) (a) of the Act with a copy of the application and of such further information (if any).

(b) The Authority shall provide the applicant with a copy of any written report of that
Committee in relation to the application.

Decision on application

3. (1) The Authority, after having duly considered the relevant application for a temporary
distribution licence, any further information provided, any report of the Broadcasting Technical
Committee and any other evidence tendered to the Authority, and with due regard to the objects
and principles as enunciated in section 2 of the Actr shall -

(a) subject to the provisions of paragraph (b), grant the application;
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(b) refuse the application: if the applid;fi~n for a temporary community broadcasting
licence in respect of the broadcasting service to which such temporary Qistribution
licence relates has been refused. 'j

(2) ThelAuthority shall provide written reasons for its ruling.
(3) Upon having reached a decision on any application, the Authori~y shall make known the

outcome thereof by written notice sent by registered post or delivered to the applicant.

Conditions

4. (1) Subject to the provisions of the Act and these regulations, the Authority, ingranting any
temporary distribution licence pursuant to a ruling hl terms of regulation 3(1) -

(a) shall stipulate the nature, number and transmission characteristics of the transmitters
approved by the Authority for use in providing the licensed broadcasting sign,al
distribution;

(b) may impose such other terms, conditions and obligations appropriate to such licence
and. consistent with the objects and principles as enunciated in section 2 of the Act, as
it deems !it.

(2) The Authority may -
(a) grant the application or . ndition that, before the licence is issued, the applicant shall

comply with any stip,,- _~lon,term, condition or obligation imposed in terms of
subregularicn (1) which is specified by the Authority and made known in writing to
the applicant;

(b) issue the licence subject to any stated stipulation, term, condition or obligation so
imposed in terms of which the licence holder shall comply therewith within a stated
period.

(3) Any stipulation, term, condition or obligation imposed in terms of subregulation (1), other
than one made known as provided in subregulation (2)(a), shall be specified in the temporary
distribution licence to which it pertains.

Term of temporary distribution licences

5. (1) The term of validity of a temporary distribution licence shall be concurrent with the
term of validity of the relevant temporary community broadcasting licence issued to the holder
concerned.

(2) The term of validity of a temporary distribution licence shall not be extended, but a holder
of such a licence may apply for a new temporary distribution licence at any time before or after his
or her existing licence has ceased to be valid as provided in subregulation (1).
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Change of transmitters or transmission characteristics

6. The holder of a tem,L'orary distribution licence shall make written application to the
Authority for any -

(a) change of his or her transmitters;
(b) addition to or reduction of the number of his or hertransmitters; or
(c) change in the transmission characteristics of any of his or her transmitters.

-
Records, p';lblic inspection and copies

7. (1) The Authority shall keep a record of all applications and other documentation received
by it and of all findings and rulings in terms of these regulations.

(2) Such records shall be open to public inspection by interested persons during the normal
office hours of the Authority.

(3) The Authority shall at th11'equest of any\hlterested person and on payment of such fe~ as
may have been prescribed, provide' him or her with a copy of or extract from any such record.

Short tide

8. These regulations may be cited as the Independent. Broadcasting Authority (Temporary
Broadcasting Signal Distribution Licences) Regulations, 1994.
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FORM OF APPLICATION FOR A TEMPORARY DISTRIBUTION LICENCE

INDEPENDENT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY

APPliCATION FOR TEMPORARY
BROADCASTING SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION LICENCE

TO: INDEPEND¥-NT BROADCASTING AUTHORITY
rnA House
26 Baker Street
Rosebank
2196

Private Bag 31
Parklands
2121

By hand delivery/R« ..J<;tered post

iJ,

Note:
a. Pleaserefer to the Independent Broadcasting Authority A a, 1993 (Act No. 153 of1993) and regulations
and any guide issued by the Authority for the assistance of applicants for temporary community
broadcasting licences. .
h. Any information requested in this [orm may, if lengthy, be contained in an appendix.
c. Where any question in this form does not apply, the words "not applicable" must be inserted in full.

\~.
I) -

11.
,........

PARTICULARS OF APPLICANT (Person or body applying for licence)

1.1 Full Name of Applicants Send notices and communications to the
following individual at the address below

Name:

1-- -
Street address Street address.

Postal address with postcode Postal address with postcode

-
Telephone No. (including area code) Telephone No.(including area code)

Fax No. Fax No.

---
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2.1

3.2
3.3

3.4-
3.5

3.6
3.7

3.8

3.9
It

3.10
'~,""

3.11

3.12

3.13

- 6 •

2. THE PROPOSED LICENCE AREA

Describe the geographical Iimits of the area: ... ' C <oJ '" ._ <I " " ..

••••• 11 ·•• "'· •••• " 4 " ••• _ ••

3. TECHNICAL MA!fERS ~Give particulars where known

3.1 Give particulars, with make and model names, of each proposed transmitter item of equipment
to be used in broadcasting: ............................•..............• .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ;, lit ". e' _ _ 'if ..

Preferred frequency band on which it is intended to broadcast: . . • . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Proposed effective radiated power (ERP): ..•..•...•.........•.....•.........•

Proposed power output: ..•...•........................................

Proposed antenna polarisation: ....••................................... ,

Proposed horizontal broadcasting pattern: ..•...............................

Proposed type of transmission apparatus: ................................•.•

Physical address or deeds registry' description of location of proposed transmitter:
......... ), •.••••• " ••••••••.••• " 1.., " ,'). ..

Geographical co-ordinates or map reference of transmitter's position: .....•.........

Site height above sea level: .. .'................ ....•.

Effective antenna height above site: .......................•..... , .

Proposed service area: . . . , . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Giv7 {'ull particulars of the precautions to be taken against interference with other broadcasting
s'Crvlces: Ii...... ·.,........· ., '" .. .. .. ft .. .. .. .. .. If .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. ti· .. .. II ..

........ ·!I"' ,.·.O, ••••••••••••• ·•••• ·••• C' ••••••.•.• ~ ••.•••

••••• '''" ••••••••••• ''' ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •.••. " .............•• 'f ..••• $ •••••

3.14 Give full particulars of the person/s who will be in charge of the power, transmission and
technical matters:

• " .. lit .. .. iI· .. .. .. " .. ,. .. .. II .. .. .. .. " .. .. .. ", .. .. .. .. • " • .. " .. .• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. III .. .• .. Ii .. .. ·0 • " .. .. .. .. .. ·1iI .. .. • ..

3.15 Attach a pattern of the radiation if available.

4. COMPLLI\NCE WITH LAWS

4.1 Confirm whether consents; permissions or other authority is required in terms of laws relating
to the environment, town planning, cccupational health and safety, or copyright:
..... " "" " ,. , " .

4.2 If so, whether all such consents, permissions or other authority are being or have been
obtained: ., " " . III " •• ." oil • II " iii .
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The applicant acknowledges that statements in this form andacco~pa.ri-v:ingdocumentt.;~'i1.1be relied
upon oy the Authority, and confirms that to the knowledge and belief of the apF:.'1t.t.!~t",Jlsuch
statements are true and correct. "

Signed;.,

Date:, ..;._ ,_-_ Signatures , .--.:

Full names of signatorys _

Forandonbeh~fo~.~--~._~-------- __ ---------------------------Name of applicant

, .
Note: attach copy of resolution by flpplicant authorising signatc.{J ";'0sign this application on behalf of
the applicant .. 0 '

Witness:

Name of witness

-00000-

,
t
I
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Ad No. 153, 1993 INDEPENDENTIIROADCAS'ONG AUTHORITY ACT. 1993

Schedul<! 1

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR BROADCASTING SERVICJ;S

(Section 56)

Preamble

1. The fimdamerJ.al principle to be upheld, is that the freedom of all broadcasting hcensees is indivisible from and subject ,0 the .ame resuaints as those relevant
to the individual person. and is fouoded on the individual's fUl;j~mental right to be informed and to freely receive and disseminate opinions,

General

2. Broadcasting licensees shall-
(a) not broadcast any IlwerIai which is indecent or obscene or offensive to public morals or offensive to the religious convictions or feelings of any section
of the population or likely 10 prejudke the safety of the :itate or the public order or relations between sections of the population;
(b) not. without due care and sensitivicy. present material which depicts or relates to brutality, violence. atrocities, drug abuse and obscenity;
(cjexercise due care 11m!responsibility in the presentation of programmes where a large number of children are likely to I,.. part of the audience.

News

:>. (I) Broadcasting licensees shall be obliged to report news truthfully, accurately and objectively.
(2) News !:hall be presented in the correct context and in a balanced manner. without intentional or negligent departure from the facts, whether by-
(a) dtstcrtion, exaggeration or misrepresentation
(bimaterial omissions; or
(c) summanzation,
(3) OIIIy illat which may ~'<1!13hly I'!;=. having due regard to the source of news, may be presented as ract, and such faCtS shall be broadcast fairly with
due regard to context and in\" j.tuv;e. \lJllere a report is not based on fact or Is founded on opinion, supposition. rumours or allegations. it shall be presented
in such manner as to indicate clearly that such is the case.
(4) Where there is reason !D <loah! the COITCCUIeSS of a ....r~!Iand it is praeticable to verify the correctness thereof, it shall be verified. Where such verification
is not practicable. the fact shall be mentioned in the repor
(5) Where it subsequently appealS tIlat a broadcast report was incorrect in a material respect. it shall be rectified fortJtwith. without reservation cr delay. 'fi?~
rectification shall be presented with 11<0.11a degree of prominence and timing as may be adequate and fair so as to readily attract attention.
(6) Reports, photographs a. vidoo m;!~tria( relating to matters inVolving indecency or obscenity shall be presented witll due sensitivity. due regard being had
to the prevailing moral climate. In particular, broadcasting licensees shall avoid the broadcasting of obscene and :asciviou5 matter.
(7) The identity of rape victims and other victims of sexual violence shall not be divulged in any broadcast without the prior ccnsent of the victim concerned.

Comment

4. (1) Broadcasting licensees shall be entitled to comment on and criticize any actions or events of public importance.
(2) Comment sltaI1 be presented in such manner that it appears clearly (0 be comment. and shall be made on facts truly stated or fairly indicated and referred
to.
(3) Comment shall be an honest expression of opinion.

Ccntroverstal tssues or public Importilnce

5. (I) In preseruing a programme in "hich controversial issues of public lmportance are discussed. a broadcasting licensee shall make reasonable efforrs to fairly
present signif>Calltpoints of view either in the same programme or in a subsequent programme forming pan of the same series of programmes presented within
a reasonable period of time and in substantially the same time slot.
(2) A person whose views have been criticized in a broadcasting programme on a controversial issue of public importance, shall be given a reasonable
opportunity by the broadcasting licensee to reply to such criticism, should that person so request.

Electlens

6. During any election period. the provisions of sections 58. 59, 60 ard 61 of this ,\ct shall apply. and all brcadcastir-g services shall in terms of those sections
be subject to the jurisdiction of the Authority.

PrIvacy

7. In so far as both news and commera are concerned. broadcastlttg licensees shall exercise exceptional care and consideration in matters involving the private
lives and private concerns of indiyidua(~, bC.lring in mind that the right to privacy may be overridden by a legitimate public interest.

PQyIng a criminal for Informatiou

8. No payment shall be made to persons involved in crime or other notorious behaviour, in order to obtain information concerning any such behaviour, unless
compelling societal interests indicate the contrary.
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